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CHAPTER I 
THE PHONEMES OP TONGAN 

0.1. This paper presents the phonemic ‘system of Tongan 
as spoken by residents of the Tongan or Friendly Islands in 
the South Pacific. All of the informants are natives of Tonga 
and lived there from their birth until they came to the Unit
ed States between the years 1955 and 1962.

0.2. The language materials used in this study have been 
gathered from various informants, most of whom were living on 
the island of Tongatapu, the largest or main island of the 
Tongan Archipelago, at the time they came to America. However, 
some of the informants had lived earlier in their life at 
Neiafu, Vava'u, in the northern group of islands, or at Pangai, 
Ha'apai, in the central group.

0.3. This diversity of origin, however, has no special 
linguistic significance, as the same dialect of Tongan is 
spoken in all three places: Tongatapu, Ha'apai, and Vava'u.
The main observable differences that do exist are found in the 
use of a few characteristic lexical forms and a few slight 
variations in the tonal patterns of Tongan as spoken in Vava'u 
and as spoken in the other two places, Tongatapu and Ha^apai. 
Only one separate dialect of Tongan exists. It is the dialect 
of Niua Fo'ou, or Tin Can Island, the most northern and remote 
island of the Tongan group. Unfortunately this dialect is in 
danger of disappearing, as all of the people speaking it were 
removed from Niua Fo'ou by the Tongan Government in 19̂ -6,
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when the large volcano on that island erupted violently, and 
the people were relocated at various places in Tongatapu and 
Eua.

0.4-. Tongan is of strategic importance in the Western 
group of Polynesian languages. Proto-Tongan is considered by 
some to be the last to have broken off Proto-Austronesian,^ 
with the result that it is said to be "the most complex and

parchaic language phonemically of the Polynesian group."
1.0. The Tongan phonemic system includes seventeen seg

mental phonemes and eight prosodic phonemes, a total of twen
ty-five phonemes. They include twelve consonants, five vow
els, four stresses, and four junctures. The phonemes are as 
follows:

CCrlSCRAIJTS 
Labial Alveolar Velar Pharyngal

Fricative
Continuants
Hon-fricative
Continuants
VOWELS

f
v
m

nign
Mid
Low

Front Central Back 
i u

n &
1

PPG 30 DIC PHONEMES 
Stresses * w
Junctures + I II ir

As may be seen from the above chart of consonants, the

Samuel H. Elbert, "internal Relationships of Polynesian Lan
guages and Dialects," Southwestern Journal of Anthropology. IX
1953) pp. 14-7-173.

2 Ibid.. p. 16J.
?
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twelve 'consonants may be classified into two main groups: 
four stops / p t k 7 / and eight continuants / f v s h m n 
gi 1 /. The continuants may be subdivided into four fricatives 
/ f v s h / and four non—fricative continuants / m n g. 1/.
This classification gives the symetrical arrangement of four 
stops, four fricative continuants, and four non-fricative con
tinuants, which may be illustrated by the following contrasting 
sets of forms: (stops) pai bent or crooked (of fingers), tai 
sea, salt water (variant form of tahi sea, ocean), kai to eat, 
’ai to out, to -place: (fricatives) fai to do. vai water, sai 
good, satisfactory, hai who, interrogative? (non-fricative con
tinuants) mafa to have a oredeliction for, nafa drum, gafa task, 
and lafa flat.

The same symmetrical four-four-four arrangement of the con
sonants may be made according to point or place of articulation: 
four labials / p f v m /, four alveolars / t s n 1 /, and four 
back consonants or velar-pharyngal / k g 9 h /, which may be > 
illustrated by the following contrasting sets of forms, some of 
which are included in the examples previously cited: (labials) 
pai bent, crooked (of fingers), fai to do. vai water, mai here. 
to or toward the first person or sneaker: (alveolars) too to 
plant, soo swee.theart. noo to borrow, loo ant; (velar-pharyngal) 
kata to laugh, jjata to end, terminate. 9ata shadow, and hata 
our, dual, inclusive, indefinite.

A classification into stops, voiceless fricatives and 
resonants is useful in describing some aspects of the distribu
tion of allophones. The seven non-resonants / p t k ’ f s h /
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may be divided into four stops / p t k 9 / and three non-reso
nant fricatives / f s h /, and the five resonants remaining 
are / v 1 m n j /, which include one fricative / v /, one
lateral / 1 / and three nasals / m n /.

The five-vowel system of two front / i e /, two back 
/ u o /, and one central / a /, may also be arranged into two 
high / i u /, two mid / e o /, and one low / a /. However, 
in some cases of assimilation affecting vowels as well as 
consonants, two high / i u / are opposed to three low / e o a /,
or two front / i e / are opposed to three back / u o a /. 'These
latter two classifications of high versus low and front versus 
back are useful in describing some aspects of the allophonic 
distribution of vowels.

Contrasts for all five vowels may be exemplified for 
single vowels in identical environments, as follows: sala
name of a tree, sola stranger, foreigner, sula juror, sila 
envelope, and sela Sarah, female name, all of which words are 
in common use in present-day Tongan, although all except sala 
seem to be obviously loan words into Tongan from other lan
guages. Contrasts can also be exemplified for each vowel in
identical W  clusters, as follows: taa to strike, too to plant,
tuu to shake out, tii tea, and tee to float. Contrasts for 
each of the vowels can also be exemplified in clusters of more
than two vowels in the environment a a, as in haohaoa to be
perfect, kaukaua to be robust or strong, maea rope. 9aia that. 
who, which, relative pronoun, and fakaaa to heat or warm over
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a fire in order to soften.
There are no series generating components of phonemes as 

the phonemes are presented in this paper, although it is pos
sible to treat vowel length as a series generating component 
by setting up length as a phoneme. Minimal pairs such as mama 
ring and ma*ma world can be found to validate the phonemic 
status of vowel length. However, the analysis presented in 
this paper treats long vowels as identical or geminate VV clus
ters for the purpose of achieving greater simplicity of des
cription. Stress and intonation are easier to describe if 
vowel length is represented by geminate vowels.

Iven though there are no series generating components among 
Tongan consonants, there is one component, that of voicing, 
which enters in labial fricatives to give voiced-voiceless op
position: / f / and / v /.

■ The four stresses / w / phonemically mark junctures
or breaks in the alternation of phonemic stress in the contour 
phrase or utterance. In such alternation, / ' ~ '/ alternate 
with / w /, but no alternation has been observed between / '/,
/ A /, or / % / (i. e., primary, secondary, or tertiary). Only 
the stress of the particular vowel or vowels breaking the alter
nation of stress pattern are marked. For example, the stress 
pattern of the contour phrase #’oku+lahiI [#9oku+lahiI] is big 
or rcreat (tertiary + weak + primary + weak) is regular; hence, 
no stress need be marked. The stress pattern, on the other 
hand, of the contour phrase #‘7oku+fe.'7arci‘?akiV H^’oku+fe’alu’akiI] 
are eroinr back and forth is broken by the occurrence of tertiary
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stress on the syllable 9a following tertiary stress on the 
syllable fe. 9a should have weak stress to preserve the alter
nation of stress pattern; hence, the tertiary stress occurring 
on ’a is marked. The alternating stress is reckoned from major 
juncture /I/, /II/, or /#/ and counting forward toward the suc
ceeding major juncture. In the regular alternation of stress

3pattern, the first stress of the utterance or macrosegment is 
tertiary /'/ followed by weak /**/. Tertiary and weak stresses 
alternate on the succeeding vowels unless the alternation of 
stress pattern is broken. The vowel breaking the alternation 
is marked with the particular stress falling on it. If the
alternation of stress resumes with a regular pattern following
such a break, no further stress is marked. That pattern is 
tertiary alternating with weak until the first primary or secon
dary stress occurs. If such primary or secondary stress falls 
on the penultimate syllable of the contour span or macrosegment, 
it is not marked for primary stress but is marked for secondary, 
since the normal stress for such syllables is primary. All 
primary or secondary stresses occurring on a syllable preceding 
the penultimate syllable are marked since the only normal posi
tion for primary stress is on the penultimate syllable of the 
contour span or macrosegment. All occurrences .of secondary 
stress are irregular; hence, they must be marked. It should 
be noted that tertiary stress may occur immediately before
a secondary or primary stress in the regular stress pattern

Z See Charles ?. Kockett, A Course in Modern Linguistics (New 
York: Macmillan Company, 1958)»p. 38. As used in this paper,
macrosegment means "the stretch of material spoken with a 
single intonation."
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if tertiary stress occurs there in a pattern of regular alter
nation up to that point. Note the example #na9e+mahinoI [#^’6+ 
mahinoI] was plain or clear, 'which has regular alternation of 
tertiary and weak stress preceding the first primarily stressed 
vowel. In this case, the first primary stress falls on the 
penultimate syllable and is regular; hence, it is not marked 
in the phonemic transcription. Short contour spans or macroseg
ments of tv/o syllables normally have primary stress followed 
by weak, in which case no phonemic stress is marked: ftha’u#
C^ha’u#] come. However, if the first syllable of a disyllabic 
contour span receives secondary stress, such stress is marked, 
since its occurrence is irregular,- as in irna?eI • oast tense, 
which occurs in the utterance #ndve I 9i+ha9apai# [’#n£9el’i+ 
ha^apai#] Che, she) was in Ha'apai. In trisyllabic contour 
spans, the normal stress pattern is tertiary followed by pri
mary and then weak, as in #tata’o 1 [#tata9o IJ cover ut>. imper
ative. In four-syllable contour spans the normal pattern is 
tertiary + weak + primary + weak, as in una’e+lahi I [=ifna9e+ 
lahi!J'was bi? or great.

4- V "■The junctures are word-final or open juncture /+/; con
tour span final /I/, which may also occur utterance finally; 
utterance-final falling /#/; and utterance-final rising or 
high /II/.

1.1.0. Examples of overlapping distribution of the phonemes 
are abundant for consonants and vowels, but not as abundant for

4 Nord is here defined as any stretch or sequence of phonemes 
occurring between juncture, including the /+/ juncture.
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8
the prosodic phonemes, although sufficient examples of contras
tive distribution can be found to validate their phonemic status.

1.1.1. At least one series of thirteen minimally contras
ting forms exists in Tongan to validate the independent phone
mic status of each of the tv/elve consonants as well as the inde
pendent status of / h / and / ’ / as being separate from zero. 
Note the following minimally contrasting forms: paa to exolode,
taa to hit or strike, kaa to clear the throat. 9aa fence, 
faa four, vaa soace or distance between, saa rafter, haa to ap
pear. maa to be ashamed, naa to be respectful. rpa to rant hard 
or breathe under difficulty, laa sail, and aa to heat sticks 
or- leaves over a fire for softening.. vaa, haa, and aa illus
trate the contrast of / ° / and / h / with zero. The same con
trast is illustrated in intervocalic position by maa to be 
ashamed. ma9a to be clean, and maha to be empty. As seen in 
the examples which'have been cited, each stop, each fricative, 
and each non-fricative continuant appears in contrast with each 
other phoneme of its own particular series; moreover, each la
bial, each alveolar, each velar and each pharyngal phoneme also 
contrasts with each other phoneme of the series to which it 
belongs.

numerous other minimally contrasting series can be shown 
as evidence for the various classes of phonemes according to 
the manner as well as the place of articulation of each. Note 
the following examples: (stops) pau certain, tau to fight,
kau to belonrc. -pertain. vau current. poo night, too to fall, 
lcoo beyond, and 9oo to mo. plural: (fricatives folo to swal-
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low, volo uvula, solo solo, holo about, here and there, fii 
to plait or braid, vii a tree bearing oval-shaped fruit, sii 
to cast 03? throw, and hii semen: (non-fricative continuants) 
moa fowl or chicken, noa zero, goa a kind of shell-fish, loa 
a black rain cloud, mafa to be taken up with a work to the 
exclusion of everything else, nafa native drum, jafa task or 
duty. and lafa to be affected with ring worm; (labials) pau 
to be certain, fau exceedingly, very much or greatly, vau to 
scrape or grate, nau a kind of tree, pilo pillow. filo thread, 
vilo to rotate raoidly. and rnilo to twist or turn; (alveolars) 
too to olant. soo to be sweethearts, noo to borrow or hireT 
loo ant, tautau to hang, iterative, sausau leaves used in 
magical rites, naunau equipment, and laulau tray; (velars and 
pharyngals, together with the contrast between / 9 / and zero) 
koa soap, foam. 9oa oar, oa an interjection, hoa companion.
50a a kind of shell-fish, kau to belong or pertain. 9au cur
rent. au straight part of a fish fence, hau emoorer or champion, 
and ipu to gnaw.

1.1.2. As noted above- / t / and / s / are separate pho
nemes, contrasting not only with each other but with all other 
consonants. This statement regarding their separate phonemic 
status, however, does not agree with statements previously made 
by George William Grace and Otto Dempwolff that there is no 
phoneme / s / in Tongan. In his study entitled "The Position 
of the Polynesian Languages Within the Austronesian (Malayo- 
Polynesian) Language Family" Grace says, "Tongan £ has an al-
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10
lophone which occurs only when t is immediately followed by
To. (Tongan) i. So do Futunan and Uvean.. In Tongan this.al-
lophone is at present [ s ], but in earlier writings on Tongan
it was written with In Futunan it is described as [• ts ].
In Uvean it is written Dempwolff, in. his fundamental
work on Austonesian linguistics, says that s is lacking in- •
Tongan but that Tongan- has a phoneme ts which he writes in.--
Tongan words where / s / now appears. For example, .Dempwolff
writes masiva roor as matsiva, kutufisi louse as.kutufitsi,

7and fisifisi to flip with the fingers as fitsifitsi. ' ■

In view of these statements, it is interesting to note that 
not only do / t / and / s / contrast before other vowels, but. 
also before / i /.' note the following examples of overlapping 
distribution before / i /: tii tea,.sii to cast or thrown sisi

5 'Published in International Journal of American-linguistics.
XXV, -io. 3, (July, 1959). See. page 17. . ■

^ Otto Dempwolff, vergleichende Lautlehre des Austronesischen 
Wortschatzes. Beiheft Zur zeitschrift fdr Zingeborenen- . 
Sprachen, ho. 17 (1937), (Berlin: .Dietrich Reimer), pp. 169,
175. It is not immediately clear where Dempwolff obtained 
his ts phoneme. Shirley Baker-in his Tongan and'English Voca- . 
bularv (Auckland, Hew Zealand: 1697) uses.the letter j, which . 
he says is pronounced like ch. William Mariner in his diction
ary and grammar in An Account of the natives of the Tonga Is
lands in the South Pacific Ocean, written by John Martin, 
(Edinburgh: 1827), II, liv, lists ch pronounced [. c ] as.a let
ter of the alphabet. This is evidently the same as Baker's 
j. and s as now. used by C. H. Churchward in his Tongan Diction
ary (Oxford: 1959), since the term for.body is listed by Mari
ner as chino, by Baker as jino, and by Churchward as sino» . The 
writer has lived nine years in Tonga., speaks Tongan fluently, 
and has conversed in Tongan with more than .2.000 native speakers. 
Neither in his long experience nor in some lS hours or.so of 
tares.from more than ten informants has he encountered a sound 
[ c ] nor [ c ]. The closest would be [ s ] carelessly spoken 
for /si/ i" positions of weak stress preceding strong stress.

7Dempwolff, on. cit.
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11
grass skirt, tisi dish, misi to dream, miti a sauce made from 
coconut cream, teniti tent, tenisi tennis, tiueti duet, siueti
a female name, tili money-till. sili to fish with a net that is
thrown, sita a female name, sisa Caesar, nasi to look forward
to, and nati a nut to a bolt.

Although many .of the above forms are loan words, a number 
of them have come into general usage and are fully accepted as 
Tongan, as evidenced by the fact that they have entered into use 
as stems in affixation, as, for example, in tii’aki to use as 
tea, fetii’aki bo have tea at each other’s houses, tisi’aki 
to use as a dish, teniti’aki to use as a tent, tenisi’aki to use 
in olayinm tennis, and nati1’aki to use as a nut.

. It is possible, however, although not certain, that the con
trast of / t / and / s / before / i / is of fairly recent origin 
in Tongan, as there are no pairs that have been found which do 
not apparently include at least one loan word. The pair miti
and misi comes the closest to being of native origin, as misi
to dream is of unquestioned Polynesian origin, being cognate 
with similar forms with similar meaning in other Polynesian lan
guages, and miti a sauce made from coconut cream is shared by 
both Fijian and Tongan. Its meaning in Fijian is a sauce made 
of orange, chili, and onion .juice. Thus, if miti is a loan word 
in Tongan, it has most likely come from Fijian.

On the other hand, however, the existence of contrasting 
[ s ] and [ t ] in Samoan, including the environment before [ i ], 
as in miti the name of a bird and misi to make a hissing noise
with the lins. as well as the existence of [ s ] and [ t ] in
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12
Fijian and the appearance of both phones in contrasting environ
ments, including before [ i ], as in misi to nick or nibble at ' 
and in miti a sauce made of orange, chili. and onion .iuice would 
seem to indicate that Tongan has always had an / s./and a / t /, 
and that perhaps the two phonemes were in. contrast before / i / 
as well as other vowels. It is interesting to note in this con
nection that [ s ] has been lost from, such Eastern Polynesian 
languages or dialects as Maaori, Hawaiian, and Tahitian. Except 
for at least one dialect of Hawaiian, all of these have only 
[ t ].

But no matter whether / t / and / s / had•overlapping dis
tribution before / i / in earlier times or not, the two phonemes 
evidently have existed in Tongan for a. long time, perhaps since 
Tongan broke off the proto-language. Tongan still has quite a' 
few native forms which preserve, minimal contrasts of / t / and 
/ s / before all vowels, except / u /» and' even with regard to 
/ u / recent loan words have eliminated this lack of contrast, 
as is noted in the minimally contrasting forms suu shoe. tuu 
to shake out, sula .juryman .and tula bald. Note the following 
native Tongan forms showing a.contrast between / s / and / t /,
In addition to taa to strike and saa. rafter, which were previously 
cited: sai to be mood or satisfactory, tai’a dust bag, saisai
to be fairly mood, taitai to be brackish, soo to be sweethearts.■ 
too to fall, saasaa to move the hands rhythmically to accompani
ment of a drum, taataa to strike repeatedly or to play, as a 
musical instrument, sesele to be silly or crazy, tetele to peel 
or shave. ‘?ise?isa alas. 9ite9ita to be an~crv or surly, soosoo
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13 .

to be crowded, tootoo to fall gradually, soli to chip' off., 
toli. to pick or cluck'. sauaki to plunder, tauaki to out out to 
'dry. sasala to .become known, tatala to- removeT soki- to'kick,
toki axeT musu• to- concede an argument. mutu'to be short or- cut'
off, sala to be smoked brown, tala to tell. sausau leaves used 
for casting magical spells, tautau.to suspend or hang. se9e 
to drive away, and te9e excrement #■ A number of other forms con— 
sisting onlv .of loan words which exhibit contrastive overlap of 
/ t / and / s / could be Cited, but' the above examples are 
enough to demonstrate that a fairly large ’ number' of minimal . 
pairs can be found to attest the.contrast .of / t / and / s- / 
before' all vowels in identical environments.. Hence, / s / and 
/ t / are regarded in this paper as phonemes#

1.1.6. Numerous series of five-minimally contrasting 
forms ar.e found in Tongan evidencing the independent •• phonemic 
• status of the five vowels# Some .'of these have-already been 
given in Section 1.0. above#: Pour such, series are presented 
here as follows: ka but, ke you# singular, ki-to. for, ko nomi
nal predicative particle, ku I-. first-person-. 'singular. exclusive,
afi fire, efi crowded, ifi to blow with .'the mouth-, ofi to be 
near., ufi to be modest , reserved'.-.afa. to resemble., afe' to turn, 
afi fire, afo cord or- small, roue, afu fine mist, or sorav. aa to 
heat sticks or leaves- over the fire to soften them., ee vocative, 
ii fan-. ,oo to -go. - hon-sinrular. and uu to be sheltered as from 
the wind#.'.

Minimal pairs for. long and short vowels are not presented 
in this paper since long vowels are written as identical or 
geminate vowel clusters#
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' 14 .

1.1.7. Stress is unpredictable and is therefore phonemic.
Each of the four stresses contrasts with the-others, in analogous 
or similar environments. Note the following examples of contras
tive stress following / + /, in which all stresses except weak 
are marked: #9oku+fu9u+lahi# (it V is too much (tertiary and
primary), #9oku+fu9uIlShi# (it) is too much (primary),.#9oku+fu9u+ ' 
i&hi 19ehau+fi9a+6o !ki+ha9apai# they (oiural) go to Ha*at)ai too 
much, their■ habitual moinn to Ha'anai is too much (tertiary-, 
secondary., primary), 19aen-fefi.neni I this woman (weak), and lka+ 
ko+sionel but John is (weak, tertiary). In addition to this 
contrast following plus juncture / + /, the occurrence of primary, 
secondary, or tertiary stress on the penultimate syllable is not 
predictable. The only definite statement that can be made, re
garding the penultimate syllable of the contour span is that 
weak stress has not been observed, to occur there. Note.the fol
lowing examples: #na9e+mahinollelei# it was very clear or plain
(primary and secondary), #na9e+mahinollelei# it was very clear 
or -plain (primary and secondary),. #na9e+fuoloa 19ene+9alu# he 
was gone a lon.n time (secondary and primary), #na9e+fuoloal9ene+ 
9alu# he was .rnone a Iona: time (primary and secondary)., and #na9e+ 
fuoloa19ene+9aluTf his beinm away was prolonged (emphatic) (secon
dary and tertiary). Tertiary stress occurs on the penultimate 
syllable whenever primary or secondary stress occurs on bhe.ul
timate syllable; however, it is not possible to predict for any 
macrosegment whether primary., secondary, or tehtiary stress will 
occur there.

Another environment in which the four stresses contrast is 
that of k p following / # /, as; in: #kaoau+leval whenever.
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15
if then, which has weak stress; jfkape’ilia# curse, him (imper
ative). which has tertiary; Tfkapa I ?ae+koio#■ surround or besiege . . 
the town, which has'secondary; and’#k£pa-lia# surround or 
besiege it, which-has primary. Jt is possible to find other 
phonemic environments in .which the"four stresses contrast but ' 
these- are deemed sufficient for purposes o.f. validation of their 
phonemic status* • •

...1 *1 *8 . The four junctures are also found -contrasting in 
similar'or analogous■environments. -/ + / also contrasts with 
zero and .with ./ 9 /. ITote the following examples: /#kuo+tau+ma7- 
u 1 ia#/ we ( ilural, inclusive') have obtained it. /#kub+tauma?u Iia#/ 
it is jammed or stuck*'/jj^oku+tau+mama^o j /  we (nlural inclusive) 
are far* /Tr̂ oku+t'aumama’o 1/ it is very distant.. /#kuo+tau+tauI/ 
we have reached* /#'kuo+tautau 1/ it has hung..been suspended, 
/ifna’e+pehee#/. it - was thus* they were as follows'; /#na’e+pehee|/ ’ • 
was it thus* were they as follows (interrogative-). /Tfna’e+pehee-l/ 
he (she-) said* and /#na’e+pehee'+ai 1/ then lie said. In the. last, 
two examples / -j- / and / I / contrast following the same form 
/ pehee / .which has the same, stress ' in. both instances; [' p?hee ].

Glottal stop / 9 / and in contour-final juncture / I / also 
contrast' in' similar environments,’ i.e., the sane sequence of 
phonemes having similar stress on identical syllables. Note the 
following examples'in which all ;stresses except, weak are’marked: 
/#9oku+ma+hafu I ia#/ we •.(dual,. exclusive) are drifting.-/4f9oku+ma- 
hafu I lad/ he is .armed* and /#,oku+mahafu?ia#/ he has Cthe.v have) 
an abundance' of arms (i. e-*-■ they are well armed).
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2.0* Tongan is characterized by;the.occurrence of numerous 
vowel- clusters- of from two -to- eight- vowels but by no consonantal ' 
clusters# There.are, however, certain phones— predictable long 
consonants— which occur before .certain stops either with' or 
without "an intervening open juncture;, phonemically, these phones 
■ are written as.consonant plus-vowel. Since-the' extra consonantal 
length is predictable and the extra-length of.: each specific con
sonant is in- complementary distribution with a specific vowel', 
it' is- possible to make .this analysis -of the extra consonantal 
length as representing a certain vowel.

.Hence, with this-.interpretation of. phonetic consonantal 
clusters,- it is possible-to' say that, consonantal clusters do not 
occur on the phonemic level. 3ach consonant must, be followed ■
.by a vowel, and- no. juncture may be preceded by a consonant.
Words, which are defined in this paper as any span or stretch 
of material occurring between successive, junctures, may- con— ' 
sist. of a single CV- S3/Ilable,' or may range up to 1-6'or more 
syllables containing some 25. or.more phonemes. .

2.1. -Tongan-has CV.-.and V- syllables,- as in 9i -in. at and 
in the disyllabic form kau to'belong, which consists of the 
syllables ka + u. Hach.-vov/el in a'vowel- cluster or word-marks' 
a syllable-nucleus, and no syllable has more than one syllabic. ■ 
V and CV syllables.have, been postulated in this paper in-order 
to facilitate description .of stress and intonational contours. 
Moreover, there' appears to-be.no satisfactory grounds— either 
intonational or pertaining to stress— for postulating syllables 
longer than one vowel' or consonant and. one. vowel. To set up
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syllable boundaries on the basis of changes or shifts in tone 
would be unsatisfactory as the syllables of some forms would 
■depend upon their position in the intonational contour with the 
result that syllable boundaries of the form would vary from 
utterance to e. To set up syllable boundaries on the
basis of each consonant, marking a new syllable, and, in vowel 
clusters, each change or shift in stress marking a new syllable, 
would give few syllables other than those of V or CV because 
of the alternation of stress which occurs. Thus, it seems 
much simpler to recognise only V and CV syllables. The cri
terion of combinations of phonemes appearing before juncture 
as a guide in breaking up phoneme clusters into syllables will 
not work in Tongan as there appears to be no limit to the pos
sible combinations of C and V or of vowels in vowel clusters 
following C which may occur there.

All. consonants, as well as all vowels, occur initially, as 
in aa to heat stick or leaves over a fire to soften them, ee . 
vocative. ii fan, oo to go. non-singular, uu to be sheltered, 
fai to do. hai who. interrorative. kai to eat, lahi big., mahi 
bitter, naf-a drum, g&fa duty or task, pala rotten, soo to be 
sweethearts. tala: to tell, and vala. loin cloth,.

All consonants occur intervocalically or medially,, as in 
mafa to be a fanatic on one thing, .maha empty, maka rock or 
stone, mala misfortune or ill-luck, mama ring, mana supernatural 
power, maip fork or branch, mapa. a. kind of tree, masani to be 
surpassingly beautiful, mata eye. and mavae to part or separate.

All vowels occur word-finally, as in the .following examples
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tala to tell, tale to cough, tali to answerT talo taro, and talu 
since» to be subsequent in time.

Each vowel and consonant may occur before or after each 
other vowel or consonant. All possible combinations are found 
although some combinations appear much more frequently than 
others. However, if restricted to position, some combinations 
appear only, infrequently. For example, si in initial position 
is found only in a few forms, and g.u in final position is rare. 
However, since -si is. a suffix forming transitive verbs, the 
combination' si appears very frequently in final position, con
trasting with its comparatively rare use in initial position.

2.2.0. Identical vowel clusters are analyzed as two syl
lables, three syllables, or four syllables; thus, hoo to breathe, 
fakaaake^a to be in style, stylishly, and oooo to a:o, non-pluralT 
iterative. Three-syllable identical clusters occur only when an 
affix, beginning or ending with a certain vowel, is affixed to 
an identical disyllabic cluster of the same vowel, as above, 
where the causative verb prefix faka- precedes the form aake^a 
style, mode.

2.2.1. The largest identical vowel clusters found are four- 
syllable clusters. All examples found consist of the phonemes
/ u / and /o /; neither front vowels nor the low vowel / a / 
enter into four-syllable identical clusters. Some examples of 
four-syllable clusters are uuuu to be well sheltered, iterative, 
uuuuijaki to be sheltered from the wind, iterative, and uuuu^e- 
kina to be sheltered 6r protected. Iterative.

'2.2.2.' Identical TV clusters occur quite frequently in
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Tongan* The largest number of such identical VV clusters found 
in one word is three, as in maalooloo to rest* paapaakuu to be 
unwilling, unwilling, fakapaapaakuu half-heartedly. maaluuluu 
to be moist and soft, maaluuluugia to be moistened, fakateetee- 
lousii to float or swim on the back, and piinoonoo bogey or de
mon. Disyllabic identical vowel clusters are found quite fre
quently in words, as the following examples illustrate-: fakatee- 
tee to sail, transitive, fakatoofaa to put to bed (honorific'). 
taataa to beat or strike, iterative, kaakaa to be deceitful, soo- 
soo to be crowded, iterative, tootoo to fall, iterative, and koo- 
koo to squawk*

2.2.3* Non-identical vowel clusters, or clusters composed
of non-identical as well as identical'vowels, range from disyl
labic VV clusters to seven-syllable clusters.. No clusters larger 
than seven vowels have been found in the present study. Disyl
labic VY ana trisyllabic VVV clusters are very common in Tongan.

All possible combinations of vowels occur in disyllabic clus
ters, as in faa four, fee which, interrogative, fii to plait or 
braid, foo to wash, laundry, fuu to clan the hands in a kava cere
mony. kae but, kai to eat, kao name of a volcano, kau to belong. 
to certain, lea to sneak, mei from, feo coral, keu that I may, 
ia him, her, it. fie to want. 9io yes, mou you, plural, ua two. 
ue9i to cause to move, to move, ui to call, and lcuo -perfect or 
inceptive aspect.

Disyllabic vowel clusters occur initially, as in ua^eau 
two hundred: medially, as in feija to try, to attempt: and finally,
as in fai to do and kapau if.
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Trisyllabic TVT clusters are quite common, but not as 

common as disyllabic VV clusters. Trisyllabic clusters occur 
initially, medially, and finally, as in aautoo (of sun-sr-soon) 
to be about to set, feoo’aki to r o in opposite directions 
(reciorocative). and #aue to move. Trisyllabic vowel clusters 
appear most frequently in medial and final position, and only 
occasionally in initial position. A few forms are found con
sisting of only a trisyllabic vowel cluster, as uii an expression 
of disgust and uoo to be crowded.

four-syllable or tetrasyllable vowel clusters are not 
frequently found. Those that do occur are found as single 
words as well as in sets of initial, medial, and final syllables. 
Compare the following 'examples of identical vowel clusters: oooo 
to r;o (olural. iterative), uuuu to be sheltered, iterative, 
together with examples of non-identical tetrasyllable clusters: 
aoao to bind round and round, ouau rite, ordinance, uuuugekina 
to be sheltered, auauni to consist of several folds (iterative), 
jjaaue’i to utilize, looua double, two-fold, and looio to divide 
fish alon-: the grain with the fingers, four-syllable clusters 
occur more frequently medially than in any other position.

five-syllable vowel clusters occur word-medially and word- 
finally but not word-inibially, except when the whole word is 
made up of the five vowels. The following are examples: (of 
whole word) iauee an expression of surprise; (of word-medial 
cluster) fakaaoao’i to treat despotically or tyranically; and 
(of word-final cluster) fakaaoao to act like a desoot, five- 
syllable clusters occur more frequently in word-final than in
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word-medial, and rarely as whole words.

Six-syllable clusters occur word-fihally and medially but 
not initially, except when the whole word is made up of six vow
els. Compare the following examples: uoouoo to be crowded, iter
ative. feooooaki to go back and forth, reciorocative. nlural. and 
7oiauee alas, to exclaim in dismay. Six-syllable vowel clusters 
in medial position and single words composed of six syllables 
are very rare. Six-syllable clusters in final position are also 
rare but are found more frequently than in any other position.

One seven-syllable vowel cluster has been encountered in 
the present study: ’ioiaaee everybody heave or push, all to
gether now, heave or push. It is possible, however, that other 
non-encountered forms exist in the language with seven-syllable 
clusters.

2.2.4-. gh-e canonical shape of words appearing between suc
cessive occurrences of plus juncture / + /, or between plus junc
ture and a major juncture, vary from monosyllabic words of the 
shape CV or disyllabic VV clusters to long words of as many as 
16 syllables: au I. me. mo and, and ijaauetootooivimaalohi’aki
to use zealously and industriously, the latter example consis
ting of nine consonants and 16 vowels.

The largest number of consecutive CV syllables strung together 
successively in a word is 1 2 , as in fefakavaha’apule’a^a’aki to 
vie- with each other as nations, reciorocative.' Numerous eight, 
ten, and twelve syllable forms consisting entirely of CV syl
lables are formed by reduplication of a CVCV stem either with 
or- without the'affixation of' a CV prefix or CVCV suffix. Numer
ous stems and affixes are. of this, pattern.
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No forms have been found in the present study with more 

than 12 consonants or 16 vowels as in the forms which have 
just been cited,

3etween the extremes of monosyllabic CV words and sixteen- 
syllable words, a wide variety of vowel and CV combinations 
occur, but it seems trivial to list all of the combinations 
found.

Some of the favored canonical shapes, however, are as fol
lows: CV he for. VV ai there. C W  fau extremely meat. VCV
efu dust. CVCV kalo to dodge. VVCV aafu fine mist or suray.
CWCV feiga to try. VVVCV uiaki to announce by calling out loudly. 
VYVCW aautoo to be about to alimht or land. VWCVCV aaulalo 
low-lvinr land. VCW afaa hurricane. CVW koaa interrogative par
ticle., mamata to see. CVCW fufuu hidden, to hide, and CVCVCVCV 
pogipoip to become mornin^. morning. The canonical shapes V,
CV, W, and C W  are observed in numerous stems and affixes and 
may enter into all sorts of combinations giving a very great vari
ety of canonical shapes of Tongan words. All morphemes of the 
shape V and many of the shape CV are enclitic and enter into 
numerous combined forms of more than one morpheme. Essentially, 
these shapes of V, CV, VV, and C W  are the basic unit shapes 
which are combined to form most larger forms. The one restric
tion is that no vowel clusters longer than seven syllables or 
VVVVWV may be formed.

2.5.0. Stress and intonation are best described in rela
tion to the macrosegment^ rather than in terms of the utterance.

8 The definition of macrosegment followed here is "that stretch 
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This is due to the fact that phonemic alternation of stress is 
marked from the beginning of the raacrosegraent and counting toward 
the next major juncture marking the end of the macrosegment and 
to the fact that the boundary of the pre-peak and peak spans 
of each macrosegment is marked by the occurrence of the first 
secondary or primary stress in the macrosegment. Each of these 
spans, the pre-peak span and peak span, has its own particular 
intonational contour that is distinctive.

Each span bounded by one of the major junctures / 1 /, / & /, 
or / ii / will be called a macrosegment or contour span. / + /, 
or plus juncture, is a minor juncture and, together with the 
major junctures, helps to mark wh t will be termed word boundaries 
within the macrosegnent. The sequence of varying pitch or suc
cessive tone levels between major junctures will be termed an 
intonational contour. The sequence of varying pitch between the 
first secondary stress or primary stress of the macrosegment 
and the final juncture of the macrosegment will be called the 
intonational contour of the peak span and the sequence of tones 
or pitches from the beginning of the macrosegment to the first 
secondary or primary pitch will be called the intonational con
tour of the pre-peak span. Utterances bounded by / # / or / !l / 
may include one or more macrosegments, each of which has its own 
intonational contour. An example of an utterance containing four 
macrosegments is as follows: 4rteu+fai lha+ki’i+fakamatalalkaul

of phonemes occurring between .major junctures” including / I /, 
/ # A  or“ / II A  Gf. Charles C. Hockett, A Course in Modem 
hinmuistics, ■ /Jfew York: I-lacmillan Co., l938T7~p7~37~f77-p7-l5^ 
f., and po '166 f.
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ki+toga# I will make a brief explanation concerning Tonga.
The macrosegments are bounded by / I / and / # /.

2.5.1. The alternation of phonemic stress which occurs 
9in each macrosegment is marked beginning with the initial 

syllable or vowel of the macrosegment and continuing until the 
next major juncture whether /#/, / 1/, or /li/. /+/ has no
effect on the alternation of stress pattern and is disregarded 
in counting the alternation of stress. In order to simplify 
the description and to make possible the counting of the 
alternation of stress as well as to predict the tones of the 
intonational contour which occur on each particular syllable, 
the macrosegment is divided into two parts, a pre-peak span 
and a peak span. The point marking the end of the pre-peak 
spar, and the beginning of the peakspan signalizes a distinct 
change in the intonational pattern of the macro.~gment. Tor 
example, in the macrosegment irtene+’alu+atu# he will go there 
(olace of the second person or away from the place of the first 
person) the occurrence of secondary stress on 9a of 9alu to go 
marks the beginning of the peak span as it is the first occur
rence of strong stress in th~ macrosegment. Everything 
preceding this strong stress belongs to the pre-peak span 
and the syllable on which the strong stress occurs and all 
syllables succeeding it up to the next major juncture which 
follows belong to the peak span. For the purposes of this

9
J In order to simplify description of alternation of stress, 

the setting up of the semivowels /w/ and /y/ has been con
sidered, but what would be gained in simplicity of description 
of stress would be offset by complications in the description 
of morphology as a result of increased allomorphic alternation.
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description, strong stress is said to include primary and 
secondary stress. Thus, the pre-peak span has tertiary and 
weak stress alternating, and the peak span has primary and 
secondary stress alternating with weak. For example, in the 
illustration cited above, the pre-peak span has the following 
stresses: Trtene+. . .he. she, future tense (tertiary stress
followed by weak)' and the post-peak span. . .+9alu+atu=!f go 
forth (secondary + weak + primary + weak stress). Primary 
stress always falls on the penultimate syllable of the macro
span unless the syllable is marked with secondary stress.
V/eak stress always falls on the ultimate syllable of the 
macrosegment unless the ultimate syllable is marked with 
secondary or primary stress.

According to the alternation of stress rule, the macro
segment as well as the pre-peak span, if there is such a span 
in the utterance,always begins with tertiary stress on the 
first syllable unless the syllable is marked with weak. Since 
only variations from the alternation of stress rule are marked, 
the occurrence of tertiary stress on the first syllable is 
unmarked whereas weak stress must be marked if it occurs there, 
as the occurrence of only tertiary stress on the first syllable 
is considered as regular or normal, 'whatever the stress, 
whether tertiary or weak, occurring on the first syllable the 
stress is considered as alternating between tertiary and weak

10 when disyllabic verbs are used in the imperative, the
macrosegment in which they occur has no pre-peak span, as 
in #ha9ul come which consists only of a peak span.
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beginning with the first syllable and no stress is marked 
until the end of.the pre-peak span is reached unless there 
is a break in the alternation of stress. Thus, the pre-peak 
span cited above as an illustration has no stress marked 
#tene+. . .he. she will since tertiary stress occurs on the 
first syllable followed by weak on the second. However, in 
the pre-peak span of /h^‘?aku+. . .my. indefinite, as in the 
macrospan /ha^aku+me’a/ a my thing weak stress is marked on 
the first syllable as occurrence there of weak stress is 
irregular. However, no further stresses are marked in the 
pre-peak span as the stress alternates regularly from there 

- on to the end with tertiary stress on the second syllable 
and weak on the third. The fourth syllable marks the begin
ning of the peak span as it receives primary stress. It 
should be :.oted that pre-peak spans may end with either ter
tiary or weak stress on their final syllable and no stress 
will be.narked as long as the stress alternation is regular 
up to that point. In the two examples cited above of pre
stress spans, the final syllable receives weak stress:
■l;-tene-r. .be will (tertiary + weak) and /ha’aku+. .a my (weak 
+ tertiary + weak). An example of a pre-peak stress span 
ending with tertiary stress on the final syllable is the 
following: #na’e+na-. . (tertiary + weak + tertiary) in the
macrosegment -ifna’e+mahu’i/ departed, left, went out of. which, 
as a whole, has the stress pattern of tertiary + weak + ter
tiary + primary + weak. In this latter example, the peak ..
span -hu^i/ has primary stress on the first syllable and weak
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on the final syllable. In pre-peak spans of four or more 
syllables,’there is sometimes a break in the alternation of 
stress pattern in the central part of the span, and such a 
break is marked, as in the pre-peak 'span #voku+na+fu’u+aga- 
in the macrosegment t’oku+na+fu^u+ajja’ofa/ they. dual, are 
very kind or loving. This pre-peak span has the stresses 
tertiary + we ale + tertiary + tertiary + weak + tertiary + 
weak. The successive tertiaries on na and fu mark a break in 
the pattern. Since the first of these two tertiaries occurs 
in a position where tertiary would be expected, it is unmarked. 
However, the second tertiary is not expected on the syllable 
fu and hence it must be marked. However, the alternation of 
stress resumes following fu, and no further marking is necessary 
as such alternation is regular.

Peak spans may have one, two, four, or six syllables. Ho 
peak span longer than six syllables has been observed in the 
present study, although it is possible that peak spans of eight 
or more syllables may occasionally occur. Pxcept for mono
syllabic peak spans, all peak spans have an even number of 
syllables.

Monosyllabic peak spans regularly have primary stress on 
the syllable. If secondary stress occurs there, it is irregular. 
Note the example of the peak span -lu/ in /’ene+’alu/ his going 
(emphatic definite) which has primary stress and the peak span 
-na/ in /’ae+ogo+vakapuna/ the two airplanes (emphatic definite'), 
which has secondary stress on the final syllable. It should be 
noted that the stress, whether primary or secondary, is always
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marked on monosyllabic stress spans as occurrence of strong 
stress is irregular in such a position, since the ultimate syl
lable of macrosegments normally - takes weak stress.

Disyllabic peak spans are the most common and show two 
stress patterns. The regular pattern in which no stress is marked 
is primary stress followed by weak stress, as in • .+lahil big, 
great in the macrosegment fna’e+lahiI was great or big. The 
irregular pattern, which has stress marked on the penultimate 
syllable, consists of secondary stress followed by weak, as in 
the stress span . . .-kail in the macrosegment fna’e+’ikaiI 
wasn't, didn't.

Tour-syllable peak spans also have two variant stress pat
terns. The pattern which is apparently the most frequent in 
appearance is that of secondary stress followed by weak, which 
in turn is followed by primary and weak stress in that order.
Note the example • • +7alu+atul to go forth in the macrosegment 
#tene+’Slu+atu# he will go forth or to there, which has second
ary + weak + primary + weak stress in that order." Only the 
first strong stress needs to be marked so that the macrosegment 
may be recognized as having a four-syllable peak span. Disyl
labic peak spans are considered as normal or regular, and 
hence the first strong stress of four-syllable and six-syllable 
peak spans or peak spans of more syllables than six must be 
marked. And since primary stress is considered as normal or 
regular on the penultimate syllable of any macrosegment, such 
occurrence of primary stress is unmarked. Thus, both secondary 
stresses of the peak span . .. V̂ alu+Stral must be marked, the 
first to indicate the irregular.occurrence of the four-syllable
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peak span and the second since occurrence of secondary stress 
on the penultimate syllable is also irregular. . . +9alu+atu/ 
no forth has been observed occurring in the utterance fteu-r’alu- 
+atu/9anai# I will no forth or there a little later. V/hen two 
primary stresses occur in a four-syllable peak span, only the 
first needs to be marked, as the occurrence of the second is 
considered as regular, as in the peak span . . +nofo+ai# stay 
there in the utterance #tene-i-nofo+ai# he (she-) will stay there.
It should be noted that in four-syllable peak spans, two secondary 
or two primary stresses may occur before the juncture /l/ and also 
before the two junctures /I/ and /#/. Two strong stresses are 
quite frequently observed before the juncture /&/, as in #tene- 
+9alu+anel he (she) wil.l no there Ca third nlace away from the 
first and second -persons). 3ut the combination of primary 
followed by secondary stress on the penultimate syllable of a 
four-syllable peak span has not been observed in the present 
study and seems likely not to occur in Tongan. This same obser
vation holds true also for peak spans of six or more syllables.

Six-syllable peak spans have been observed with three 
primary stresses or with two secondary and one primary stress, 
as in the utterance rrteu+’alu+atu+levu-ri- I will no forth (there) 
at once (peak s:.an|I . . . +9alu+atu+leva.T no forth at once, 
which has primary stress on the first, third and fifth syllables), 
and ^tena+toki+’alu+ane# they (dual) will no there then (peako
span: . . + uOki+'-’alu+aijeg to no there then, which has secondary
on the first and third syllables and primary on the fifth syllable. 
In both examples the even-numbered syllables receive peak stress.
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If eight-syllable peak spans occur in longan, it is likely that 
they will show a similar stress pattern to that of the six- 
syllable peak span: primary stress on the odd-numbered syllables
with weak stress on the even-numbered syllables, or secondary 
stress on all odd-numbered syllables except the last one which 
will have primary stress and with weak stress on the even- 
numbered syllables.

2 .5 .2 . Ihe occurrence of pitch or tone on the syllables 
of the macrosegment can be predicted from the stress and final 
juncture as well as the boundaries of the pre-peak span and the 
peak span, fhonetically, there are five tones in Tongan: low,
mid, high, extra-high, and extra-high rising. Phonetically, 
these will be marked by the numbers 1 for low, 2 for mid, 3 for 
high, for extra-high, and 5 for extra-high rising.

Sach macrosegment or pre-peak span begins with mid tone and 
continues on mid with minor or slight fluctuations until the 
final syllable of the pre-p>eak span is reached, where the tone 
falls to low, except in the case of monosyllabic pre-peak spans 
which have mid tone. In the peak spans, primary stress is 
accompanied by extra-high tone, except before /ii/ juncture 
which, causes the tone bo become extra-high rising, and secondary 
stress by high tone. V/eak stresses in the peak span receive low 
tone except on the syllable immediately preceding the juncture 
/l/, which receives the same tone as the preceding syllable. 
Before the final juncture /II/, weakly stressed syllables receive 
extra-high rising tone. Weakly stressed syllables in the peak 
span preceding the juncture /#/ receive low tone or are falling
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toward low from high. Note the examples which follow. The exam
ples will be written with pitch and stress marked so that the cor-

p .relation between pitch, stress, and juncture may be noted: # na9e 
+fepci.a“t6^osi I^ae+ogo+vaka^pu^nstI^9o+^na+^tooI^ki+^la^lo# the 
two airplanes crashed together and they fell down Ci. e.. to 
below); f^’o^ku+^mohe!̂ fe9u^lu^fakiI^9ae+ta^ma^ikil^a^kol^9ihe-

•s 1 f9enau+ mo he# the students are sleeoinr with their heads towards
1 m2 %lj- *1 *  * | 2 o '  l%3l * • | 2i '1 Ieacn otner: r na9e+mo tu l:i a+ kovi! 9ene+ a ko I ko e-r motu I 

^hono+^ni^ma# his schooling was interrupted as a result of the
breaking of his arm: #^na9e+mo^tuZi’kxa I ̂ ’e^ne+^’alu I^ki+ha9a^pa^i I
P 1 P 1 'Skoe+mo tu hiai hono+ va k£- if his trio to Ha'aoai was cut short

pbecause of his boat beiq-v broken uu or smashed u p : and # 9oku 
+mo^tu\ia.^al 9̂eku+‘*'h.ê le# mv knife is broken off short. It 
will be seen in all of these examples that each macrosegment be
gins with mid tone and, in all case’s except those in which the 
pre-peal: span is monosyllabic, that the tone falls to low in 
the syllable immediately preceding the peak span. In the peak 
span, primary stress correlates with extra-high tone and second
ary stress with high tone. Before / I / juncture, weakly stressed 
syllables have the same tone as preceding syllables, but before
/ # / the tone drops to low. In the one four-syllable peak span 

4- #1 4- r. . .- ki a+ koviI the weakly stressed syllable between the two 
rjrimarily stressed syllables has low tone, but the final syl
lable of the span has extra-high tone the same as the preceding 
primarily stressed syllable. Before / I! / juncture, the final 
syllable rises above extra-high, but since / II / indicates ris
ing tone, the higher tone is not indicated by any special mark
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in phonemic transcription,- However, in the following example, 
the higher tone of the final syllable will be narked with the 
numeral 5 to show the difference with preceding tones. ITote ' 
the following example: ^ ’oku+feheehe^e^naki l^hdno+?atâ mâ £li
does his mind wander. is his mind wandering (intehrosrative). In 
regular phonemic transcription this utterance is written as fol
lows: #9oku+feheeheenaki Ihono+’atamaiii with the difference of
juncture indicating the higher of the two tones.

3.0. A description of the phonemes of longan, together 
with the allophones and distribution of the allophones of each, 
will now be presented. Consonants will be considered first.

3.1.0. The four stops / p t k 7 / may be described as fol
lows :

3 .1 .1 . / p / has the allophones [ p1’ ] and [ p ], the for
mer a bilabial stop phone that is strongly aspirated and [ p ]
a bilabial stop phone having weak aspiration. [ p ] appears 
much less than [ p 1 ] in frequency. E p ]. appears before, / e / 
and / a / in all word positions— initial, medial, and final-—  
when / e / and / a / are followed immediately by a stop or by 
juncture, as in the following examples: [ pste ] / pete / to
have a rash. [ pato ] / pata / course sand or mravel used in
covering "raves. [ psko ] / peka / bat, flyinn fox. [ pako ]
/ paka / crab. C psps ] / pepe / butterfly. [ papo ] / papa / 
board. [ tapd ] / tapa / to flash (lightning), and C kapskaps ]
/ kapekape / to swear, to curse. C pr ] appears in all other 
positions. It should be noted that speakers vary in the amount 
of aspiration with the'allophone C p ], some speakers showing
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a consistently weak aspiration or an aspiration weaker than the 
average, and others showing a stronger aspiration than average. 
In pronouncing Tongan [ p ], these latter speakers tend to 
pronounce the stop almost as strongly as the English allophone 
[ p' ] of the English phoneme / p /. Tongan [ p ] is rarely 
pronounced with as little aspiration as English [ p ] of the 
English phoneme / p /.

All Tongan speakers that ’nave been observed tend to pro
nounce Tongan Up'] very strongly. The plosion generally 
occurs almost simultaneously with the onset of the succeeding 
vowel. Tongan [ p' ] occurs before the high vowels / i u / 
and before the back vowels / u o /, as in the following exam
ples: C p'oto ] / poto / to be wise. [ p'iki ] / piki / to
clin~ or adhere, and [ p'ukup'uku ] / pukupuku / to be short
or stunt0^- In positions of unusually weak stress, [ p ] some
times is noted in free variation with Up' ]. This phenomenon
has been noted usually immediately before / # / juncture, as
in [ hapo# ] / hapo# / to catch.

The phone [ p: ] occurs in Tongan, but it represents 
/ pu / phonemically, as in [ #ko+tog.atap: I ] / #ko+togatapuI / 
(it) is Tonmataou. [ p: ] is in complementary distribution 
with [ pu ] in the environment before pause juncture, since 
[ p: ] before pause juncture contrasts with [ p ] plus all 
other vowels, whether the voiced or voiceless allophone of 
such vowels. ITote Z tape I ] / tapal / edge, [ hapo# ] / hapo# / 
catch. [ kapeI ] / kapeI / a type of native tuber that is edible, 
and [ 9apiI ] or [ 9apiI ] / ’apil / home. Thus, it is possible
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to interpret the extra length of [ p: ] as an allophone of 
/  u / .

5.1.2. / t / has the allophones C t ] and [ t* ]. The
aspirated allophone [ t* ] shows only moderate to weak aspira
tion and appears only before / u /, as in [ t'ut'u ] / tutu / 
to set fire to. to li.aht a fire and [ t'uj.3] / tula / bald. 
to be bald. The unaspirated allophone appears in all other 
environments, as in [ tal9 ] / tala / to tell. [ toju ] / tolu / 
three. [ d ] has been observed but only in the slurred or 
extra rapid speech of one informant from Vava'u, as in [ #te— 
dau+ ] / #tetau+ / we. inclusive, nlural. future tense. In this 
case, [ d 3 appeared as a single voiced alveolar flap in free 
variation with [ t ]. [ t * ], since it appears before / u /,
is articulated farther back at the rear edge of the alveolar 
region and is thus somewhat retroflexed. [ t ] before [ i ] 
is farther back than [ t ] in other positions but is not as far 
back as [ t ] before [ u ]. [ t ] before the mid vowels / e o /
is articulated with the apex of the tongue touching the back 
of the teeth. Before / a /, [ t ] is articulated in the central 
alveolar region.

[ ti ] occurs before / t / or / +t / in positions of 
weak stress between strongly stressed vowels. In this position,
[ t: ] is in complementary distribution with [ tu ], and hence 
the extra consonantal length is interpreted as the voiceless allo
phone of / u /. [ t: ] has been observed occurring in connec
tion with the forms potu place or direction, motu island, 
and ’otu row or line when these forms precede a form beginning
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with / t. /. Note the examples: C’oti-rtô d] /’otu+toga/
Ionian archipelago, [pot:+tokelau] /potu+tokeltu/ north direc
tion or olace. and [mot:+tokelau] /motu+tokelau/ northern is
land.

[ t1 ] also appears before all voiceless allophones of
vowels before pause juncture, as in [p'otro#] /doto#/ to be© x __ " 1
wiset

3.1.3. / k / has the allophones [ k ] and [ k r ]. [ k1' ],
the aspirated allophone, appears before / u / in all positions. 
It shows moderate aspiration and is bached to the velar region 
due to the back articulation of the back vowel / u /. [ k ] 
before the back vowels / o / and / a / is also articulated in 
a back velar region but not as far back as [ kr ] before / u /.
[ k ] before the front vowels / e / and / i / is fronted to the 
front velar region. Examples of the two allophones and the 
front in.-' and backing of [ k ] are as follows: [k’uk’u] /kuku/
to seize or rraso, to hold tightly. [.kookoo] /kookoo/ to fit 
loosely, [kaakaa] /kaakaa/ to be deceitful.' [kili] /kili/ skin, 
and [keli] A^eli/ to diy. It will be noted that [ kr ] is 
a1waps backed before the back vowel / u / and that [ k ] is 
either fronted or backed depending upon whether a front or a 
back vowel follows.

[ k' J also appears before any completely voiceless vowel, 
usually a high vowel, as a strongly exploded release, as in 
[+loki#] /+loki#/ room, [‘?d4£<?ok'u#] /’o’olcu#/ mine, to be mine, 
and [+fa kdfokl'ifaal] Afakafokifaa 1/ suddenly:.'

In one ideolect, that of an informant from Vava'u, a voiced
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allophone E g ]  appears in free variation with E k ] in 
slurred speech in positions of weak sonority before / a / or 
before weakly stressed / i / or / u / or in the environment
 ia, as in EIgiS+sioneI] /Ikia+sione1/ to or for John,
Elgiate+£dl] /Ikiate+ial/ to or for him or her. Elgi+kolo#] 
/iki+kolo#/ to town. E IgSha’u#] /lkaha9u#/ to come, future.
EIgi+indiano#] / Iki+initianaff/ to Indiana, and E+gdgai-rtog3] 
/+kakai+to$a/ fonyan people. In the latter example E g ]
also appears in the environment ka a when the first / k /
ap_ ears as Eg]. E g ]  appears in the environment  u some
times in the speech of the one informant referred to when / u / 
is followed by a nasal, as in Eiogu+naue] /l’oku+nau+/ they 
(•plural) present tense. In all observed cases, E g ]  occurs 
with slight voice background in spectographs.

Occasionally the voicing of E g J in the one ideolect 
observed has s.rerimvosed nasalization and sounds like [ n ]- o
when proceeding another nasal, as in Eloku+nau+] they (rlural) 
present tense. This phone also is in free variation with E k ].
Since / g / does rot appear in the environment  u before xolus
juncture, except in reduplicated forms such as Enugu] /gugu/ 
to chew, masticate, or in the environment o-u, the appearance

44of E k ] is predictable, and it is possible to interpret it as 
/ k / rather than / g /, since E k ] never appears in the 
environment gu u. / g / always appears in this environment.

Both E k: ] and E k: ] occur, the former representing 
/ ki / and the latter representing. / ku / phonenically. This 
interpretation is possible as E k: ] is in complementary
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distribution with [ lei ;] and [ k: 3 with [ ku 3. [ k: 3 has 
been observed appearing only before / ki /,and [ k: 3 has been 
observed in all other environments. These environments for 
[ k: 3 include the positions before / f / and / ka /, as in 
[I9ok:+kau+Ia13 / 19oku+kau+ia1/ it pertains or belongs and 
[I9ok:+fe9utjo13 /l9oku+fe9unal/ is sufficient or enough. And 
example of C k: 3 is C+fok:Iki+togSI 3 /+fokiIki+to^a1/ return 
to Tonra. Since, in this latter example, / I / represents 
merely a sudden fall in tone from high to low with some diminu- 
nition of sonority and not a break or pause, the assimilation 
of [ ki 3 to [ k: 3 is not affected. If, however, / I / repre
sents a pause, C ki 3 is not assimilated to [ k: 3.

3.1.4-. Glottal stop / 9 / has the allophones [ 9 3 repre
senting complete glottal closure, [ * 3  representing strong vowel 
onset, and [ 2 3  representing vowel hiatus with voiced background.

[ 9 3 occurs intervocalically between a strongly stressed 
vowel followed by a weakly stressed vowel, as in [ me9 9 3 
/ me9u / thing, [ ta9u 3 / ta9u / year, and [ fo9o+hake 3 / fo9o 
+hake / to lie face upward.

[ * 3 , or stronr vowel onset, occurs following a weakly 
stressed vowel and preceding a primarily or secondarily stressed 
vowel or following any juncture, including plus juncture, and 
before a primarily or secondarily stressed vowel. Before weakly 
or tertiarily stressed vowels [ * ] may be lost, as when 
9i in. at, through is weakly stressed or appears phonetically 
as [ i 3. Ordinarily [ * 3 is not lost before tertiarilyO
stressed vowels unless the speech is extraordinarily rapid.
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TTote the following examples: Ctna’e-Ht-aluI] /#na9e+9alul/
went, EfaAk3*ofo<*of5] /faku9ofo9ofa/ beautiful, and [#*e+
*ave I ] /#7e+9avel/ will take.

It is necessary to set up strong vowel onset [ * ] as
an allophone of E. 9 ] because C * ] contrasts with weak vowel
onset following plus juncture or following a weakly stressed
vowel and preceeding a primarily stressed vowel, as in [lkihe+
anc i ] /ikihe-j-agal/ to the trait or character. [ Tkihe+*ag5 I ]
/lkihc-j-9afla 1/ to the shark, E#koe+amo I ] /#ke+amol/ (it) is
stroking '.:ith the malm of the hand. E'-n-koe+*arno 1 ] /#koe-r9amo 1/
(is) a nick or notch, [#koe+aol] /#koe+aol/ (it is) a turban,
and Ctkoe-r* ao I ] /£koe+’ao 1/ (it is) a cloudB

[ ? ] occurs following a vowel receiving secondary stress
and before a v;eakly stressed vowel in positions where sonority
has fallen very low. Such falling or weakened sonority most
usually occurs before pause juncture. LTote the following
examoles: E#na9e*I] /#na9el/ oast tense. E+ta9elata#] /+ta9e-*. v 1 ™" v
la da#/ lonesomeness (definite, emnhatic). and E#na2aku! ] 
/•;i-na9aku I/ I oast tense.

E 9: ] occurs and represents / 9u / phonemically since 
E 9: ] is in complementary distribution with E 9u ] and con
trasts with E 9 ] plus all other vowels in positions of weak 
stress. 'Tote the examples: E+fu9 :n-motuI] /+fu9u+notu 1/ mure
island and E+feitu9 :+t6nSIj /+feitu9u+toga1/ south olace or 
direction. E 9: ], however, is in free variation with [ 9u ].

3.2.0. The allophones of the four fricatives and their 
distribution v/ill now be discussed.
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3 .2 .1 . / f / has only one allophone: [ f ], which is a

labio-dental voiceless fricative, as in [kafo] /kafo/ wounded 
(honorific'). [tafu] /tafu/ to light (a fire), and [afi] /afi/ 
fire. [ f ] occurs intervocalically, as in the examples given, 
and initially as in [fu’u] /fu?u/ nreat. hurce.

3 .2 .2. / v / also has only one allophone: [ v ], which 
is a voiced, labio-dental fricative, as in [lavQ] /lava/ to be 
able and Cava] /ava/ hole or o-oeninm. C v ] occurs intervocal
ically as in l;he examples given and initially, as in [vanu]
/vanu/ abyss.

3.2 .3. / s / also has only one allophone: [ s ] which 
is a voiceless, pre-alveolar groove fricative occurring' both 
inbervocalically and initially, as in Csost] /sosa/ saucer, 
[tosi] /tosi/ to neck, [hoosi] /hoosi/ horse, and [klso] /kasa/ 
flashlight or lantern.

[ s ] sometimes appears in free variation with [ sy ]
/ si / before strongly stressed vowels, as in [syope] /siope/ 
Job and [syasi] /siasi/ church, which also appear as [siope]- 
and [s.iasi] in some utterances. Usually, nov/ever, these forms 
appear as Cspope] or [syasi],

[ s: ] occurs and represents / si / phonemically v/henever
voiceless [ i ] loses its vowel-like quality before pause ©
juncture, as in Ckoos:#] horse which also appears as [hoosi#]. 
fhus [ s: ] and [ si ] are in free variation before pause 
juncture. [ s: ] also appears before / f / where it is also 
in free variation with [ sj ], as in [pas:f£ki] Pacific.
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5 .2 .4 . / h / has the allophones [ h .], [ h ], and [ h ].* •
The fronted variety appears before the high bowels / i / and
/ u / and the backed variety before / a /, as in [huu] /huu/
to enter and [hag6] /haga/ to face toward. The normal variety
pronounced near the velum, or dorso-velar region, appears before
the mid vov/els / e / and / o f  and before [ o ] , the centralized
allophone of / a /. ITote the following examples: [hoge] famine,
[hele] knife, and [hohau! dew, [ h: ] appears and is in free
variation with [ ih ] or [ ’in ] in positions of unusually weak
stress. Tor example, Ch:e] in the is in free variation with
Cihe] in the following / I /. In view of the fact that [ihi],
representing [I’ihe] / 1’ihe/, has overlapping distribution with
[lehe] by the, [Iaha] of a and Lloha] of a in the same position,
it is oossible to nos.julate [lh:] and [line] ohonemically aso
/l^ihe/.

3.5.0. The fous non-fricative continuants / m n g 1 / 
will now be considered in regard to their allophones and their 
allophonic distribution.

3.3 .1. / m / lias only the allophone [ m ], which is a
bilabial nasal. It appears in all positions, as in [rnako]
/maka/ rock and [lanulamu] /lamulamu/ to chew.

[ m:- ] occurs before the homorganic stop / p /, and, in 
this position, is in complementary distribution with / mu /, 
as in [pamrpamu’i] to oump ('iterative'). [ m: ] contrasts with 
[ m ] plus all other vowels except / u / in positions of weak 
■stress.
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3.3.2. / n / has the allophones [ n ] and [ n ]• C n ]A A

is fronted to the pre-alveolar position just behind the upper 
front teeth whereas [ n ] is articulated in the regular alveo
lar position. [ n ] appears before the front vowels / i / andA
/ e /. [ n ] appears before all other vowels. Note the follow
ing examples: [ana] /ana/ cave, [ano] /ano/ lake. [ane] /ane/ 
moth, [nuk’unuk'u] /nukunuku/ name of a village in western 
Tonratanu, and [nimS] /nima/ hand.

C.n:] appears in positions of weak stress before homorganic 
consonants followed by / i /, and represents / ni / phonemically. 
In this position, [ n: ] is in complementary distribution with 
/ ni / and in contrasting or overlapping distribution with / n / 
plus all other vowels. [ n: ] occurs in such forms as [sn:si- 
nxo] /enisinia/ engineer and [in:tian3] /initiana/ Indiana. 
However, [ n: ] and [ ni ] are in free variation, as evidenced 
by the appearance of such forms as '[initiS] /initia/ India 
and [kau+initio+Iculo] /kau+initia+kula/ red or American Indi
ans: however, whenever [ i ] does appear in the environment 
n t between two alveolars, it has reduced sonority.

3.3.3. / § / ^as allophones [ g. ] and [ g. ]. The
fronted variety [ g ] is pronounced in the ore-velar region 
and [ g. ] in the central velar region or in the bad- velar 
region. The fronted allophone [ g ] occurs before the front 
vowels / i e / and the allophone [ $ ] before the back vowels 
/ u o a /. Note the following examples: [lstlitji] /liligi/ to
nour. iterative. [n^iloJ /^igila/ to be bright, shining,
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Egttgulu] /gugulu/ to roar, [goto] /goto/ to sink, [geli] /geli/
monkey. and [galo] /galo/ to forget, to pass out of mind.

[ g: ] and [ g: ] occur. The fronted variety [ g: ]
is in complementary distribution with [ gi ] and the latter
variety [ g: 3, which is backed or more back, with [ ga J.
C ĵ: ] occurs in weakly stressed positions before / p /, ana
[ i*: ] in weakly stressed positions before / k /. kote the
following examples: [apog:pogil] /apogipogi/ .tomorrow,
[fagj+ki’i] /faga+ki9i/ small or tiny, rlural. and [paag:kee]
/paagakee/ bank.

3.3.4. / 1 / has the alloohones [ 1 3 ana [ 1 ]. The al-“ •
lophone [ 1 ] occurs before the front vowels / e i / and is 
pronounced in the central alveolar reyion as in [ hill 3 /hili/ 
after, to be subsequent in tine and [ lele ] /lele/ to run.
The backed allophone C 1 3 occurs before the bad: vowels’ / u o 
a / and is retroflexed to the lar.ino-dom.al region, as in 
[ hal3 3 /hala/ road. [ nolo ] /holo/ to fall down, and [ hulu ]

/hulu/ to be over-abundant, to exceed.
3.4.0. The allophones of the five Tonjan vowels / i e a 

o u / together with their allophonic distribution will now be 
discussed.

3.4.1. / i / has allophones of [ i ], [I.], [ i 3, [ y ], 
and [ i 3. Open [ 1 ] is lax and somewhat lower than [ i I and 
occurs before / g / when the preceding consonant is not one of 
the labial or alveolar resonants / v m n 1 /. Tor example,

variant form /paanikee/ occurs phonetically as [paagikee] 
with [ 1 3 showing nasalization.
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C I 1 appears in the environment h g, as in [mahuXgd]
/mahuiga/ valuable. but not in the environment m g, as in
[migi] /mig.i/ to wrinkle, nor in the environment 1 g, as
in Clig.i] /ligi/ to nour.

[ 1 ] also appears in unstressed position following 
the vowels / a /, / o / and / e / in VV clusters, as in 
[fa±] /fai/ to_dp, [motmoX] /moimoi/ to escort, and EteXteX] 
/teitei/ absolutely (negative').

[ y ] appears in unstressed osition before primarily
12or secondarily stressed bad: vowels / u o a /, or before 

/ 9 / followed by a back vowel, as in [syu] /siu/ Jew, [kyu] 
/kiu/ a kind of sea bird, [syutlti] /siutiti/ a female name, 
[syone] /sione/ John, [sy9dbo] /si9oto/ one *s, [kyate] /kiate/ 
to, unto, and [syasi] /si&si/ church. [ y ] represents a 
palatalized glide.

[ y ] also appeaas in the environment V V in trisyllabic
vowel clusters whether unstressed or stressed, for example, 
the form /!9aial/ which (relative pronoun] whether pronounced 
wit:1 primary stress on / i / or whether the primary stress 
falls on / a / has [ y ] for the / i /. Tongan speakers have 
[I’ayoU and [l9aycil] in free variation. In the latter form,
/ i / functions like a consonant in the stress pattern, as 
[|9aya|] conforms to the same suress pattern primary followed 
by weak on CVCV forms before major juncture as in [lha9ul] 
come (imperative).

1?'See Section 1.0. for classification of / u o a / as back 
vowels for purposes of explaining certain vowel allophones.
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[ £ ], the centered allophone, appears in positions of weak 

or tertiary stress between identical consonants, as in 
/gigila/ to be bringt or shining, [hathlfo] /hihifo/ west, 
[nacnlmo] /ninimo/ to be dizzy. [m±mlh3] /raimiha/ mouth or ;anT 
and [hihihihi] /hihihihi/ to scoop out. Iterative. As is evi
dent from the latter example, the rule that [ £ ] appears in 
positions of weal-: or tertiary stress is limited to positions 
before secondary or primary stress, note that [ i ] appears 
in tic first position of tertiary stress in [hihihihi] sir.ee 
it is not followed by strong stress but rather by weak. In the 
second syllable, [ i ] appears in a position of weak stress 
preceding strong or primary stress.

The voiceless alloohone [ i ] occurs before pause juncture»
and following a non-resonant, as in [sisi#] /sisi#/ rrass skirt.
[slpi#] /sipi#/ sheep, [toki#] /toki#/ axe, [palotl’i#] /palo-Q  —  0  1 F “ O

ti’i#'/ to ballot or vote, [lapasil] /lapasi!/ to waylay, and
9 -

Clahil] /lahil/ bin, meat.
[ i 1 max also occur in positions of weak stress betweene

non-rosonant consonants with or without intervening plus junc
ture, as in [fokifaa] /fokifaa/ suddenly, to be sudden, [pasifl-9 ©
ki] /pasifiki/ Pacific, [lahi-rta’u] /lahi-fta’u/ .to be many" 9
years, [hihifo] /hihifo/ west. and [fifltS] /fifita/ a femaleO 9
name, but in these positions [ i ] is in free variation with 
other allophones of / i / depending upon which allophone normal
ly appears in the particular environment.

[ i ] appears in some utterances following a nasal and be-O
fore / s / or / h /, as in [polinislo] /polinisia/ Polynesia.
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and [taimi+si’il] /taimi+si’i/ to be a short time. However, 
in these environments [ i ] is in free variation with [ i ].

[ i ], the close allophone, appears in all environments 
not previously mentioned for the other allophones of / i /.

[ i ] always occurs in weakly stressed position following 
/ s /, as in [siasil] /siasil/ church, [siooe] /siooe/ Job,

•  '■ “ ■1 O  *  *

and [siale] /siale/ Charles. [ i ] frequently occurs in 
unstressed position before / h /, as in [lihe] /lihe/ in the.

5.4-. 2 . / u / has the allophones [u], [ v  ], [ w ],
[ u ], and [ u ].1 •

The open allophone [ v 1 varies from the lan and some
what lowered form [ v  ] to the more tense, rounded, lowered 
form [ uv ]. The latter form appears following / o / or / a / 
in positions of weak stress in VV clusters, as in [hov] to be 
rourh (the s■:;a) , and [kav] to bolonr.

The lan allophone [ V  ] also appear.:; in positions of 
v/eak stress between successive stresses, either primary, or 
secondary or tertiary. ITote the following examples: 
[mahuhvhuhvl ] /mahuhuhuhu/ to be cricked. [tu9V] /tu’u/ to 
stand, [kohvkohvl] /kohukohu/ to smoke. Iterative. Ckulukulv] 
/kulukulu/ a snail bluish— -roen dove, [tumvtumv] /tumutumu/ 
to be -■Ttzzled, and [pakUpab'vr] /pakupaku/ dry, marched.

[ V  ] also occurs before / a / in all positions of stress, 
as in [’oliSgSJ /9oluga/ above and [lulVaS] /luluga/ west.

[ Vt ] occurs between identical cons..nants in positions 
of weak or tertiary stress before strong stress, as in [pupyga] 
/pupuq.a/ bunch, cluster, [tutu9y] /tutu9u/ to stand, plural.
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[m«muhu] /mumuhu/ to buzz or hum, [gegulu] /gugulu/ to roar, 
and [fttfuu] /fufuu/ to hide, to conceal  ̂ [ « ] does not appear, 
however, in positions of weak stress between identical consonant 
in four syllable forms, as in the following example: [muinumuim] 
/muinumumu/ to crowd close to the fire, iterative.

[ w ] is found in positions of weak stress following the 
front vowels / i e / in VV clusters, as in [lirliwlid!] change 
it. This rule, however, does not apply when pause juncture 
or a consonant follows, as in [Isliulhono+fougoJ change the way 
of. chan.re its method. [ u ] appears in this position, note 
also the following [teutlw+age] ro ahead and prepare and [te-u- 
teu-rlev5] rreoare at once.

C w ] also occurs in positions of weak stress before all 
vowels except / u / when such vowels receive primary, second
ary, ox' tei'tiary stress, as in [wesite] /uesite/ west, [wesi— 
lianS] /aesi liana/ Wesleyan. [wit$U] /uitou/ widow, [hawax9!-*] 
/hauai’i/ Hawai’i. [wasi] /uasi/ watch, clock. [v/£i] /uii/ an 
exclamation of dls xist. and [woo] /uoo/ to be crowded and 
noisy.

[ w ] also occurs in the environment V V in both stressed
and weakly stressed positions. Then stressed, its function re
sembles that of a vowel and when unstressed, its function re
sembles that of a consonant. In either event, it represents 
a glide from a high, back position of stress to a front, a 
low, front, or a low, back position of weak stress, as in 
[!7ow3 l] /l7oual/ don't, negative prohibition, which is also 
pronounced [I’owdl]. Some speakers have both pronunciations 
in free variation. In the latter form [I’owQI], the [ w ]
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functions like a consonant and the form has a stress pattern 
similar to such CVCV or VCV words before / I / or / # / as 
[+h£9ul] /+ha7ul/ come and C+akoI] /+akol/ to study. Other 
examples of stressed and weakly stressed [ w ] in a similar 
position are [kaukawo] /kaukaua/ strong, robust, which shows 
free variation with [kaukav/3] and [ma*law3] /raalaua/ countable. 
which shows free variation with [ma^lawo]. In these positions,
C w ] is almost always stressed in careful speech, function
ing as a vowel rather than as a consonant.

[ u ] occurs before / p t k 7 f h m n # I / and following
9

/ k / or / 7 /, as in [tukuIfaAk3holoI] /tukuIfakaholo1/ to 
hand down from one to another, [i|:7oku+tu7uikihe+] /#7okuTtu7uI• O
kihe+/ (it) stands over towards, [#7oku+psheeI ] /#7oku+pehee1/
(he or she) says. [#7dku-rkau I ] /jf’oku+kau 1/ (he or she) belongs
or it nertains, [#7oku-f's'-’&aa j ] /ir’oku-rfevugLa 1/ (it) is suf-
ficient, [Itukulho7o+] /Itukulho7o+/ stop your, imperative. ---------  o  — --- ----------
E#7'oku+nau] /if’oku+nau/ thev, olural, present tense, [:£7dku+ 
na7olugol] /-Ir’oku-rma’oluaa!/ (it) is high or elevated, [rtutuku#] 
/'rtutuku#/ dismiss, imperative, Etu7ulkihe] /tu7ulkihe/ stand 
over toward the, E-rfeitu7u lko7sni I ] /+feitu7u!ko7eni1/ this 
•place, [fu’̂ +taul] /fu7u+tauI/ great or big war or fight. 
[fu-~u-rpuak3] /fu7u+puaka/ big pig. [fu7u+7api7api] /fu?u+7aoi- 
7ari/ very crowded, [fu’u+namu] /fu7u+namu/ big mosouito. [fu7u• O
+fa*k31at3] /fu7u+fakalata/ very pleasing or pleasant. [fu7u+

mBmalu] /fu7u+mamalu/ very solemn. [feitu7u Ihihifo I ] /fei.tu’ul 
hibifol/ west. western place. [ta7ul] /ta7ul/ year, and [ha7u#] 
/ha7u#/ come.
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Other environments in which [ u ] occurs are as follows:

p f, p #, p I, t t, t k, t f, t. I, and t #. In these
environments / I / represents a pause juncture or a non-pause 
juncture preceding a voiceless consonant. Note the following 
examples: [t£pul] /tapul/ forbidden, [tupu+fai+totonu] /tupu
+fai+totonu/ to grow up honest, [potu+tdkelau] /potu+tokelau/ 
north, north olace. [fitu+fituj] /fitu+fitul/ seventy-seven 
Cmotul] /notul/ island, and [+9alwatulkl+t6j3if] /+‘:>aluatulki+ 
to^a#/ : :o forth to Tonma.

[ u ] appears in all positions not mentioned for the 
other allophones of / u /,

/ u / also has allophones of extra consonantal length of 
all stops and / n /. See under the discussion of / p t k ’ 
m / in Sections 3,1,1,, 3.1,2, 3.1.3, 3,1.4-, and 3.3.1 respec
tively. The extra consonantal length occurs in the environ
ments described in the paragraphs referred to in rapid speech 
or when the amplitude or force of the utterance is greatly re
duced.

3.4-.3. The vowel / e / has the allophones [ e ], [ s ],
[ £> ], and [ e ]. [ s j is high and close. [ s ] ranges 
from [ ev j to open [ s ] or approximately [ e ]. [ e> ] is
centralized.' [ e ] renresents breathing or asoiration of a 
quality resembling C e ] or, in some cases, a consonantal re
lease having partial voicing of a quality resembling [ e ], 
though somewhat centered because of being reduced in sonority 
and articulation. / e / has no allophone occurring as extra 
consonantal length.
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[ e ] occurs in stressed position, either primary or 

secondary, before nasals, as in Cko9sn3] /ko9ena/ that. that*-s 
it, Cmohsgd] /mohejja/ bed, and [to9ohsmo] /to9ohema/ left 
(side). C o ]  also occurs in stressed position, either primary, 
secondary, or tertiary before / 9 k f s h a /, as in [hf9e]
/he9e/ urasshoooer. cricket, [9!ke] /9eke/ to ask, inquire, 
[faahsfo] /faahefa/ name of a village in western ronnatauu.
Ckehe] /kehe/ different, Cpaloflso] /palofesa/ professor, and 
CpsQ] /pea/ name of a village in central foncratanu. [ e ] 
occurs in unstressed position following / a / as in [9as] /9ae/
noal marker, definite article, and in the environments s t,
k t, and k p, as in [kite] /kete/ stomach. [lakspS] /lakepa/
name of a village in -onmatanu. and [sstuato] /setuata/ steward.

C e>] appear::; in unstressed or tertiarily stressed 
position between identical consonants in syllables immediately 
preceding a. primarily or secondarily stressed syllable, as in 
[ls>lii] /lelei/ .̂ ood and [fe>fele] /fefele/ littered or 
strewn, about.

[ e ] occurs in unstressed positions following voiceless 
consonants and before nause juncture, as in [mate#] /mate#/o
die and Cake#] /ake#/ to revive. [ e ] also occurs in unstressed1 1 O " O
positions following a voiceless consonant and before a voiceless 
fricative / f s h /, as in [mape-i-sai] /mape+sai/ mood map, 
[hehegi] /hehegd/ wild, untamed, [fefsko] /fefeka/ hard, tough, 
and [pessti] /peseti/ oer cent.

[ e ] occurs in all positions not listed above for the 
allophones of / a /. fhese environments include the following:
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 1,  v, V , V ,  t,  p, and in weakly stressed position
following a consonant except voiceless consonants before pause
.juncture and except the environments a , k t and k p listed
previously for [ e ]. ITote the following examples: [ra&te]
/mate/ to die, Clele] /lele/ to run, [leva] /leva/ immediately, 
[koej /koe/ you (singular), [tutue] /tutue/ thin, [maalxe] 
/naalie/ interestin'-. [pepe] /pet̂ e/ butterfly, and Etetetete] 
/tetetete/ to tremble, iterative.

5.4-. / o / has the allophones Co], [o< ], [ 0 ], and
E o ]. [ o ] varies from the regular close position of [ o ]
to a raised position [ oA ]. The centered allophone Co*] 
may be centered almost as much as [ A ] while still retaining 
flight [ o ] quality, [ O ] is the lowered variety of / o /, 
and [ o ] occurs as heavy aspiration with C o ]  quality and 
as a slightly voiced consonantal release having slight rounding. 

The centered allophone [ o** ] shows the greatest centering 
in positions of weak or tertiary stress between identical con
sonants or between voiceless stops immediately preceding a 
strongly stressed syllable, as in [to*tonii] /lolonu/ right, 
correct. [ko*too] /kotoa/ all, everythin.)". [ho*poo] /kopoa/ 
cat-fish. Cto*koto] /tokoto/ to lie down. [po*kofv] /pokofu/ 
a hind of fish, [’o^’or.e] /9o’ona/ his (her) own. [mormons] 
/mornona/ fat (of shell-fish), [no<no’o] /nono?o/ to bind, and 
[lo^lo’i] /lolo’i/ to cook in coconut oil.

The centered allophone [ o * ] shows partial centering in 
positions of weak stress except in vowel clusters, as in the 
following examples: [poto<] /poto/ wise, skilled, [ma^opo^opo*-]
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/ma^opo’opo/ to be racked or fitted closely together, and 
[moko<sic] /mokcsia/ to feel cold.

A raised variety Co*] appears following / u / in vowel 
clusters, as in [kuoA] /kuo/ perfect tense and [luo*] /luo/ 
hole. This same raised variety [ o* ] appears in the environ
ment  ?u in positions of weak or tertiary stress immediately
preceding a strongly stressed syllable, as in [moA9ui] to live.

The lowered allophone [ 0 ] is found before stressed [ a ] 
in positions of weak or tertiary stress, as in [koaa] inter
rogative particle, and in positions of weak stress following 
strongly stressed [ a ], as in [hashaooj /haoka'oa/ to be per
fect and [kao] /kao/ name of a volcano.

file ailoohone [ o ] arrears before pause juncture and 
following voiceless fricatives or stops, as in Cma’dpo^’oi'tg#] 
/ma’opo’oponr/ to be packed in snumly, Ctoho#] /tohor/ to dr an. 
and [ofo-i!-] foZo-/ to be surprised.

/ o f  h.'S no allophones involving extra consonantal 
length as the mid vowels do not participate in having such 
allophones.

fiie close allophone [ o ] appears in all other positions 
that have not been mentioned for the other allophones of / o /. 
•These include, mainly, positions of strong stress, either 
secondary or primary, and positions contiguous to front vowels, 
as in [sio] /sio/ to see, Clovo] /Iova/ to race, and [kohtkoht] 
/kohikohi/ to scratch or marl:, iterative.

5.^.5. The vowel / a / has the allophones [ a ] [ a* ],
[ 3 ], and [a], [ a ]  is low, back and [ a* ] is raised to
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a position between [ a ] and Co]. [ 3 ] is centralized, 
and C a ] is a voiceless vowel consisting of heavy aspiration 
of [ 3 1 quality. [ a ] also appears as extra consonantal 
length of the back consonants C k ] and / g /. See Sections
3.1.5. and 3.3.5. for a discussion of these allophones of / a /.

She central allophone [ 3 ] is found in all positions of 
weak stress, as in the following examples: [fatofatc] /fatafata/
breast, [moo] /moa/ chicken, fowl, and [mSmato] /mamata/ to 
look, see.

She raised allophone [ a* ] occurs before the back con
sonants / a k / and following a front consonant in positions 
of tertiary stress and in the environment f 3. in positionso *
of primary or secondary stress, as in the following examples: 
[faAkchuu] /fakanuu/ to insert, cause to enter. [faAa3] /fana/O d
plural (animals), [faAn3] /fana/ beach or seashore, [maAgialo] 
/najjalo/ for-etable. and [taAH31o2] /tagaloa/ name of a nythr 
ical Polynesian -od. Stressed aa clusters in these positions, 
however, show the allophone [ a ] for each vowel position in
the cluster.

The voiceless alloohone [ a ] occurs in unstressed* O
positions between fricatives and glottal stop or fricatives 
and pause juncture, as in [faAko7oi276faf ] /faka7ofo7ofo/ 
beautiful and C7ofa7aî aj /7c.fa7aga/ beloved one; in unstressed 
position or tertiarily stressed position between, fricatives, 
as in [hahau] /hahau/ dew, [ Ika+hoBe I ] /.Iha+hoje 1/ a famine.
[ Ikxha+siasi IJ / Ikiha+siasi 1/ to a church; and between fri
catives and voiceless stops in positions of weak or tertiary
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stress, as in [ Iiia+potuI ] /lha.+:potu t/ a nlace. any "lace and 
[fekau] /fekau/ to command.

[ a ] appears as a centralized, partially voiced release 
greatly reduced in sonority in positions of weak stress folr 
lowing / 9 / as in [faxInSta’a#] difficult to do. [ a ] also 
appears as a barely audible release with slight voicing in 
some of the environments listed and illustrated above, espe
cially those before a nasal or other resonant.

5.5.0. A few general statements will now be made con
cerning the vowel allophones.

3.5.1. Only the high vowels / i / and / u / and the low 
vowel / a / have allophones appearing as extra consonantal 
length. Hid vowels do not share this feature.

3.5.5. fhe Junctures / + / and / I /, except when / ! / 
represents a pause, do not affect assimilation of phonemes 
nor the environments which affect the distribution of allo
phones. / I /, when not marking a pause juncture, merely marks 
a sudden break in brie intonational contour of the utterance 
and she start of a new phrase contour.

3.5.3. Voiceless vowel allophones range from aspiration 
of vowel-like quality with no voicing to such aspiration with 
slight voicing coupled with roughness or turbulence. For 
examnle, [he] may appear as aspiration having the quality of 
[ e ] without voicing or with slight roughness coupled with 
slight voice background. Voiceless vowel allophones, following 
/ 9 / represent consonantal release of greatly reduced sonority 
and having slight voicing, as in [ta9e] without, negative.
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The same type of consonantal release may follow any voiceless 
stop. However, such releases following / p t / tend more to 
complete voicelessness or aspiration. Some vowel allophones 
appearing before nasals or stops sometimes show slight voicing.
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CHAR?I2R. II

i:oip:3mics and morphophonemics

4.1, Ionian roots range from monosyllabic roots of the 
shape V or CY, as in e definite article, -o to no, -ku to 
rTas~i. seise, -u to be sheltered, and ka but, if. to roots 
of as many as four syllables: maalohi to be strong, maalie 
to be interestin'-' or oleasinr. and koomiti committee.

4.2. foots nay be divided into declinable and undeclin
able roots, line former consist of nouns and verbs; the latter 
consist of particles.

.declinable roots participate in reduplication or affix
ation or both, both declinable and undeclinable roots 
participain compounding although not all roots of either 
class enter into compound forms•

4.5. by far the most common typo of root is disyllabic; 
trisyllabic roots are the next most common, four-syllable 
roots arc- the third most common with monosyllabic roots being 
the least common. In fact, .monosyllabic roots are found very 
infrequently. Many of the disyllabic and trisyllabic forms 
occurring in Tongan utterances are roots, as in the utterance 
#na9e+ha9u.l fa. I mei+toga# lie came from lonma which consists 
entirely of disyllabic roots: r.a’e oast tense, ha’u to come,
iiiei from and tona fon.ra.

—  u  4 *" '

4.4. Reduplication ray involve the reduplication of 
a disyllabic root, symbolized P-R, i.e. penultimate and ulti-
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mate syllables reduplicated, as in efuefu dust, ashes (from 
efu uust), uiui to call, iterative (from ui to call) and 
nofonofo to stay, dwell. durative (from nofo to stay, reside, 
dwell) or the reduplication of a part of such a root and a 
preceding morpheme, symbolized -PR, i.e. penultimate and 
antepenultimate syllables reduplicated, as in gaugaue to move 
or shift rosition, moderative (the nrefix Ha- imnerfective

V  ■ ■ ■ ,BI 1 . . .  i

and first syllable of ue to move or shift are reduplicated 
and constitute the reduplicative) and in mahimahino to under
stand, moderative (the prefix ma- potential. non-terminative 
asoect^ and the first syllable of the bound root -hino to 
perceive are reduplicated and constitute the reduplicative). 
Existing alongside the latter two forms are the related deriv
ative forms naueue to move or shift nosition, iterative and

O  ' " —    ' '

mahinohino to understand or be understood, durative. both of 
which* involve P-R reduplication of the disyllabic roots, i.e. 
penultimate and ultimate syllables. Reduplication of a part 
of the .root or penultimate syllable plus a preceding morpheme 
or antepenultimate syllable does not occur very frequently in 
Tongan, as reduplication usually does not involve breaks in 
morpheme boundaries. Quite often a third type of reduplication 
is observed: that of reduplication of a morpheme preceding
the penultimate or first syllable of the root but the root 
does not participate in the reduolication. Note fakata’eta’etui

Non-terminative is emphatic passive, emphasizing action by 
an actor. In regard to possession, the non-terminative aspect 
signifies dominant possession.
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to doubt, to be dubious, durative (only the disyllabic prefix 
ta9e negative, which precedes the root tui to believe, is 
reduplicated, and not the root or the causative prefix faka-).

4.5. Reduplication of roots or stems is of four types: 
reduplication of the penultimate or peak syllable of the root 
or stem ''.ere in afte.: to be called the peak syllable, and 
symbolised as PR, i.e., peak reduplication, as in tutu’u to 
stand (distributive) (from tuPu bo stand; reduplication of 
the peak and post-peak or ultimate syllable of the root or 
stem, symbolized as ~'-R, i.e., peak-post peak reduplication, 
as in akoako to stud;.' or practice (iterative) (from ako to 
study): reduplication of the pre-peak syllable or syllables 
boyether with the peak syllable, symbolized as -PR, i.e., 
pre-peak plus peal: syllable, as in molunoluu to become some
what soft (moderative or dininunitive aspect) (from noluu
to be soft); and pre-peak syllable or* syllables only, sym
bolized as AR, i.e., antepenult reduplication, as in vaavaaofi 
to be near to -ether (comitative or non-sine-.;lar ) (from, vaaofi 
to be near to "ether: vaa- to be sraced + ofi to be near).
The latter type, that of pre-peak syllable or syllables only 
beiny reduplicated (AR), appears only in connection with com
plex or multi-norphemed stems, never with roots, and usually 
involves the reduplication of a p̂ refix or other morpheme in 
the pre stress spDan since only four- and six-syllable forms 
or lonyer are reduplicated in this way.

4.6. In all analysis of reduplication presented in this 
paper, it should be noted that the reduplicative or reduplicated
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element is always considered as being prefixed to the root, 
never suffixed. This analysis is used in order to simplify 
the description of reduplication and because, when there is 
a difference between the variant forms of root, the redupli
cative and the same morpheme used as a free form, the difference 
is nearly always between the part that is prefixed (redupli
cative) and the free form rather than between the final part 
(root) and the free form,- For example, in the form hulokula 
to be red the difference is between the prefixed element 
(reduplicative) kulo- and the free form hula to blush, rather 
than between the final element (root) -kula and the free form,
both of which have identical phonemic form.

5.1.0. heduplication of the peak syllable occurs in 
2monosyllabic, disyllabic and trisyllabic roots, ho redupli

cation of this type has been observed in complex or nulti- 
morphemed stems.

5.1.1. Monosyllabic roots show only two patterns of 
reduplication of the peak syllable considered from the stand
point of canonical shape: V becomes 77, as with oo to no
(dnal-ulwral) (from -o bound root, to no) and 07 becomes 07CV,
as with kuku to rrasa, seise, hold on (from -ku bound root,
to rasp). All .reduplication of monosyllabic roots that has 
been observed involves redr'd.ication of bound roots. No 
reduplication of free 7 or CV roots has been observed.

2I.onosyllaoic roots are considered as having only a peak 
syllable.
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5.1.2. Disyllabic roots exhibiting reduplication of the 

peak or penultimate syllable only (PH) show the patterns C7CY 
becomes C7C7CY, as in tutu9u to stand (coraitative. dual-olural) 
(from tu9u to stand); and 707 becomes 7707, as in aafu to send 
out a very fine srray or mist (intensive) (from afu to send out 
fine ray or to sprinkle as rain).

5.1.5. trisyllabic roots which show reduplication of the 
peak or penultimate syllable (PH) all involve internal redupli
cation, as in 9aafifio to see, know, live, dwell (rearal, dual- 
olural ) (from 9a.?io to see, know, live, dwell, renal). Only 
two other examples of this type of reduplication have been 
found in the present study: peekikia to die (honorific, dual-
■ ilural) from pekia to die (sir., -rlar) and maatutu’a to be old 
(dual-olural) from motu9a to be old (singular).

5.2.0. Heduplication of the peak syllable and post-peak 
07? final syllable occurs in disyllabic and trisyllabic roots 
only. Pith disyllabic roots the entire form is reduplicated, 
as wit’' lahi to be rreat or much (lahilahi to be moderately
reat or much), bur to enser (huuhuu to enter at various places), 
and -ao to bind around (aoao to bind.round and round, contin- 
vstive or iterative). Phe above examples exhibit the following 
patterns of canonical forms: C7C7 becomes CYCYCYCY, C W  becomes 
077077, and V7 becomes 7777.

5.2.1. Disyllabic roots may enter into combination with 
prefixes to form trisyllabic sterns from which reduplicated 
forms result, exhibiting internal reduplication- when the peak 
and post-peak syllables are reduplicated. For example, alea
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to flisc.uss -Caleelea to discuss, continuative-). which has the 
reduplicative lee- infixed between the verbal derivative 
prefix a- and the root lea to speak. Other examples of similar 
internal reduplication are as follows: ijaue to move or shift 
position (ijaueue to move or shift position, continuative or 
iterative-). r.a’oro to be fitted or racked closely together 
(ma’opo’opo to be fitted or racked closely together, to be in 
order, multiplicative-), ma’ahi to no or come (ma9ahi‘?ahi to go 
or come, iterative), -na’efu to berin to dawn (ma^efu’efu to 
.lust be.rin to dawn, moderative-), and mavahe to be separate or 
independent (navahevahe to be separate, independent, multi
plicative-) .

5.2.2„ Only three- and five-syllable roots and stems have 
been observed exhibiting reduplication of the peak and pre-peak 
syllables. Examples ar- as follows: toafa desert, unculti
vated land (tootoafa to have areas of uncultivated land), fo’ou 
to be new (fo’ofo9ou to be so nev/hat new), vaha’a space between 
(vahavaha9a ini;erveninr spaces'), fokihi to turn over- or around 
(fokifokihi to turn over or around, continuative), gaue to 
move or shift position (jjaunaue to move or shift -iosition, 
continuative), tuai to be slow or delayed (tuotuai to be slow 
or delayed, moderative), fokai chameleon (fokofokai to be incon
sistent in one*s opinions or convictions), kamata to beprin. 
start (kamakamata to barely or .just herein-), katoa to be all or 
complete (katokatoa to be all, to be complete, intensive), 
mdmio to bo twisted, to wrirrle out (mamimamio to be somewhat 
twisted, to be inclined to wrirerle out), mama’o to be distant
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(mamamama’o to be somewhat distant), mahaki to be sick or ill 
(mahamahaki to be sickly or chronicall?/- i n '), mahalo to suppose, 
to susoect mahamahalo to be suspicious, to suppose (moderative). 
mahino to understand, to be olain or clear nahimahino to be 
clear or understood (moderative), and fita’a to be fcarceful, 
savare. ruthless fitefita’a to labor or toil.

5.3.0. Other forms exhibit reduplication of only the pre
peak syllable or syllables. Nov/ever, only four- and six- 
syllable stems are involved in this type of reduplication of 
pre-peak syllables. These stems usually consist of two or more 
morphemes, often a prefix or suffix or both or of tv/o morphemes 
forming a compound. Note the following examples: kulukia to
be strained (kulu to strain + k stem formative + i transitiv- 
izinr verbal suffix + a passive particle) and kulukulukia to 
be strained or to strain oneself (continuative or iterativeJ: 
foliaki to lead around (foli to no around -r aki transitive, 
derivational) and folifoliaki to lea'd or show a person around 
(continuative or iterative); vaaofi to be near or close together 
(dual) (vaa soace + ofi to be near) and vaavaaofi to be near 
together (plural): and holomui to mo backwards or retrogress 
(holo to -o or pass alone in succession + rnui back, the rear) 
and holoholoinui to no backwards or retrogress (iterative or 
continuative).

5.^.0. Usually affixes are not included in the redupli
cation; that is to say, the reduplicated element usually does 
not include an affix or any part of one. Tor example, the 
prefix na- to be in condition of havin': received action is not
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included in the reduplicative that is added to the root vahe 
to divide when ina vahe vahe to be separate or independent 
(plural) is formed by reduplication from aavahe to be separate 
or independent, file reduplication occurs in the nucleus of 
the word and the prefix is added outside of the nucleus.

5.4-.l. However, occasionally variant forms of redupli
cated words are found in which the reduplicative is formed 
from part of the root and a prefix. Z'ote the variant forms 
mahinohino and nahimahino to be understood to a certain extent, 
to benin to be understood and gau^aue to move or shift position 
(repetitive or continuative; with its variant form naueue.
In mahinohino the stem is reduplicated and the prefix ma- added 
outside the nucleus; in nahimahino the reduplicative mahi- 
includes the prefix, na- and the first syllable of the root 
hino to undersband. In naueue the root ue to move is reduoli-o 1
cated and ^a-, an alloncrphic form of ma-, is added outside of 
the nucleus; in ijaunaue the reduplicative nan- includes the 

. orofixal form na- potential and the first syllable of the root.
“  o  ........ .

5.4-.2. One example has been observed in the present 
study' of a suffix being included in a reduplicative. Hote 
fe]:e9ike9i to quarrel, iterative or multiplicative from 
feke’i to quarrel, reciprocal (ke to quarrel, root, + fe- non- 
sinmular. reciprocal. + 9 derivational suffix + i transitiv- 
izinr suffix').

5.5.1. Occasionally variant reduplicated forms have been 
found which show a semantic contrast, for example, both 
maniomio to be twisted in a number of places and mamimamio to
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be inclined to wriggle out of one^ duty., to be inclined to be
somewhat twisted (moderative-) are formed from the root mio to 
twist or bend; the former has a nucleus of reduplicative plus 
root (miomio) to which the prefix is added, whereas the latter 
has a reduplicative composed of the prefix ma- and the first 
syllable of the root mio. The stem to which the reduplicative 
is added contains the prefix ma- and root mio.

5.5.2. In all instances where the reduplicative includes 
a prefix and the first syllable of the root, the stem for the 
reduplication consists of the same prefix plus the root, as 
in mamimamio, which includes the root mio and prefix ma-. The 
reduplicative, as has been explained, includes the prefix and 
first syllable of the root, and the stem to which the redupli
cative is added includes the prefix and root, nahimahino (pre
fix ma- and root hino) and jaugaue (prefixal form ga- and root 
ue) exhibit a similar pattern of formation.

In all examples of reduplication observed, except those 
which have just been cited, reduplication does not disturb 
morpheme boundaries. Usually the boundaries of reduplicative 
elements coincide with those of morphemes.

5.6.0. Sometimes two layers of reduplication are observ
able in reduplicated forms. However, examples of this are not 
very numerous. Only a certain number of forms having CV roots, 
one form having a V root, and one having a C W  root have been 
found in the present study. All of the CV roots and the V 
root are bound. For example, the bound root -o to go is found 
in the reduplicated form oo to go (non-singular), which also 
is reduplicated to form oooo to ro (dual-olural. iterative or
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continuative). The free form tea to be white or whitish is the 
root of the reduplicated form teetea to have the appearance of 
an albino or to be pale looking, and the latter is also redupli
cated to form teteteetea, the moderative form of teetea. The 
bound CV roots are as follows: -tu to kindle a light or set
fire to. tutu to kindle or light a fire* to set fire to, and 
tutututu to light or kindle a fire (iterative or continuative): 
-ka to climb* kaka to climb, and kakakaka to climb (continuative) 
-lu to shake, lulu to shake or quiver, and lulululu to shake (it
erative): -ta to shovel or scoop. tata to shovel or s c o o p  u p , 

and tatatata to keen on shoveling or scooping u p :

-lo to oress, lolo to press down, to suppress. and lolololo to 
press down (iterative or continuative): -ku to grasp, kuku to
seize or grasp, to hold, and kukukuku to grasp or take hold of 
(iterative or continuative-): and -hu to enter, huhu to go in, 
to enter, to pierce. and huhuhuhu to eat with a fork (i.e.. to 
.iab repeatedly with a fork), to .iab repeatedly.

5.7»0. Various types of phonemic changes and alternations 
are observed in reduplicated forms.

5.7.1. CVCV reduplicated forms formed from CV bound roots, 
as -tu to light or kindle a fire, -ka to climb, -lu to shake.
-ta to shovel or scoop, -lo to press, -ku to grasp, and -hu to 
enter each have bariant bound forms of the shape C W  from which 
the second'consonant C of the CV form has been lost .in ..affixa
tion. For example, tutu to light or kindle a fire and tuu-, 
bound form, as in tuumaama time when lamps are lit; tu’u £<£
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stand and tuu-, bound form, as in tuu’uta to land or go ashore 
(i. e.. to stand on shore or land); kaka to climb and kaa-, bound 
form, as in kaasia to climb, transitive, to climb u p : tata to 
s c o o p  u p  or shovel and taa-, bound form, as in taapata to scoop 
up white sand or course gravel for a grave: lolo to press down 
and loo-, bound form, as in loomia to suppress or quell: kuku 
to hold on to. to grasp or seize and kuu-, bound form, as in 
kuunima to clasp the hands: and huhu to enter or go in. to sting: 
or pierce and huu, bound or free form, as in huufia to enter or 
dedicate Ca building-). Two of these C W  forms may appear as 
free forms: huu to enter and taa to s c o o p  or shovel. Note
that taapata referred to above is in free variation with taa+ 
pata. Before major juncture occurring at the end of a contour 
span, huu is always a free form.

5.7.1. The foregoing forms follow the general rule that 
voiceless C between identical VV is lost when CVCV reduplicated 
forms are used as bound forms, as in the examples just cited.
Such forms as fihi to be entailed as compared with fii to plait 
or braid and lisi to throw at or cast at as compared with lii 
to throw or cast do not represent examples of the rule as
here stated as the C W  forms, though related, have cognate, 
not identical meanings. Moreover, the CVCV forms are not re
duplicated forms composed of reduplication of CV roots as the

3examples cited in the previous paragraph are.
5.7.2. certain vowel losses are observed in connection 

with reduplication. Roots terminating in double identical

'  ̂It may be possible to set up a rule that fricatives are.lost 
from between .identical vowels when CVCV forms become bound.
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vowels have a reduplicative form which has a single vowel in 
the reduplicative in place of the double vowel cluster as in 
the root, as in pehepehee to be thus. continuative or iterative. 
The root pehee to be thus, it will be noted, has a double vowel 
cluster / ee / which contrasts with / e / in the reduplicative 
pehe—• Other examples of this sort of alternation are as fol
lows: matee exactly and matematee exactly, plural or multipli
cative: kahii to rasp and kahikahii to rasp, iterative: ha^ee 
to be like or resemble and hagehagee to be somewhat like or to 
resemble (moderative): maluu to be calm and malumaluu to be
somewhat calm: moluu to be soft and molumoluu to be somewhat 
soft: and hinaa to be grey or white (of hair1) and hinehinaa to 
be £oing mrey Chair).

5,7»3, Internal reduplication of the peak syllable is, 
in all cases, accompanied by automatic doubling of the initial 
vowel of the stem, as in 9aafifio to see, to know, to live (non
singular. regal'). which is formed from the stem or root ’afio; 
in peekikia to die (non-singular, honorific’), which is formed 
from the stem or root pekia; and in maatutu’a to be old (non- 
singular). which is formed from the stem or root motu’a. Sub
stitution of / aa / for / oo / appears in the latter form, but 
it has not been possible to demonstrate that such substitution 
is automatic. The doubling of the vowel, however, is a result 
of the syllable comprising the reduplicative receiving tertiary 
stress as well as the preceding syllable. Two successive ter
tiary stresses cannot precede a primary or secondary stress. 
Thus, the extra vowel is added to maintain the alternation of
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stress.

5.7«Z|'. Two other examples of internal reduplication in
volving doubling of the preceding vowel have also been found 
in the present study: mahe’a to be audible and maahehe’a to
be audible (non-singular): mahei to be aslant or askew and 
maahehei to be not Quite right.

5*8*1. Regressive, non-contiguous vowel assimilation is 
noted in reduplication of disyllabic roots. In all such assim
ilation, the low vowel / a / is assimilated to the front central 
vowel / e / in the second vowel position of the root when the 
first vowel of the root is a front vowel, and to the back, 
central vowel / o / when the first vowel of the root is a back 
vowel. In some instances, the assimilation of / a / to / e / 
has been noted in the first vowel position of the root when the 
second vowel is the front vowel / e /. hote teiptaip to be sick 
(honorific) and tejetega to be lumpy. In the first example the 
root is the bound form ~tai|e to be sick, and the alternation 
is in the first vowel position with the / e / of the syllable 
-He assimilating the preceding / a / t o / e / .  In the second 
example the root is the free form tega a seed or lump, and the 
alternation occurs in the second vowel position with the / e / 
of the first syllable of the root assimilating the / a / of the 
final syllable of the reduplicative to / e /.

5.8.2. Thus, in reduplicatives, the combinations

-The root of a reduplicated form always follows the redupli
cative. Thus, in the form mafoofoa to be broken to bits, the 
root is foa to break and the reduplicative is foo-. ma- is the potential verbal prefix.
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/ e + a / and / o + a / do not occur in the two syllables of 
the reduplicative. Haiwever, / a + e / occurs in all except a 
very few instances such as te^eta^e previously cited, where 
/ e + e / occurs, hote such examples of / a + e / as maemae 
to wither, continuative. vavevave to be moderately fast or 
rapid, valevale to be like a little child, a little child, 
matemate to die one by one, and ha^ehagee to be somewhat like.

5.3.3. 2he following are examples of the assimilation of 
/ a / to / e / in the second vowel position of disyllabic 
roots: ( i + a assimilated to i + e) lieliaki to case aside.
continuative. fiefia to be happy, to re.ioicei ( e + a assimi
lated to e + e ) 9eele9ela to sit or walk with the face turned 
upwards.- kehekeha to be yellow or yellowish: ( u + a assimi
lated to u + o ) muvomuva to precede or go first, uoua sinew. 
tendon, muscle, fuofua first of all: and ( o + a assimilated 
to o + o ) polopola a coconut leaf basket and folofola to 
sneak, regal.

Additional examples are as follows: (disyllabic roots
having e + a) hela to be tired and helehela to be tiring or 
getting tired: vela to be hot or burn and velevela to be
fai-r-l-v hot: lea to speak, leelea to speak, continuative or 
iterative: e^a to be yellow, e^ee^a to be dark yellow (inten
sive ): 9eva to go about for pleasure. 9eve9eva to spend the 
time visiting about for pleasure, to take a holiday or vaca
tion: (disyllabic roots having the vowels i + a) kila to be
shaven or clipped, kilekila to be shaven or clipped in various 
places: fita9a to be aggressive or determined, fitefita9a to
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labor or toil; hina to be white or grey, hinehina to be white: 
hiva to sing, hivehiva to sing, continuative or iterative: (di
syllabic roots having the vowels u + a) kula to blush, kulokula 
to be red: tup. to seek or solicit* tuptup to solicit, iterative 
9uha to rain, ’uho’uha to be rainv. to rain (repetitive); uka 
to be sticky, ukouka to be sticky or glutinous: and (disyllabic 
roots having the vowels o + a) loka to be rough (the sea), 
lokoloka to be rough* continuative or iterative: koka stain for 
dveing tana cloth, kokokoka to be scattered with taoa cloth 
stain; koip part, koipkojp to be in parts or sections: vofa 
to love, to have love, the stem vofo’ofa in fevofo?ofani to be 
on friendly terms one with the other: loa to be long in length, 
looloa to be long, multiplicative: and hola to run away, to 
flee, holohola to be continually running away, repetitive.

6.0. V/ith regard to affixation, only prefixation and suf- 
fixation have been observed. Such internal changes in roots
as that appearing in vafio to see, live, know, regal, singular 
and the reduplicated form ’aafifio to see, live, know, regal. 
non-singular are treated as instances of the reduplicative 
operator which reduplicates the penultimate syllable. See 
Section 5.1.5. above.

6.1.0. Tongan has various series of suffixes which show
variation of their phonemic shapes, as for example the transi-
tivizing suffixes —i, “fi, -si, -ni, -hi, -mi, -ki, ~§tij and
-’i. It will be. noted that every consonant except t and p
that also zero occur together v/ith -i in the above series.
Such variation cannot, however, be treated as morphophonemic
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variation either automatically or non-automatically determined, 
as minimal pairs can be found demonstrating semantic contrasts 
between suffixes exhibiting the different consonants and zero*
Por example, note the contrast in meaning between alafi to reach 
out for and seize and alasi to handle, both formed from the root 
ala to touch with the transitivizing suffixes -fi and -si. The 
existence of a large number of such contrasting forms together 
with the need for an analysis which will reveal the peculiar 
nature of the structure of Tongan morphology has led the writer 
to adopt the interpretation that such suffixes are not composed 
of one morpheme but two, a. derivational suffix consisting of 
the consonant and another morpheme having the basic meaning 
of the total form* Thus, -si does not consist of the transi
tivizing morpheme alone but of a derivational suffix plus the 
transitivizing morpheme -i.

6.1.6. The need for an analysis of affix forms that will 
simplify description in this way is more apparent when the wide 
variety of affixal forms exhibiting a similar variation and pat
tern is noted, not only is such a variation of consonants seen 
with regard to the transitivizing suffixal forms already referred 
to but also in the following affixes: ~ia, -fia, -mia, -si$, —’’ia,
-hia, -kia, and -gia, all transitive and evidencing the termi- 
native aspect (i. e., emphasise action upon a goal rather than 
action by an actor); -aki, -faki, -vaki, -maki, -taki, -naki,
—laki, -haki, -kaki, -gaki, and -vaki, all transitive, instru- 
mentive, non-terminative (i. e., emphasizing action by an actor), 
indicating means of performing action of the root; -ekina,
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-fekina, -mekina, -tekina, -nekina, -lekina, -hekina, -kekina, 
-ij.ekina, and -’ekina, all transitive, instrumentive, termin- 
ative aspect, indicating means of performing the action of the 
root; -aga, -faga, -maga, -taga, -naga, -laga, -haga, -kaga, 
-9a^a, all noun-forming and indicating place of action or thing 
where action takes place or is performed, or cause of action; 
-fi, -si, -ni, -ki, and -’i, all meaning of and denoting the 
genetive of nouns; and -la, -ga, and -?a, all noun-forming, 
indicating an object associated with the action of the verb.
In each case, the alternation of the initial consonant marks 
a semantic difference or a grammatical difference either in the 
meaning or the slot occupied by the form in the sentence. This 
is the basis for regarding such consonants as derivational 
affixes.

6.1.2. As has already been stated, a large number of 
contrastive pairs are found in Tongan supporting the assertion 
that the initial consonants of the affixal forms shown above 
are derivational affixes. Ifote the following examples of con
trastive use of affixal forms with different initial consonants: 
with k and h, (motu to break off, intransitive + -kia) motukia 
to be disrupted or broken off and (motu +-hia) motuhia to be 
severed, to be broken off or separated from where attached:
(huu to enter + kia) huukia to pierce, to -penetrate (goal- 
oriented) and (huu to enter + fia) huufia to enter for the 
first time, to dedicate: with k and 9, (tufa to distribute + 
kajja) tufakaga allotment or portion and (tufa to distribute + 
’aga) tufa’a^a place or cause of distributing: with k and 0,
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(hifo to descend + kaki) hifokaki to go ashore with, to get 
off a boat with and (hifo to descend + aki) hifoaki to launch 
(a boat1), to drag down into the water for the first time: with 
k and s, (fe- dual-plural + paatoo to make a loud banging noise 
+ ki) fepaatooki to crash together with a loud noise and fall 
(as two airplanes) and (fe- dual-plural + paatoo + si) fepaatoosi 
to hang together as shutters in the wind: with k and t, (vili 
to continue + kaki) vilikaki to persist in desiring or asking 
for and (vili to continue + taki) vilitaki to continue doing 
until finished, to persist with: with f and h, (tau to suspend 
or carry + fia) taufia to rrrab and carry away rapidly, and 
(tau to suspend or carry + hia) tauhia to carry food to a chief 
in a ceremony (goal-oriented): with f and 0, (too to arrive + 
faki) toofaki to have .lust started out on a .journey and (too 
to arrive + aki) tooaki to be well underway, to have made a 
considerable start with: with f and s, (kaa- to climb, bound
variant form of kaka + fia) kaafia to climb, transitive, termi- 
native aspect and (caa- to climb + sia) kaasia to climb over in 
such a wav as to choke or in.iure: with f and 9, (sio to look 
or see + fi) siofi to look at steadily and (sio to look or see 
+ 9i) sio’i to look at in a critical or offensive wav: with f 
and m, (ta’o- to weight down, to press under a weight + fi) 
ta’ofi to stop, to prevent or hinder and (ta9o- to weight down. 
to press under a weight + mi) ta’omi to crush by pressind down 
heavily upon: with f and n, (uku to dive under water, to submerge 
+ faki) ukufaki to dive or swim underwater with, to carry under 
water and (uku to dive or submerge + naki) ukunaki to dive or
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swim under water with (figuratively), to continue with under 
severe hardships, to be persevering.

With s and 0, (laka to step or march + si) lakasi to pass 
by, to overtake and -pass, to surpass and (laaka-, which includes 
laka + derivational morpheme of vowel doubling, + i) laakai to 
step over, to go by: with s and 9 (heka to sit or ride + si) 
hekasi to sit on and injure, to harm by sitting on and (heka +
9i) hekavi to sit or ride on. to perch on; with t and 9, (no9o 
to tie, to fasten + taga) no9ota^a waist or place of tying mats 
on ceremonial occasions and (novo to tie or fasten + 9aga) no9o- 
va^a olace of tying or fastening anything; with t and 0, (fe- 
non-singular. comitative + tuvu to stand + taki) fetu9utaki to 
ad.ioin or be ad.iacent. to be contiguous, reciprocal and (fe- 
non-singular. comitative + tuvu to stand + aki) fetu9uaki to 
get u p  and go somewhere else, iterative or multiplicative.

With h and n, (9efi to hold or carry under the arm + ha^a) 
9efihaga a bundle carried under the arm and (9efi to hold or 
carry under the arm + naga) 9efinaga a bundle of mats wrapped 
in tapa cloth or a mat for carrying; with h and 9, (mili to rub 
+ hi) milihi to handle unduly, to turn over and over in the 
hands and (mili to rub + 9i) mili9i to massage, to rub with 
the hands: with h and 0, (fe- non-singular, comitative + 9osi
to terminate, to come to an end + haki) fe9osihaki to be finished 
or exhausted on both sides and (fe— non-singular, comitative 
+ aki) fe’osiaki to finish together, reciprocal or multipli
cative.

With 9 and 0, (9ulu head or to be head + 9aki) 9ulu9aki 
to have or use as a head or central governing point and (9ulu
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head, or to be head + aki) ’uluaki to be first or at the head: 
with ’ and 1, (tu’u to stand + ’aki) tu’u’aki to stand bv means 
of or with and ( tu’u to stand + laki) tu’ulaki to form in linp. 
to stand in position preparatory to marching: with ’ and m, 
(faka- causative verbal prefix + ip.lo to sink out of sight or 
disappear + ’i) fakagalo’i to cause to be forgotten, to forget, 
transitive and (faka— causative + galo to sink out of sight + 
mi) fakaipiomi to cause to sink out of sight, to cause to pass 
from view; with ’ and n, (ako to study, to teach + naki) akonaki 
to teach religiously and (ako to study, to teach + ’aki) ako’aki 
to study by means of, to teach, transitive: with ’ and (faka- 
causative + ’ita to be angry + ’i) faka’ita’i to cause to be 
angry, to make angry and (faka- causative + ’ita to be angry 
+ ip.) faka’itaip. to speak sharply to. to scold angrily,

With m and 09 (fe- non-singular, comitative + tanu to bury 
+ maki) fetanumaki to bury above ground, to mound u p  or cover 
with earth and (fe-. non-singular, comitative + tanu to bury + 
aki) fetanuaki to cover over with dirt, leaves or brush, non- 
singular; with m and n, (fe- dual or plural + heehee to wander 
or stray, iterative + maki) feheeheemaki (of the mind) to 
wander this way and that and (fe- dual or plural + heehee to 
stray or wander, continuative + naki) feheeheenaki to wander 
about here and there, to change direction continuously: with 
m and (luiu to shake, intransitive + gaki) lulugaki to shake 
or .jar, to purposely agitate and (lulu to shake, intransitive 
+ maki) lulumaki to shake things u p  as an earthquake.
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With n and 0, (tafu to light as a fire, to build u p  a 

fire + naki) tafunaki to kindle., to arouse, inspire and (tafu 
to light or kindle + aki) tafuaki to build u p  (a fire), to 
out more fuel on: with n and (fe- dual or plural + ’ita 
to be angry + naki) fe’itanaki to be out of sorts with each 
other, to have bad feelings toward each other and (fe- dual 
or plural + ’ita to be angry + jpki) fe’itagaki to be angry 
at one another.

With ^ and 0, (luu- to shake, bound variant form of lulu 
to shake, intransitive + g.ekina) luugekina to be so shaken 
about as to be in.iured or harmed and (luu- to shake + ekina) 
luuekina to be shake by the wind or some force: with g. 
and v, (kaila to shout. intransitive + ijaki) kailagaki to 
shout. transitive and (kaila to shout + vaki) kailavaki to 
exclaim, to cry out with surprise or emotion, transitive; 
with g. and f, (fe- dual or plural + ’ulu to be the head + 
gaki) fe’ulugaki to lie with the 'heads toward each other and 
(fe- dual or plural + ’ulu to be the head + faki) fe’ulufaki 
to lie with the heads opposite or away from each other.

With 1 and 0, .(tu’u to stand + laki) tu’ulaki to stand 
in formation or in place and (tu’u to stand + aki) tu’uaki 
to stand with, to sell bv traveling about: (fa’o to pack +
laki) fa’olaki to store and (fa’o to pack in + aki) fa’oaki 
to pack into a box.

With v and 0, (fe- dual or plural + kaila to shout, to 
crv out + vaki) fekailavaki to exclaim together concerning 

■ and (fe- dual or plural + kaila to shout + aki) fekailaaki
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to shout from different directions; with v and ’, (fe- dual 
or olural + kaila to shout + vaki) fekailavaki to exclaim 
together concerning and (fe- dual or plural + kaila to shout 
+ ’aki) fekaila’aki to shout back and forth to each other. 
reciprocal: and with v and jj, (kaila to shout + gaki) kaila^aki 
to shout, transitive, active and (kaila to shout + vaki) 
kailavaki to exclaim about.

In addition to the above cited minimal pairs, a certain 
number of other pairs can be cited exhibiting combinations of 
consonants not shown in contrast by the above minimal pairs 
to be in contrast in analogous environments. It should be 
noted, however, that 0 and ’ contrast with all consonants except 
p. oontrasts between consonants not demonstrated by minimal 
pairs but evidenced by contrast in analogous environments include 
the following: with s and n, (meheka to be .jealous + nekina) 
mehekanekina to be .jealous of. to make the ob.iect of .jealousy, 
terminative aspect and (meheka to be .jealous + sia) mehekasia 
to make the ob.iect of .jealousy, multiplicative or continuative. 
terminative aspect: with k and m, (huu to enter + kia) huukia 
to pierce, to penetrate and (huu to enter + maki) huumaki to 
poke into, to .iab a hole into, to insert by .jabbing: with k 
and (faka- causative + puli to disappear + ki) fakapuliki 
to cause to disappear, to hide, transitive and (fe- dual or 
plural + puli to disappear + gaki) fepuligaki to be hidden from 
view from each other, to be out of sight of each other: with g 
and s, (luu- to shake, variant form of lulu to shake + ^ekina) 
luugekina to be badly shaken about and (luu- to shake + sia)
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luusia to be buffeted about by the wind as a boat but to
safely make it to harbor: with 1 and t, (tuvu to stand +
laki) tuvulaki to stand in position, to form in position in
line or for marching or travelling and (fe-r dual or plural 
+ tu’u to stand + taki) fetu’utaki to be contiguous or 
ad.iacent to each other; and with m and s, (lulu to shake +
maki) lulumaki to shake continuously as by an earthquake and
(luu- to shake, a variant form of lulu to shake + sia) luusia 
to be buffeted about by the wind but to still make it to har
bor. Bach example of such contrast in analogous environments 
just cited involves use of a different consonant following 
the same root, except in the case of luu- and lulu, variant 
forms of to shake and preceding one of the suffixes normally 
preceded by such derivative consonants. In each case, it will 
be noted that there is a shift in the root or basic meaning of 
the form, a shift in meaning which is considered as added just
ification for considering the consonants as derivative affixes.

An alternative solution to this problem might be adopted, 
that of setting up free forms alternating with bound stems.
7or example, the occurrence of the free form lulu to shake, 
together with the forms luu^ekina to be badly shaken, luuekina 
to be shaken by the wind, luusia to be buffeted about in a 
storm, and lulumaki to shake continuously as by an earthquake, 
could be explained by saying that the morpheme lulu has various 
derived forms: lulum-, luug-, luus-, and luu0-. The added 
consonant would account for the shift in meaning of the root 
in each case. However, such an interpretation is not felt to
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be as powerful as that of interpreting the consonants as deri
vational affixes. Such an interpretation, it is felt, brings 
out much more clearly the true structure of Tongan morphology. 
The relationship between series of related affixes is much more 
clearly shown, as in the case of -ia, -kia, —fia, -sia, -hia, 
“9ia, -mia, -nia, and -gia already referred to above in Section
6.1.1. Moreover, it is felt that to set up a large number of 
derivative forms each having a slightly different though re
lated meaning for the various roots and stems, as would be neces 
sary if the consonant were interpreted as being a part of a 
bound stem, would be unecessarily complicated and difficult 
in trying to explain adequately the morphology of the language. 
Hence, the view is adopted in this paper that these consonants 
are derivative affixes.

6.1.3. Accordingly, the following derivational morphemes, 
all affixes, are set up: 51 -p, 52 -k, 55 -f, 5^ -s with the 
allomorphs -s and -t, 55 -h, 56 -1, 57 -m, 58 -n, 59 60 -v,
61 -0, and 71 The latter, 71 -■’» is emphatic, whereas the
other derivational affixes are non-emphatic. —9 is assigned 
a number of a higher decade as it may occur not only in the 
same position as the other derivational affixes but also in 
positions farther out from the stem. Derivational affixes lum
bers 51, 52, 55, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 61 have been ob
served in a position no higher or farther from the stem than 
the first suffix position following tthe stem, as in siofi to 
look steadily at (sio to look + 55 -f derivational + 81 -i 
t-ransitivizer + 95 -0 actor-oriented or non-terminative aspect. 
emphatic. active). By way of contrast, '-’i (71 + $1 “i
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transitivizer + 93 -0 actor-oriented, emphatic, active, non- 
terminative aspect emphasizing action by an actor) has been ob
served as high as the fifth position following the stem, as in 
halaia’ia’i to regard as guilty, transitive, active, actor- 
oriented (hala to be wrong or in error + 61 -0 derivational 
suffix + 81 -i transitivizer + 92 —a goal-oriented, terminative 
aspect emphasizing action performed upon a goal, emphatic + -?ia 
to regard as. to consider as + 71 derivational. emphatic +
81 -i transitivizer + 9 3 - 0  actor-oriented, non-terminative 
aspect).

6.2.0. In addition to the derivational affixes listed 
and described! above and numbered 51, 52, 53, 5^, 55, 56, 57,
53, 59, 60, 61, and 71, there are the following verbal suffixes 
which enter into combination with the derivational affixes to 
form complex suffixes attached to verbal roots. They are as 
follows: 81 -i transitivizer: 82 -aki, allomorphs -aki and
-eki, transitivizing instrumentive suffix, with or by means
of: 83 -’ia to consider as being, to regard as: 91 -a^a cause. 
reason, place of doing, noun-forming; 92 -na, allomorphs -na 
and -a, goal-oriented, terminative aspect, emphatic: and 93 
-0 actor-oriented, non-terminative aspect, emphatic, active.

6.2.1. These suffixes listed above in Section 6.2.0. 
enter into combination with the derivational affixes listed in 
Section 6.1.3. to form the following complex suffixes which 
are attached to verbs: -i (61 -0 + 81 -i + 93 -0), tapui
to forbid, to prohibit (root: tapu sacred); -ki (52 —k + 81 
-i + 93 -0) humuki to cause to stumble (root: humu to stumble):
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-fi (53 -f + 8l -i + 93 -0) siofi to stare at (sio to look 
or see); -si (54 -s + 81 -i + 93 -0) kaipoosi to steal and eat 
at night or on the sly, transitive (kai to eat + poo night);
-hi (55 -h + 81 -i + 93 -0) ’efihi to push or squeeze into a 
space between two things that are close together (9efi to be 
close together, to squeeze under the arms); -mi (57 -m + Si -i 
+ 93 -0) lolomi to ouell. to suppress (lolo to push down): —ni 
(58 -n + 81 -i + 93 -0) utoni to provide (a fish net) with 
floaters (uto floater for a fish net): -gi (59 -g. + 81 —i +

' 93 -0) fakapooip. to murder or slay (fakapoo to commit the act 
of murder or slaying; faka- causative + poo to catch a prey. 
to prey upon): and -*-9i (71 + 81 -i + 93 -0) taa’i to hit
or strike. to beat u p , active, transitive (taa to hit or strike). 
All of the above are transitive, active, actor emphatic or 
actor-oriented, non-terminative aspect.

-ia (61 -0 + 81 -i + 92 -a) halaia to be guilty (hala to 
be in error, to be wrong): -kia (52 -k + 31 -i + 92 -a) mutukia 
to be cut short (mutu to be short): -fia (53 -f + 81 -i + 92 -a) 
fakahaofia to be saved, to save* to cause to be saved (fakahaofi 
to save, rescue, deliver: faka- causative + hao to escape + -fi 
transitive, derivational): -sia (54 -s + 81 —i + 92 -a) pikisia 
to set stuck, to be entangled or stuck (piki to adhere, to stick): 
-hi a (55 -h + 81 -i + 92 -a) ?evehia to be frequented (9eva to 
walk or go about for pleasure. 9 eve- is bound variant form);
-mia (57 -n + 81 -i + 92 -a) tanumia. to be buried underneath 
as bv an avalanche (tanu to bury): -nia (58 -n + 81 -i + 92 -a) 
tu9enia to take to heart, to feel deeply concerned about (tuva 
to think or feel): -jjia (59 -# + 81 —i + 92 -a) poo^ia to faint.
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to go unconscious (-poo to black out as in popoiji to cause 
the eves to be dazzled, to dazzle the eyes): and -9ia (71 +
81 -i + 92 -a) ue9ia to cause to move, to be moved or nudged 
(uevi to move, to disturb: ue- to uove or snift position +
9i transitive, active, actor-oriented, non-terminative). All 
of the foregoing complex suffixes terminating in 92 -a are 
transitive, passive, goal-oriented, terminative aspect and 
mean to be in the condition of having undergone or undergoing 
the action or having the condition assumed by the meaning of 
the root.

-aki (61 -0 82 -aki + 93 -0) taapuaki to give a blessing.
to bless, (tapu to be sacred or forbidden + vowel doubling 
derivational morpheme); -kaki (52 -k + 8 2  -aki + 93 -0) 
punakaki to carry uo into the air (the wind) (puna to fly):
-faki (53 -f + 82 -aki + 93 -0) haofaki to deliver (hao to 
escape); -taki (5^ -s allomorph -t + 82 -aki + 93 -0) hekataki 
to be on a person*s back (of a boil or other such swelling)
(heka to ride); -haki (55 -h + 82 -aki + 93 -0) kauhaki to
swim with, to carry while swimming (kau- to swim): -maki (57 
-m + 82 -aki + 93 -0) huumaki to pierce as a thorn in the foot. 
to penetrate (huu to enter): -naki (.58 -n + 82 -aki + 93 -0) 
akonaki to teach, to give religious or moral instruction (ako
to teach): -gaki (59 -g + 82 -aki + 93 -0) tolojaki to throw
stones at. to pelt with missiles (tolo to throw): -laki (56 -1 
+ 82 -aki + 93 -0) tupulaki to flourish (tupu to grow); -vaki 
(60 -v + 82 -aki + 93 -0) kailavaki to shout, transitive 
(kaila to shout): and -vaki (71 **’ + 82 -aki + 93 -0) kala^a’aki
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to shout, to proclaim by shouting (kala^a to shout). All of 
the foregoing are transitive, instrumentive, actor-oriented 
or non-terminative aspect, emphatic passive.

-ekina (61 -0 + 82 -aki allomorph -eki + 92 -na) taapuekina 
to cause to be blessed, to be blessed (tapu to be sacred + 
vowel doubling derivational morpheme); -kekina (52 -k + 82 -eki 
+ 92 -na ) silikekina to make haste with, to be made haste 
with or receive too hasty of treatment (silikaki to make haste 
with; sili- to make haste): -fekina (53 -f + 82 -eki + 92 -na) 
kalofekina to be saved or snatched from danger, to snatch or 
save from danger (kalofaki to rescue from danger: kalo to dodge) 
-tekina (5^ -s allomorph -t + 82 -eki + 92 -na) kaatekina to 
endure or have patience with, to be endured (kaataki to have 
patience: kaa- to exercise control): -hekina (55 -h + 82 -eki + 
92 -na) kauhekina to defend or support. to be supported or 
defended (kauhaki to take the side of or defend: kau to belong
or participate ); -lekina (56 -1 + 82 -eki + 92 -na) tupulekina
to flourish, to grow rapidly (tupu to grow): -mekina (57 +
82 -eki + 92 -na) galomekina to sink out of sight, to be 
caused to be sunk out of sight (galo to sink or nass out of
sight or memory): -nekina (58 -n + 82 -eki + 92 -na) akonekina
to be well taught, to teach well (akonaki to teach or give 
religious instruction: ako to teach or study): -gekina (59 +
82 -eki + 92 -na) luugekina to be badly shaken (iutnpki- to 
shake: luu- to shake): and -’ekina (71 + 82 -eki + 92 -na)
kalaga’ekina to shout or announce bv shouting, to be proclaimed 
by shouting (kalaga’aki to shout or -proclaim: kalaga to shout-).
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All of the foregoing forms ending in 92 -na are transitive, 
passive, instrumentive, goal-oriented or terminative aspect.

6.2.2. The -na and -a allomorphs of 92 -na goal-oriented 
or terminative aspect, emphatic morpheme alternate in a morpho
logically determined pattern, as can he seen from the examples 
cited in the preceding paragraph, -a occurs following 81 -i 
transitivizer and -na occurs following the 32 -aki allomorph 
-eki transitivizing or instrumentive suffix meaning with or bv 
means of. The -a allomorph may also occur immediately following 
the stem, as in tekea to be -pushed or shoved, to cause to be 
pushed or shoved (teke to push or shove + 92 -na allormoph -a 
goal-oriented or terminative aspect'). In the position next to 
the stem -a contrasts with the transitive, actor-oriented or 
non-terminative aspect suffix -vi (71 + Si -i +93 -0), as
in huke4;>i to open u p  bv lifting a corner or the edge, to turn 
back a corner or edge versus hukea to be lifted u p . to cause 
to be lifted u p  or opened and in tekevi to push or shove versus 
tekea to be pushed or shoved or to cause to be pushed or shoved. 
92 -:ia does not contrast in this position with any of the com
plex suffixes formed by a derivational morpheme plus 31 -i 
transitivizer. as -gi (59 -g. derivational suffix + 81 -i 
transitivizer) in fakapoogi to murder, to slay (fakapoo to 
commit murder: faka- causative + poo to take a prey). But in
some forms the -na allomorph of 92 -na has been observed follow
ing -ki (52 -k derivational suffix + 81 -i transitivizer). as 
in malakina to be trampled upon, to cause to be trampled upon 
(mala to tread or walk + 52 -k + 81 -i + 92 -na) and following 
-i (61 -0 derivational suffix + 81 -i transitivizer + 92 -na
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goal-oriented, terminative aspect), as in vahuina to be 
blackened bv smoke, to cause to be blackened by smoke (9ahu 
smoke, to smoke or emit smoke + 61 -0 + 81 -i + 92 -na).

The only alternation between allomorphic forms observed 
in the derivational affixes is that between the -s and -t 
allomorphs of 5^ -s. As will be seen from examples which have 
been given above the -s allomorph occurs before 81 -i transi
tivizer and -t occurs before 82 -aki transitive. instrumentive 
and before 92 -aga cause, reason, nlace of doing, noun-forming 
suffix, as in hikitaga to disinter a body, to exhume a grave ' 
(hilci to lift + 54- -s allomorph -t +91 -aga). An example of 
the complementary distribution of -s and -t is noted in hiikisia 
to be lifted un or proud (hiki to lift + vowel doubling deriva
tional morpheme + 54 -s + 81 -i + 92 -a) and fehikitaki to move 
about from nlace to place (fe- comitative + hiki to lift + 5^
-s allomorph -t + 82 -aki transitive, instrumentive).

7.1.0. vowel alternation is observed in Tongan in allo- 
morphic forms of roots, certain roots have allomorphs involving 
the alternation of / a / alternating with / e /. The form 
having / e / in place of / a / appears only before the mor
phemes Si -i verbal, transitivizing suffix plus 92 -a transi
tive. passive verbal suffix together with the derivational 
suffixes 55 rh,-58 my. 59 ana 54 -s, as in the following 
examples: fola to spread and folehia to spread (terminative
goal emphatic) or to be spread: taip. to cry and te^ihia to cry 
over, to mourn, to cry about as a dead -person (goal emphatic 
or terminative asoect): kona to be poison or poisonous and
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konehia to be poisoned or drunken, which is in free variation 
with konahia to be poisoned or drunken; vitaip. to scold, to 
speak angrily to and viteip.a to scold, to be scolded (goal 
emphatic or terminative aspect: fua to carry and fuesia to 
carry (goal emphatic or terminative aspect; -puha to feel or 
be hot (cf. pupuha to feel or be hot) and puhegia to feel 
oppressed by heat and stuffiness: fakavuta^i to imagine and 
fakavuteg±a to inacine. to be imagined (goal emphatic or 
terminative aspect): vela to burn, to be hot and velehia to 
be scorched or burnt: kina to be tired, to be dismasted and 
kineifia to be tired of. to be disgusted with: ?eva to go about 
for pleasure, to go on an excursion or holiday and ’evehia to 
be freouented by people on a holiday or excursion: meheka to 
be ,iealous and mehekesia to be .jealous of. which also has the 
variant form mehekasia to be .jealous of: tu9enia to take heart, 
to feel deeply concerned about and tu9a to hope or look forward, 
a fore form.

The alternation of / a / with / e / is also observed in 
the two allomorphs of the instrumentive, transitive verbal 
suffix -aki, which has the allomorphs -aki and -eki. -eki 
appears only when immediately followed by the -na allomorph 
of the impersonal, terminative aspect or goal emphatic suffix 
92 -na, as evidenced in a comparison of akonakivi to teach, to 
counsel or advise and akonekina to teach, to be taught or well 
educated: loomaki9! to inundate or flood and loomekina to be 
flooded or inundate or to flood (goal emphatic or terminative 
aspect). The allomorph -aki never appears before -na.
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The vowel alternation of / a / with / e / is also observed 

in some stems and roots when the verbal suffix 94- -na intransi
tive. intensive * derivative, is added to the stem or root, -na 
has two allomorphs, -na and -ip which are both involved in the 
alternation, as indicated by the following examples: fai to do
and feiga to try, to try for: kai to eat and keina to consume. 
devour: vela to be hot, to burn and velega enthusiastically. 
with fire and enthusiasm, and teka to push and tekena to come 
u p  or out because of pressure underneath, to push out.

The alternation of / a / with / e / is also seen in certain 
roots or stems ending in -ai when the -a allomorph of 92 -na, 
impersonal, terminative aspect or goal-emphatic transitive 
verbal suffix is added, as in the following examples: fai to
do. feia to do. to be done: ’omai to bring, ’omeia to bring. 
to be brought: and tokai to punch with the fist, tokeia to hit. 
to be hit.or get hit with a fist.

A few roots or stems also show the same alternation when 
the -a allomorph of 92 -na, the transitive, goal emphatic or 
terminative aspect verbal suffix, is added to -vi, transitive, 
actor emphatic, non-terminative aspect verbal suffix, as in 
taa’i to hit, strike as compared with tee’ia to smite, to 
strike (by a supernatural power), to be smitten, or when 81 -i 
transitive, derivative verbal suffix and 92 -na terminative 
aspect are added to the root, as in hu’a .juice or liquid, 
hu’eina to be damp or wet: ’uha to rain, ’uheina to get wet 
by the rain, to get rained on: ’ofa to love, ’ofeina to be 
beloved, to be a favorite: ’ita to be angry, ’iteina to be
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the ob.iect of anger; and afua to be clear or fine weather, 
afueina to have or to experience good weather.

7.1.1. In a few instances, certain stems or roots have 
been found with variant forms co-occurring with certain affixes. 
For example, ope to ,iut out, to hang down over the edge and the 
reduplicated continuative or iterative form opeope have the 
variant bound forms -upe and -upeupe, which appear only fol
lowing the prefix taa- to be or to be doing: taaupe to hang 
down or dangle and taaupeupe to be dangling or hanging down. 
continuative. The vowel alternation of / o / with / u / is ob
served in this example of morphemically determined variation.

7.1.2. 33 —’i genitive suffix has five allomorphs, 9i,
ki, fi, si, and ni, which appear between two nouns joined 
together when the first noun indicates that which is possessed 
and the second the possessor or that which the first belongs
to, as nata’ipeni oen point (mata point* edge + 9i of or posses
sion + peni pen), luokipaka hole of a crab (luo hole + ki of + 
paka crab), matanikolo outskirts of town (mata edge + ni of 
+ kolo town* village), kilisitahi bottom of the ocean (kili 
bottom or sediment* variant form of kele earth + si of + tahi 
ocean* sea)* ’aofinima palm of the hand (9ao front side + fi 
of + nima hand). tagata9ifonua native or person who really be
longs to the country (tagata man + ’i of + fonua land or country). 
The particular allomorph of 33 *i which appears with two given 
nouns is morphologically determined. In addition to the form 
matanikolo outskirts of town already cited above, ni has been 
observed in only one other form tuonimata^i a sudden gust of 
wind, (tuo pull* tug + ni of + rnatagi wind), ki has been ob-
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served with mu’a front, earlier, former in mu’aki original. 
first. but this form is followed by / + / as in mu’aki+tagata 
first man, ki has also been observed with luo hole followed 
by the name of some animal or insect, as in luoki+loo ant hill 
(luo hole + ki of + loo ant), but in no other environments or 
with no other forms. However, 9i may appear in a large number' 
of environments, including at least two in which the allomorph 
ki may appear: luokiloo ant hill, luo’iloo ant hill and
luokigata serpent hole. luoviij.ata serpent hole. In such cases, 
?i and ki are in free variation,

7*1,3. Occasionally the derivational morpheme allomorph 
which consists of doubling of the first or last vowel of the 
root is also accompanied by non-significant vowel replacement, 
as in kaatoa to be all or complete, This form comes from the 
root or stem koto complete, absolute, and consists of the root 
koto + doubling of the initial vowel, derivational morpheme +
84 -a verbal adjective derivational suffix + replacement of 
oo by aa. The vowel replacement can be said to accompany the 
derivational morpheme allomorph of vowel doubling.

7.2.0. Syncope resulting in loss of vowels is noted in
a number of environments and includes loss of vowels or conso
nants or of both vowels and consonants when syllables are lost. 
The most frequently lost consonants are / k, 9, h /. Loss of 
vowels will now be considered first.

7.2.1. Certain roots or stems ending in identical VV 
clusters lose one of the vowels of such clusters when the verbal 
suffix -9i (71 + 81 ”i) transitive, actor emphatic or non- 
terminative aspect or the same suffix 91 plus 92 -a goal empha
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tic, terminative aspect, transitive, or when 95 -’ia emphatic 
verbal suffix. exactly. ,iust are added to the root or stem, as 
in piehee to be thus, pehe’i to do thus or so. to do in the indi
cated manner (71 -v + 81 -i); monuu good luck or fortune, 
monu’ia to be blessed or fortunate, to have good luck (71 
+ 81 -i + 92 -a goal emphatic, terminative aspect, transitive); 
fee when, 9afee when, interrogative, future, ’afe’ia .iust or 
exactly when, interrogative, future (95 -9ia emphatic. exactly. 
.iust).

7.2.2* Some roots have free allomorphs of the canonical 
shape C W  and bound allomorphs of the shape CV. The W  cluster 
in the free form consists of identical vowels, one of which is 
lost from the bound CV allomorph. Note the following examples: 
too to fall, to- in fakatomala to repent (i. e.. to cause evil 
or perdition to fall: faka- causative and mala evil, perdition): 
vaa to play, as in fakavaa to play or make sport, to be sportive, 
va-, bound stem as in va9iga to play, a game and in faiva to 
perform (i. e.. to play or do) an item of entertainment: paa 
to strike against, to hit against, pa-, bound form as in paki 
to oouch lightly and fepaki to collide together, to strike 
against each other (fe- non-singular, comitative + pa- to 
stike against + 52 -k + 81 -i); -huu to ask or inquire as 
seen in huhuu to inquire or ask, a reduplicated form, and 
-hu to ask or inouire as seen in fehuvi to ask, to inquire, 
to ask a question (fe- non-singular, comitative + hu- to ask +
71 -9 + 81 —i); lii to throw or cast. —li to throw as in 
liaki to throw away, to re.iect (li- to throw + 61 0 + 82 
aki); sii to throw, to cast (variant form of lii), si-,
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bound form as seen in siaki to reject. to throw away or cast 
aside Csi- to throw or cast + 61 -0 + 82 -aki); and puu to re
lease air or gas.. pu—, bound form, as seen in puhi to blow with 
the mouth, to snout as a whale (pu- to blow + 55 -h + 81 -i).

7.2.3. / 9 / is often lost from the final syllable of
roots or stems when / 9 / plus vowel is added in suffixation* 
Note, for example, taumata9u to fish with a line and hook, which 
becomes taumatau—, a bound stem, when the transitive, actor 
emphatic suffix -’i (71 -9 + 81 -i) is added: taumatau9i to 
fish for, to catch by fishing. However, lost of / 9 / in such 
positions is not automatically determined by phonological en
vironment as: taumata9uvi to fish for is in free variation with 
the former form taunatauvi. Other examples are: fehi9a to
hate, fehia- as in fa!:afehia9i to cause to hate (faka- causa
tive + fehia- to hate, bound form + 71 ~9 + 81 -i) and tono’i 
to f.ommit adultery with, tonoi— to nommit adultery with, bound 
form, as in fetonoi^aki to commit adultery with each other's 
husbands or wives (fe- non-singular, comitative + tono to commit 
adultery + 81 -i + 71 “9 + 82 -aki).. The genitive suffix 33 
-’i is also observed in connection with similar loss of / ’ /, 
as in levo voice and leo9i+fafaip voice of a bell, sound of a 
bell (leo- bound form varying with le’o voice + 33 -9i + fafagu 
bell).

One example has been found in Tongan of loss of / 9 / 
plus a following vowel in a position of weak stress between 
tertiary and primary stress when the following consonant is 
/ f /. Note no9ofatu to tighten one's belt; (no’o to tie + 
fatu stomach. honorific) and its variant form nofatu, with
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which it is in free variation,

7*2.4-, Some roots and stems show loss of the consonant 
/ h / in variant allomorphic forms. Usually the allomorphic 
form which is bound shows the loss of the consonant. However, 
a few examples have been found in which both variant forms have 
been free, but the C W  form also appears bound in some instances. 

Examples of such loss of / h / are as follows: fohe oar,
foe- oar, as in foeluolua.double oars for use individually by 
two -persons and foefoelua to row and sail at the same time: vahe 
to divide, to separate, vae— as in vaeua to divide into two parts 
(ua two) and vae’i to null apart a fish lengthwise: lohi to tell 
a lie, to deceive by lying, loi to lie, to tell lies (free form)'; 
vaha open space at sea, vaa- space, as in vaaofi to be near or 
close together and vavaa open space between earth and sky; tahi 
sea, ocean, salt or sea water, tai— salt water, as in taitai 
to be slightly salty or brackish, taiki to salt or to flavor 
with salt, and fakataitai to make salty or brackish: mohe to 
sleep, moe- to sleep as in moeaki to sleep at a place in readi
ness for work or a meeting next day, moeekina to sleep at. im
personal. terminative aspect, and moemoepoo while sleeping at 
night, as in teevia+moemoepoo to slay while sleeping at night. 
to assassinate at night. Note that the forms moeaki and moeekina 
have variant forms moheaki and moheekina in free variation.

7.2.5* The same alternation between a CVCV and a C W  
root has also been observed in connection with the loss of the 
alveolar stop / t /, as in mate to die.~to become dead and in 
mae to wither, to die Ca plant), which is a free form.
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7.2.6. There are also a number of stems con

sisting of reduplicated CV roots which have the form CVCV 
as free forms and C W  as bound forms. The second C^ is 
dropped, leaving C^V^V^. Various consonants are observed 
as being lost in this way. Note the following examples : 
lulu to shake, luu-, as in luugekina and luuekina, variant 
forms meaning to be shaken or .jostled about: tutu to set 
fire to or to light, tuu-, as in tuumaama to light a lamp 
or lamps and tuufale to set fire to houses (i.e.. to commit 
arson): lolo to suppress or press down, loo- or lo- (variant 
form), as in loomia to quell, to suppress (impersonal, term
inative aspect, goal emphatic). lomi to press down or sup
press . and looloomia to quell (iterative or continuative. 
impersonal, goal emphatic): loto heart, to will or to consent, 
lootaki to urge, to exhort, to inspire heart or courage: tata 
to s c o o p  or shovel u p . taa- as in taanaki to gather up. to 
collect and taa’one’one to s c o o p  u p  sand, which also appears 
as taa+’one’one; kuku to seize, grasp, kuu-, as in kuunima
to clasp the hands together, kuuihu to sraso the nose, and 
kuumia to rerasp, to be grasped (terminative aspect, goal 
emphatic); and tu’u to stand, tuu- as in tuu’uta to land, to 
go to shore.

7.2.7. Loss of vowels and consonants occurs in rapid 
speech in th.e forms ’oku present tense or progressive verbal 
aspect and na’a past tense. Note the examples : ’oku+ou
I. present tense, which becomes kou or kuou and na’aku I. 
past tense na’u.
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The prefix maa9u- to have the characteristics of or to 

be has a variant form maa- which appears before stems begin
ning with 9o-, as maa9olujp. to be high or elevated. The 9u- 
is assimilated to 9o- and lost before 9o.

7 .2 .8 . Metathesis is observed in connection with a few 
forms, ni9ihi some, a few appears in some utterances as 
nihi9i. fa9ahi side or faction also appears in some utterances 
as faha9i. The same alternation is also observed in the 
variant forms fa9ahita9u season or part of the year and 
faha9ita9u. 9a+ha of a and ma9a+ha for a sometimes appear 
as ha9a and maha9a respectively, as in Iha+gahi+huulha9a+
Tcakail.nalia9a + si9i + laumaaliel prayer of people (indefinite') 
for a poor spirit.

8.1.1. Pronominal roots and affixes also show morpho- 
phonenic alternation of forms. The pronominal roots, including 
their allomorphs, are as follows: 11 -ku, allomorphs -ku, -ou,
-u, and au, first person, exclusive, singular. I; 12 -te, 
allomorphs -te, -to, and -ta, first -person, inclusive, singular 
I or one (indefinite, first person'): 13 -ke, allomorphs -ke,
—9o, -oe, and -u, second person, singular, thou or you: 14- -ne, 
allomorphs -ne, -no, -na, and -a, third person, singular, he.

C g
she, it : 13 -aa first person, non-singular . exclusive, we:
16 -ta first -person, non-singular, inclusive, we: 17 ~ao second 
person, non-singular, you or ye: 18 -na third person, non- 
singular. they.

5-ne is usually used to refer only to persons, but occasion-' 
ally may be used to refer to things.

%Ion-singular refers to the fact that the form is used as 
stem in forming dual or plural.
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8.1.2. Minor morphemes which may he used as prefixes at

tached to. pronominal roots or as free forms include the follows 
ing: 21 he, allomorphs he, e, ho, o, 0, definite article, non-

A

emphatic: 22 ha, allomorphs ha and a, indefinite article: 23
9a, allomorphs ’a, 9e, 9o, o,' a, actor-oriented, non-terminative 
aspect possessive morpheme, of: 24 ’o, allomorphs 9o, o, ’S., 
and a, terminative aspect, goal-oriented possessive morpheme. 
of: 25 si’i, allomorphs si9i and si-, diminunitive: 26 mV-'7

Q
dative morpheme, to or for: 27 hV- pronominal prefix: and 28

Q9V- , allomorphs 9V- and 0, adjectival verb prefix.
The minor morphemes which may be used as suffixes attached 

to pronominal roots or as bound forms are as follows: 31 -ua,
allomorphs ua and -0, dual number: 32 tolu, allomorphs -tolu 
and -u, plural number.

At least one of the allomorphs of 31 or of 32 obligatorily 
co-occurs with 26 mV-, 27 hV-,and 28 ?V-.

8.2.0. The formation of the possessive pronominal forms, 
including the definite, indefinite, diminunitive definite, and 
diminunitive indefinite, will now be explained.

8.2.1. The definite, actor-oriented or non-terminative 
aspect possessive pronominal prefix he’e- (21 he + 23 9e-) 
combines with 11 -ku, he’eku my. exclusive; with 12 -te, he9ete 
mv. inclusive: and with 14 -ne, he’ene his, her, he’e- or

^ In mV-, the V represents / a / before 23 ’a the actor- 
oriented, non-terminative possessive morpheme and / o / before 
24 *o the goal-oriented, terminative aspect possessive morpheme.

^ The same rule applies to V in hV- as in 26 mV-: V represents
/ a / before 23 ’a and /o/ before 24 ’o.

^ The same rule for determining V applies to ’V- as to 26 mV-
and 27 bV- as stated above.
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he9e- co-occurs with the -0 bound allomorph of 31 ua 
or with the -u bound allomorph of 32 tolu plural and with 
the following pronominal roots: with 15 -ma, he9ema our,
exclusive, dual and he9em£tu our, plural, exclusive: with 
16 -ta, he9eta our, dual, inclusive and fce9etdu our, plural. 
inclusive: and with 18 -na, he9ena their, dual and he9enau 
their, plural.

The definite, actor—oriented, non—terminative aspect 
possessive pronominal prefix form he9e- or he9e- co-occurs 
only with the phrasal prefixes 165 ki to. for, as in 
kihe9eku to mv. exclusive: 166 mei from, as in meihe’eku 
from my. exclusive: and 164- 9i in. with, through, as in 
9ihe9eku in mv. exclusive, he9e- has a variant form 9e-, 
which co-occurs with phrasal particles other than ki-, mei-, 
and 9i- already referred to. 9e- co-occurs with 160 ko 
substantive predicative as in ko’eku my. exclusive, with 
162 9a non-transitive sub.iect marker as in 9a9eku my. ex
clusive . with 163 9a goal marker as in 9a9eku my. exclusive, 
with 23 9a actor-oriented, of as in 9a9eku of my. exclu
sive. with 24- 9o goal-oriented, of as in 9o9eku of my. 
exclusive. and with 150 mo and as in mo9eku and my. exclu
sive.

he9e- also has a variant form ho9o or ho9o-, which 
co-occurs with 17 -mo second person, non-singulan. This 
variant form is composed as follows: (11 ho + 13 9o) ho9o-,

When he9e- combines with C W  stems, the stress auto
matically shifts to the first vowel he9e- by the rule of 
alternation of stress.
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which co-occurs with 31-0 in ho95mo your, dual and with 32 
-u in ho9omou your, plural.

he9e- has a fourth variant form ho-, which is derived 
as follows; 21 ho + 23 o yield ho- derived by the rule that 
in identical VY clusters, unstressed V of VV is lost since 
no identical W  cluster has augmenting or ascending stress, 
i. e., weak followed by a stronger stress, either tertiary, 
secondary, or primary 11. In such situations, as has been 
stated, the weakly stressed vowel is dropped, ho- combines

|ponly with 13 “9o, as in hd9o thy, your, second person, 
singular possessive.

Neither the ho9d- or ho- variant forms of he9e- show 
variation according to the phrasal particle which precedes 
them as do he9e- and its variant form 9e- as previously 
explained. Thus, ho9o- and ho- both co-occur with 165 ki 
to, for. 164- 9i in. with, by and 166 mei from, as well as 
all other phrase initial particles.

8.2.2. The diminutive, definite, actor-oriented 
or non-terminative aspect possessive prefix is formed as 
follows: si9e-^ (25 si- diminu»itive + 21 e definite
article + 23 9e). This prefix combines with 11 -ku, 
si9eku mv. exclusive, actor-oriented, diminuaitive: with 
12 -te, si9ete my. one^s. inclusive, actor-oriented, dim- 
inuft4tive: with 14- -ne, si9ene his, her, actor-oriented.

11 A * Identical W  clusters may have only a YV, W ,  or VV
stress pattern. No other patterns have been observed for
such clusters.12 All CV pronominal roots are weakly stressed.

13 Weakly stressed e is lost to preserve the alternation 
of stress pattern.
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diminuiwLtive. In the dual and plural, si’e- combines with
the respective pronominal roots followed by 31 -0 or 32 -u:
with 15 -ma, si’ema our, dual, exclusive, actor-oriented.

x x 14"diminuaitive and si’emau our, plural, exclusive, actor-or
iented. diminuaitive: with 16 -ta, si^eta our, dual, inclu
sive. actor-oriented, dininuaitive and si’etau our, plural . 
inclusive, actor-oriented, diminunitive: and with 18 -na, 
si’ena their, dual, actor-oriented, diminuaitive and si’enau 
their, plural, actor-oriented. diminuBitive.

In the second person, the allomorphic form of the pre
fix oceurring in the singular is composed as follows: si- 
(25 si- diminuaitive + 21 o definite article + 13 o actor- 
oriented oossessive) in which the identical vowel cluster■ ■ ■ f ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ! ■  ■ .1 ■ . ■  I ^

is lost and the tertiary stress of 13 o is retained since
identical W  clusters do not admit the stress pattern of
weak followed by tertiary stress and since VYV clusters do
not admit the stress pattern of weak, weak, tertiary before
a weakly stressed syllable: (25 si- + 21 o + 23 o + 13 9o
second person, singular pronominal root) si9o thy, your.
singular, actor-oriented, diminuaitive.

In the second person plural, the allomorphic form of
15the prefix is composed as follows: si’o- (15 si- diminun- 

itive + 21 o definite article + 23 ?o actor-oriented possess-

14- CVCV prefixes having tertiary stress on the second V 
occur before CV roots. The stress of the prefix shifts to 
the first vowel when the prefix is attached to CW-roots.

15 Weakly stressed o is lost to preserve the alternation 
of stress pattern.
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ive). This prefix combined with 17 -mo plus 31 -0 and 32 
-u giving si’omo Your, dual, actor-oriented, dinnnum'tivp 

and si’omou .your, -plural, actor-oriented, rii minimi tivp.

The definite, goal-oriented prefix ho-'*'8 (21 ho- 
definite article +24-0 goal-oriented possessive) combines 
with all pronominal roots, as followsr with 11 -ku, hoku 
my. exclusive, goal-oriented: with 12 -to, hoto ones, my. 
inclusive, goal-oriented: with 13 -0, ho thy, your, singular. 
goal-oriented: and with 14- -no, hono his, her, its, singular. 
goal-oriented. In the dual and plural ho- combines with the 
pronominal roots plus 31 -0 dual and 32 -u plural: with 16 
-ma, homa our, dual, exclusive, goal-oriented and hdmiu our, 
•plural. exclusive, goal-oriented: with 17 -mo, homo your. 
dual, goal-oriented and homou your, plural, goal-oriented: 
and with 18 -na, hona their, dual and honau their, plural, 
goal-oriented.

The diminusitive, definite, goal-oriented possessive 
prefix is formed as follows: 25 si- diminunitive + 21 o
definite article + 24- 9o goal-oriented possessive yields 
si’o-'*'̂ . This prefix combines with 11 -ku, si^dku my. ex
clusive. diminufiitive. goal-oriented: with 12 -to, si’oto 
one's, my. inclusive, diminuaitive. goal-oriented: with 13 
-0, si9o thv. your. diminuMtive.goal-oriented: with 14- -no,

16 Weakly stressed o drops out since the ascending 
stress pattern of weak followed by tertiary or secondary 
stress is not permitted in identical W  clusters.

^  Weakly stressed o is lost to preserve the alterna
tion of stress pattern.
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si’ono his, her. diminuftitive. goal-oriented, si9d- also 
co-occurs with 31 -0 dual and 32 -u -plural suffixed to the 
pronominal root: with 15 -ma, si’oma our, dual, exclusive. 
diminunitive. goal-oriented and si’omdu our, -plural, exclu
sive. diminunitive. goal-oriented: with 16 -ta, si9ota our, 
dual, inclusive, diminunitive. goal-oriented and si’dtdu 
our, plural, inclusive diminunitive. goal-oriented: with 17 
-mo, si’omo your, dual, goal-oriented and si’dmou your.
•plural, goal-oriented: and with 18 -na, si’ona their, dual, 
goal-oriented and si’onau their, -plural, goal-oriented.

8.2.3. The indefinite, actor-oriented, possessive 
prefix ha9a- (22 ha- + 23 ’a) combines with the following 
pronominal roots in the following manner: 11 -ku, ha9aku
my. indefinite, exclusive, actor-oriented: 12 -te, ha9ate 
one’s, my . indefinite, inclusive, actor-oriented: 14- -ne, 
ha9ane his, her, indefinite, actor-oriented. ha9£t- also 
Co-occurs with 31 -0 dual and 32 -u plural in the follow
ing combinations: with 15 -ma, ha9ama our, dual, indefinite. 
exclusive, actor-oriented and ha’amau our, plural, indef
inite. exclusive, actor-oriented: with 16 -ta, ha’ata our.
dual, indefinite, inclusive, actor-oriented and ha’atau 
our, plural, indefinite, inclusive, actor-oriented: with 17 
-mo, ha’amo your, dual, actor-oriented and ha’amou your. 
plural, actor-oriented: and with 18 -na, ha9ana their, dual.
actor-oriented and ha’anau their, plural, actor-oriented.

ha9a- has a variant form ha- formed as follows: 22 ha- 
+ 23 a yields ha-. Weakly stressed a of 22 ha- is dropped 
to avoid a pattern of ascending stress in identical W  clusters,
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i. e.., weak stress followed by tertiary, secondary, or 
primary stress, ha- combines with 13 ’o second -person. 
singular, -pronominal .root to form ha9o thy, your, indefinite. 
singular, actor-oriented.

The indefinite, diminuaitive, actor-oriented possessive 
prefix is formed as follows: 25 si- diminuaitive + 22 -a
indefinite article + 25 ’a actor-oriented, -possessive mor
pheme yields si’a-^. si9a- combines with the following 
singular roots: with 11 -ku, si9aku my, indefinite, exclu
sive. actor-oriented, diminuaitive: with 12 -te, si’ate one1s. 
ray, indefinite, inclusive, actor-oriented: with 13 -o, si’ao 
thy, indefinite, actor-oriented, diminuaitive: and with 14- 
-ne, si’ane his, her, indefinite, actor-oriented, diminuaitive. 
si9a- co-occurs with 31 "0 dual and 32 -u olural in the form
ation of the following forms: with 15 -ma, si’ama our, dual,
exclusive, indefinite, actor-oriented, diminuaitive and 
si9amau our, olural. exclusive, indefinite, actor-oriented, 
diminuaitive: v/ith 16 -ta, si9ata our, dual, inclusive, indef-

x xinite. actor-oriented, diminuaitive and si’atau our, -plural, 
inclusive, indefinite, actor-oriented, diminuaitive: with 17 
-no, si’arao your, dual, indefinite, actor-oriented, diminuai
tive and si’amou your, plural, indefinite, actor-oriented.

xdiminuaitive: and with 18 -na, si’ana their, dual, indefinite.
x  xactor-oriented, diminuaitive and si’anau their, plural, indef

inite. actor-oriented, diminuaitive.

18 h'eakly stressed a is lost to preserve the alternation 
of stress pattern.
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8.2.4-. The indefinite, goal-oriented, possessive prefix 

consists of 22 ha- + 24- -a yielding ha-^. ha- combines with 
the following pronominal roots in the following manner: with
11 -ku, haku my. indefinite, exclusive, goal-oriented: with
12 -te, hclte one’s first person, inclusive, indefinite, goal- 
oriented: with 13 -o, hao thy, your, singular, indefinite, 
goal-oriented: with 14- -ne, hane his, her, indefinite, goal- 
oriented. In the dual and plural ha- co-occurs with 31 -0 
dual and 32 -u plural: with 15 -ma, hama our, dual, exclu
sive. indefinite, goal-oriented and hamau our, -plural, exclu
sive. indefinite, coal-oriented: with 16 -ta, hata our, dual, 
inclusive, indefinite, goal-oriented and hatau our, plural. 
inclusive, indefinite, goal-oriented: with 17 -mo, hamo your, 
dual, indefinite, goal-oriented and hamou your, plural, 
indefinite, goal-oriented: and with 18 -na hana their, dual, 
indefinite, goal-oriented and hanau their, plural, indefinite, 
'-oal-oriented.

8.2.5. ihe diminuaitive, indefinite, goal-oriented, 
possessive prefix is formed as follows: 25 si- diminuaitive
+ 22 a- indefinite article + 24- 9a goal-oriented possessive

20yields si9a- . si9a- combines with the following singular 
pronominal roots: with 11 -ku, si9aku my, exclusive, indef
inite. goal-oriented, diminuaitive: with 12 -te, si’ate one * s.

Weakly stressed a is lost since Tongan does not permit 
a pattern of weak stress followed by tertiary or secondary in 
identical W  clusters.

20 Weakly stressed a is lost to preserve the alternation 
on stress pattern.
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first person, inclusive, indefinite. diminuaitive. goal- 
oriented: with 13 -o, si’ito thy, your, singular, indefinite, 
goal-oriented. diminuaitive: with 14- -no, si9&no his, her, 
indefinite, goal-oriented. diminuaitive. In the dual and 
plural si9a- co-occurs with 31 -0 dual and 32 -u plural in 
the following forms: with 15 -ma, si’clma our, dual, exclu
sive. indefinite, goal-oriented. diminuaitive and si’amau 
our, plural, exclusive, indefinite, goal-oriented, diminuai- 
tive: with 16 -ta, si’ata our, dual, inclusive, indefinite, 
goal-oriented, diminuaitive and si9atiu our, plural, inclu
sive. indefinite, goal-oriented, diminuaitive: with 17 -mo, 
si9amo your, dual, indefinite, goal-oriented, diminuaitive 
and si’amou your, plural, indefinite, goal-oriented, dimin
uaitive: and with 18 -na, si’ana their, dual, indefinite, 
goal-orientea. diminuaitive and si9anau their, plural, indef
inite. goal-oriented, diminuaitive.

-  21 8.p.l. The dative morpheme mV- - combines with 23 9&-
actor-oriented possessive and with 24- 9o-r goal-oriented
possessive to form the dative prefixes ma’ci- for, to. actor-
oriented. These combine with the pronominal roots as follows:
with 11 -ku, ma’aku to or for me. exclusive, actor-oriented

22and mo9oku to or for me. exclusive, goal-oriented ; with 
12 -ta, ma’ata for or to one or me. inclusive, actor-oriented

^  V becomes a before 23 9a- and o before 24- 96-.
^  3efore CV roots.the stress of ma’a- and mo9o- shifts 

to ma9a- and mo?o-.
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and mo9ota for or to one or me. inclusive* goal-oriented: 
with 13 -u, ma’au to or for you, singular, actor-oriented 
and mo’ou to or for you, singular, goal-oriented: and with 
14- -na, ma’ana to or for him or her, actor-oriented and 
mo’ona to or for him or her, goal-oriented. In the dual, 
ma’a- and mo’o- co-occur with 31 -ua dual: with 15 -ma,
ma’amaua to or for us« exclusive, dual, actor-oriented and 
mo’omaua to or for us. exclusive, dual, goal-oriented: with 
16 -ta, ma’ataua to or for us, dual, inclusive* actor- 
oriented and mo’otaua to or for us, dual, inclusive, goal- 
oriented: with 17 -mo, ma’amoua to or for you, dual, actor-
oriented: and md’omoua to or for you, dual, goal-oriented: 
and with 18 -na, ma’anaua to or for them, dual, actor- 
oriented and md’onaua to or for them, dual, goal-oriented.
In the plural ma’a- and mo’o- co-occur with 32 -u plural 
allomorph + -tolu plural allomorph: with 15 -ma, ma’amautolu
to or for us« plural, exclusive. actor-oriented and mo’omau- 
tolu to or for us. plural, exclusive, goal-oriented: with 
16 -ta, m&’atautolu to or for us, plural, inclusive, actor- 
oriented and mo’otautolu to or for us, plural, inclusive. 
goal-oriented: with 17 -mo, ma’amoutSlu to or for you, plural. 
actor-oriented and mo’omoutolu to or for you, plural, goal- 
orientea: and with 18 -na, ma’anautolu to or for them, plural. 
actor-oriented and md’onautolu to or for them, plural* goal- 
oriented.

When ma’a- and mo’d- are prefixed to the actor-oriented 
possessive adjective form 23 ’a-, the ’a- and ’o- are lost:
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ma9a- + 9eku yields ma9eku to or for my, exclusive, actor- 
oriented and mo9o- + 9eku yields mo9eku to or for my. 
exclusive, goal-oriented. This loss occurs before 9e- (21 
0 definite article + 23 ’e- actor-oriented uossessive) and 
is obligatory in this environment. However, in the environ
ment preceding ho- (21 ho- definite article + o goal-oriented 
possessive) one of two things may occur: ma’a- and mo9o- are 
either prefixed to ho- with consequent loss of the final 
syllables, as in ma9a- + hono his, her, actor-oriented, which 
yields mahono to or for his or her, actor-oriented dative, 
or in mo9o- + hono, which yields mohono to or for his or her, 
goal-oriented dative, or ma9a- and mo9o- are used as free 
forms before plus juncture with an attendant change of stress, 
as in ma9a- + hono yields Ima’a+honol and in mo9d- + hono 
yields |md9o+iiono I. Loss of the final syllables of ma9a- and 
mo9o- is obligatory when the forms are attached as prefixes 
to the definite, actor-oriented and goal-oriented possessive 
adjective prefixes without intervening plus juncture; the 
final syllables, however, are always retained when there is 
an intervening plus juncture, as in the examples just cited.

8.3.2. In the regular pronominal forms, 27 hV- pronominal 
prefix is added to uhe 9a allomorph. of 23 and the 9o allomorph 
of 24-. '.vhen such occurs, V becomes a before 23 9 a or o before 
24- 9o. This produces the possessive pronominal prefixes ha9d- 
actor-orientea possessive pronoun prefix and ho9d- goal- 
oriented possessive pronoun prefix. I’rom these posse'ssive 
pronominal prefixes are composed the following forms: ha9d- +
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11 -ku, ho’eku mine, exclusive, goal-oriented: ha’a- + 12 -ta 
yields ha’ata o n e ’s own, inclusive, actor-oriented and ho’o- 
+ 12 -ta yields ho’ota one's own, inclusive, goal-oriented: 
ha’a- + 13 -u yields ha’au thine, yours, singular, actor- 
oriented and ho’o- + 13 -u yields ho’ou thine, yours, singular. 
n:oal-oriented: ha’a- + 14- -na yields ha’ana his, hers, acton- 
oriented and ho’d- + 14- -na yields ho’ona his, hers. ,?oal- 
oriented. In the dual, ha’a- and ho’d- co-occur with 31 -ua 
dual and in the plural with 32 -u olural + 32 -tolu olural, 
as follows: ha’a- + 15 -ma + 31 -ua, ha’amaua ours. dual.
exclusive, actor-oriented: ha’a- + 15 -ma + 32 -u + 32 -tolu, 
ha’amautolu ours, olural. exclusive, actor-oriented: ho’o-r +
15 -na + 31 -ua, ho’omaua ours, dual, exclusive, goal-oriented: 
and ho’d- + 15 -na + 32 -u + 32 -tolu, ho’omautolu ours, 
plural, exclusive, goal-oriented; ha’a- + 16 -ta + 51 -ua, 
ha’ataua ours, dual, inclusive, actor-oriented: ha’a- + 16 
-ta + 32 -u + 32 -tolu, ha’atautolu ours. olural. inclusive. 
actor-oriented: ho’d- + 16 -ta + 31 -ua, ho’otaua ours. dual. 
inclusive, soal-oriented: and ho’d- + 16 -ta + 32 -u + 32 
-tolu, ho’otautolu ours, nlural, inclusive, croal-oriented: 
ha’a- + 17 -no + 32 -ua, ha’amotia yours, dual, actor-oriented; 
ha’a- + 17 -no + 32 -u + 32 -tolu, ha’amoutolu yours. olural. 
actor-oriented: ho’d- + 17 -mo + 31 -ua, hd’omoua vours. dual.

^  Before CV stems the stress on ha’a- and ho’d- shifts 
to ha’a- and ho’o-. Ihe stress shift in the plural is to 
ha’a- and ho’o-.
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goal-oriented: and ho’o- + 17 -mo + 32 -u + 32 -tolu, 
ho’omdutolu yours, plural, goal-oriented: ha’a- + 18 -na 
+ 31 -ua, ha’anaua theirs, dual, actor-oriented: ha’a- +
18 -na + 32 -u + 32 -tolu, ha’anautolu theirs, plural, 
actor-oriented; ho’o- + 16 -na + 31 -u a , ho’onaua theirs. 

dual, goal-oriented: and ho’o- + 18 -na + 32 -u + 52 -tolu, . 
ho’onautolu theirs, plural, goal-oriented.

8.5.3. The adjectival verb prefix 28 ’V- is prefixed 
to the actor-oriented possessive morpheme 25 ’a- and to the 
goal-oriented possessive morpheme 24- ’o-. V/hen so prefixed,
V becomes a before ’a- and o before ’o-. Thus, ’V + ’a- 
becomes ’a’a- actor-oriented, ad.iectival verb prefix and 
’V + ’6- becomes ’o’o- goal-oriented ad.iectival verb prefix. 
These two forms, ’a’a- and ’o’o-, are prefixed to singular 
pronominal roots, as follows: to 11 -ku, ’a’aku mine, to
be mine, exclusive, actor-oriented and ’o’oku mine, to be 
mine, exclusive, goal-oriented: to 12 -ta, ’a’ata one *s. 
to be one's, inclusive, actor-oriented and ’o’ota onefs. 
to be one's, inclusive, goal-oriented: to 13 -u, ’a’&u thine. 
vours. to be thine or vours. singular, actor-oriented and 
’o’ou thine, yours, to be thine or yours, singular, goal- 
oriented: and to 14- -na, ’a’ana his, her, to be his or her, 
actor-oriented and ’o’ona his, her to be his or her, goal- 
oriented.

In the dual and plural strongly stressed ’a- and ’o- 
of the ’a’a-r and ’o’o- prefixes are lost: ’a’&- becomes
’a- and ’o’o- becomes ’o-, since the prefix no longer is
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prefixed to a pronominal root which falls as the ultimate 
syllable of a contour span. These shortened forms are 
construed as being derived as follows: ’a’a- + 1$ -ma +
31 -ua becomes ’amaua of us. ours, dual, actor-oriented.
The strongly stressed syllable of ’a’a- is lost since the 
only stress patterns that have been observed in the two syl
lables occurring before the strongly stressed penultimate syl
lable of forms is the regular patterns of either weak plus 
tertiary or tertiary plus weak or the irregular pattern of 
tertiary plus tertiary. The pattern of tertiary plus strong 
plus tertiary does not occur preceding strong stress on the 
penultimate syllable; hence, the strongly stressed syllable 
of ’a’a- is dropped, leaving the stress pattern still irregu
lar but one that does occur and is allowable. ‘The shorter 
form ’o— of ’o’o- is derived in a similar manner: ’o’o- +
15 -ma + 31 -ua becomes ’omaua of us. ours, dual, goal-oriented 
or terminative aspect.

In the dual, ’a- and ’o co-occur with 31 -ua dual and in 
the plural with 32 -u plural + 32 -tolu plural. This double 
use of plural allomorphs occurs because, in the plural, the 
preposed pronominal forms are used as stems and these stems 
already include the -u allomorph of the plural morpheme, as 
in ’amautolu of us. ours, plural, exclusive (’a- + the -prepos.ad 
pronominal form mau, which includes 15 -ma + 32 -u, '+ 32 -tolu). 
The following are the dual and plural forms in addition to 
’amaua, ’omaua, and ’amautolu, which have already been ex
plained. All three of these forms are first person exclusive.
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'The remaining forms are as follows: (9d- + 15 -mi + 52 -u +
32 -tolu) ’omiutolu ours, plural« exclusive. goal-oriented?
(’a- + 16 -ti + 31 -ua) 9ataua ours. dual, inclusive. actor- 
oriented, (’a- + 16 -ta + 52 -u + 32 -tolu) 9atautolu ours, 
ulural. inclusive, actor-oriented. (9o- + 16 -ta + 52 -ua)
’otaua ours, dual, inclusive, -pal-oriented, and (9o- +
16 -ta + 32 -u + 32 -tolu) ’otautolu ours, to be ours, inclu
sive, -plural, goal-oriented: (9a- + 17 -mo + 51 -ua) 9amoua 
yours, to be yours, dual, actor-oriented, (9a- + 17 -mo +
52 -u + 32 -tolu) ’amoutolu yours, to be yours, olural. actor- 
oriented, (96-+ 17 -mo + 31 -ua) 9omoua yours, dual, goal- 
oriented, (9o- + 17 -mo + 52 -u + 32 -tolu) ’omoutolu yours, 
olural. goal-oriented.; (9a- + 18 -na + 32 -ua) 9anaua theirs. 
dual, actor-oriented, (9a- + 18 -na + 32 -u + 32 -tolu)
9anautolu theirs, nlural, actor-oriented. (9o- + 18 -na + 31 -ua) 
9onaua theirs, dual, goal-oriented. (9o- + 18 -na + 52 -u + 52 
-tolu) ’onautolu theirs, plural. goal-oriented.

8.4-.0. Alternation of allomorphic shapes is also observed 
in the singular forms of the proposed actor pronouns and the 
postposed acjor-goal-objective pronominal forms. In addition 
to 11 -ku first person, exclusive, singular, 12 -to first 
person, inclusive, singular*, 15 -ke second person, singular, 
and 14- ^ne third person, singular, there is one other minor 
morpheme used in the formation of the singular proposed and 
postposed pronominal forms, and th ;t is 29 ki- the postposed 
pronominal prefix, which has the allomorphs ki-, i-, k-, and 
0.
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8.4-. 1 . The singular preposed, actor pronouns show the 

following alternation of allomorphic shapes: 11 -ku follow
ing 14-1 ?oku -present tense marker appears as the allomorph 
ou, as in f’oku+ou+’alu# I go. I am going; 11 -ku following 
the na?a allomorph of 14-2 na’e oast tense marker appears as 
the allomorph -ku as enclitic, as in #na’aku+9alu# I went:
11 -ku following 14-3 kuo -perfect, inchoative aspect marker 
appears as the allomorph -u as enclitic, as in #kuou+t6o#
I have failed: 11 -ku following the te allomorph of 144- 
9e future tense marker appears as the allomorph -u as en
clitic, as in #teu+9alu# I will or shall go: 11 -ku fol
lowing either the te or ke allomorphs of 14-6 ke potential. 
imperative, purposive or infinitive aspect marker appears 
as the allomorph -u as enclitic, as in Ikeu+’alu# that I 
(may) go or in Ikeu+’ilo’i# that I know: 11 -ku following 
14-5 ka conditional or desiderative aspect marker appears 
as the allomorph -u as enclitic, as in Ikau+’alu# may I go 
or that I may go: 11 -ku following 14-9 ’o and and 143 pea 
and appears as the allomorph -u as enclitic, as in I’ou+’alu# 
and I went. Ipeau+’alu# and (then) I went: 11 -ku following 
14-7 ne subjunctive aspect marker appears also as the allo
morph -u as enclitic, as in =nka+neu+’alul if I had gone.

Hone of the other pronominal roots, 12 -te, 13 -ke, 
or 14- -ne, in the singular show allomorphic alternation 
following the tense and aspect markers or the conjunctions 
which are listed above as determining the alternation of 
the allomorphs of 11 -ku first person, inclusive, singular.
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Only one allomorph of 12 -te, 13 -ke, and 14 -ne appears 
before all tense, aspect, and conjunctive particles. Only 
the -te allomorph of 12 -te first person, inclusive, sing
ular. the -ke allomorph of 13 -ke second person, singular, 
and the -ne allomorph of 14- -ne third person, singular app
ear before 14-1 ’oku present tense, the na’a allomorph of 
14-2 na9e past tense. 14-3 kuo perfect, inchoative aspect, 
the te allomorph of 144 ?e future, 145 ka conditional, des- 
iderative. 146 ke potential, imperative. 147 ne subjunctive, 
148 pea and. 149 ?o and.

8.4.2. However, alternation of allomorphic forms is 
observed in the singular, postposed, actor-goal-objective 
pronominal forms, as follows: 11 -ku appears as the all
omorph au in the postposed pronominal form au (29 0 + 1 1  au), 
as in Ikiate+au# to me: 12 -te appears as the allomorph
-ta in the postposed pronominal form lita (29 ki- + 12 -ta), 
as in Ikiate+kita# to one or me: 13 -ke appears as the all
omorph oe in the postposed pronominal form koe (29 k- + 13

V-oe), as in Ikiate+koe# to you, singular: and 14 -ne app
ears as the allomorph -a in the postponed pronominal form

** *. 24ia (29 i- + 14 -a), as in Ikiate+ia# to him, her, it.
8.4.3. The non-singular postposed pronominal forms 

show no alternation of allomorphic shape of the pronominal 
roots. Only one allomorph of each non-singular root

24 Following kiate the postposed form ia rarely means 
it. although in other contexts ia may refer to non-human 
objects.
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appears in the postposed pronominal forms. For example, 
the single allomorph na of 18 -na third -person, non-singular 
appears in the postposed forms kinaua them, dual (29 ki- +
18 -na + 31 -ua) and kinautolu them, plural (29 ki- + 18 -na 
+ 32 -tolu).

The same observation also holds true for the preposed 
non-singular pronominal forms. Only one allomorph of each 
non-singular pronominal root appears in the preposed non
singular forms, as, for example, na they, dual (18 na- + 31 
0 ) in #tena+9alu# they (dual) will go and nau they, olural 
(18 na- + 32 -u) in ftenau+’alu# they (nlural) will go.

8.5.1. The preposed and postposed pronominal forms in 
the dual and plural are formed as follows: (preposed, actor)
ma (15 ma- +31 -0 dual) we. dual. exclusive: as in
§tena+9alu# we (dual, exclusive) will go: ta (16 ta- + 31
-0 dual) we. dual. inclusive. as in #teta+9alu# we (dual, 
exclusive) will go: mo (17 mo- + 31 -0) you, dual, as in 
#teno+9alu# you (dual) will go: na (18 na- + 31 -0) they. 
dual, as in iftena+’&lu# they (dual) will go: mau (15 ma- +
32 -u plural) we. exclusive. nlural. as in #temau+9l.lu# we 
(plural, exclusive) will go: tau (16 ta- + 32 -u) we. inc
lusive . plural. as in ftetau+’alu# we (plural, inclusive) 
v/ill go: mou (17 no- + 32 -u) you, plural, as in #temou-
+9alu# vou (plural) v/ill go: and nau (13 na- + 32 -u) they. 
plural. as in #tenau+9alu# they (plural) v/ill go.

8.5.2. (Postposed, actor-goal-objective forms) kimaua 
(29 ki- + 15 -ma + 31 -ua dual) we. us. exclusive, dual.
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as in IkisiteIkimaua# to us (dual, exclusive): kitaua (29 ki- 
+ 16 -ta + 31 -ua) we. us. inclusive, dual, as in Ikittel 
kitaua# to us (dual, inclusive'): kimoua (29 ki- + 17 -mo + 31 
-ua) you. dual. as in ImeiateIkimoua# from you (dual): 
kinaua (29 ki- + 18 -na + 31 -ua) they, them, dual, as in 
ImeiateIkinaua# from them (dual): kimautolu (29 ki- + 15 
-ma + 32 -u + 32 -tolu) we. us. exclusive, olural. as' in 
IkiateIkimautolu# to us (plural): kitautolu (29 ki- + 16
-ta + 32 -u + 32 -tolu) we. us. inclusive, plural, as in 
I kiate I kitautolu# to us (-olural. inclusive): kimoutolu 
(29 ki- + 17 -mo + 32 -u + 32 -tolu) you, olural. as in 
IkiateIkimoutolu# to you (olural); kinautolu (29 ki- + 18 
-na + 32 -u + 32 -tolu) they, them, -plural, as in Ikiatel 
kinautolu# to them (-plural).

8.5.3. Alternation of the allomorphs of 29 ki- post- 
oosed. actor-goal-ob.iective prefix is noted in the singular 
postposed forms above, as follows: 29 ki- appears as 0 be
fore the 11 -ku allomorph au. in au I. me. exclusive, sing
ular: 29 ki- arrears as the allomorph ki- before the
allomoroh -ta of 12 -te in kita one. I. inclusive, first 
person, singular: 29 ki- appears as the allomorph k- before 
the -oe allomorph of 13 -ke in koe you, singular, and 29 ki- 
apoears as the allomorph i- before the 14- -ne allomorph -a 
in ia he. him, she, her. 29 ki- appears as the allomorph 
ki- before 15 -ma, 16 -ta, 17 -mo, and 18 -na in the dual 
and plural forms kimaua we. us. dual, exclusive , kitaua 
we. us. dual, inclusive, kimoua you. dual. kinaua, they, them.
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dual, kimautolu we, us. plural, exclusive. kitautolu we. us. 
plural. inclusive. kimoutolu you, plural, and kinautolu 
they, them, plural, which have been described in the para
graph above.

9.0. Tongan numeral forms, both roots and affixes, 
exhibit some alternation of allomorphic forms. The mor
phemes involved in the composition of the forms of the num
eral system are as follows: 201 taha, including the allo
morphs taha, ho-, and te-, one: 202 ua, including the 
allomorphs ua and uo-, two: 203 tolu three: 204- faa four:
205 nima five: 206 ono six: 207 fitu seven: 208 valu eight:
209 hiva nine: and 210 fiha how many, an indefinite number:
211 -ga, including the allomorphs -ga, ge, -go, -o, and 0, 
numeral stem formative: 212 -fulu ten or a decade: 213 -kau 
a score (of coconuts) or twenty: 214- -kumi ten (fathoms or 
spans'); 215 -fuhi ten score or two hundred (usually of 
yams): 216 -fua ten score or two hundred (usually of coco
nuts): 217 -au one hundred: 218 -tula ten pairs (of thatch): 
219 afe thousand: 220 mano ten thousand: 221 kilu one hun
dred thousand: 222 miliona million: and 223 noa zero, nothing.

9.1.0. By one method of counting, the numerals taha 
one, ua two, tolu three, faa four, nima five, ono six, fitu 
seven, valu eight, hiva nine, and noa zero are used with
out change in various combinations, as, for example: taha 
noa fitu one hundred and seven (literally, one zero seven), 
fitu fitu tolu seven hundred and seventy- three (literally. 
seven seven three), and so on. No morphophonemic changes
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occur in this form of counting.

9.1.1. However, in other methods of counting, mor— 
phophonemic changes are observed to occur. The decade num
erals not used in counting coconuts, fathoms, or spans, 
which are used in all general counting, are formed by suf
fixing 211 -go stem formative to the root followed by 212 
-fulu ten or a decade, as follows: hogofulu ten (201 ho-
one + 211 —go stem formative + 212 -fulu ten or a decade):
uofulu twenty (202 uo- two + 211 0 stem formative + 212 -fulu
ten or decade): tolugofulu thirty (203 tolu three + 211 -go 
stem formative + 212 -fulu ten or decade): fagofulu forty 
(204- faa four + 211 -go stem formative + 212 -fulu ten or 
decade): nimagofulu fifty (205 nima five + 211 -go stem for
mative + 212 -fulu ten or decade): onogofulu sixty (206 ono 
six + 211 -go stem formative + 212 -fulu ten or decade):
fitugofulu seventy (207 fitu seven + 211 -go stem formative
+ 212 -fulu ten or decade): valugofulu eighty (208 valu 
ei,~ht + 211 -go stem formative + 212 -fulu ten or decade):. 
hivagofulu ninety (209 hiva nine + 211 -go stem formative 
+ 212 -fulu ten or decade): and fihagofulu how many tens. 
an indefinite number of tens (210 fiha how many + 211 go 
stem formative + 212 -fulu ten or decade).

9.1.2. The century numerals are formed by suffixation 
to the numeral root of 211 -go stem formative plus the cen
tury suffix 217 -au one hundred, one century, as follows: 
teau one hundred (201 te- one + 211 -0 stem formative + 217 
-au one hundred, one century): uageau two hundred (202 ua
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two + 211 ge stem formative + 217 -au hundred or century); 
tolugeau three hundred (205 tolu three + 211 -ge stem form
ative + 217 hundred): faageau four hundred (204- faa 
four + 211 -ge stem formative + 217 -au hundred): nimaijeau 
five hundred (205 nima five + 211 -ije stem formative + 217 
-au hundred): onogeau six hundred (206 ono six + 211 -ge 
stem formative + 217 -au hundred): fitugeau seven hundred
(207 fitu seven + 211 -ge stem formative + 217 -au hund
red) : valugeau eight hundred (208 valu eight + 211 -gie stem 
formative + 217 -au hundred): hiva$eau nine hundred (209 
hiva nine + 211 -ge stem formative + 217 -au hundred); 
fihageau how many hundred (210 fiha how many + 211 -ge stem 
formative + 217 -au hundred).

9 .1 .3 * The numerals for counting coconuts or yams by 
scores are formed as follows: tekau one score or twenty 
(201 te- one + 211 -0 stem formative + 213 -kau score): 
uanakau two score (202 ua two + 211 -ga stem formative + 213 
-kau score): tolu^akau three score (203 tolu three + 211 -ga 
stem formative + 213 -kau score): faaipkau four score (204-
faa four + 211 -ga stem formative + 213 -kau score): nim- 
agakau five score (205 nima five + 211 -ga stem formative + 
213 -kau score): ono^akau six score (206 ono six + 211 -^a 
stem formative + 213 -kau score): fituijakau seven score 
(207 fitu seven + 211 -ga stem formative + 215 -kau score): 
valugakau eight score (208 valu eight + 211 -jja stem form
ative + 213 -kau score): hivagakau nine score (209 hiva 
nine + 211 -ga stem formative + 213 -kau score): fihagakau 
how many score (210 fiha how many + 211 -ga stem formative
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+ 213 -kau score): tefua ten score (201 te- one + 211 0  
stem formative +216 -fua ten score): uofua twenty score
(202 uo- two + 211 0 stem formative + 216 -fua ten score): 
tolufua thirty score (203 tolu three + 211 0 stem formative 
+ 216 -fua ten score): faafua forty score (204- faa four +
211 0 stem formative + 216 -fua ten score): nimafua fifty 
score (205 nima five + 211 0 stem formative + 216 -fua ten 
score): onofua sixty score (206 ono six + 211 0 stem form
ative + 216 -fua ten score): fitufua seventy score (207 fitu 
seven + 211 0 stem formative + 216 -fua ten score): valufua 
eighty score (208 valu eight + 211 0 stem formative +216 
-fua ten score): hivafua ninety score (209 hiva nine + 211 
0 stem formative + 216 -fua ten score): for yams only the 
following are used: tefuhi ten score (201 te- one + 211 0
stem formative + 215 -fuhi ten score: uagofuhi twenty 
score (yams) (202 ua two + 211 -go stem formative + 215 
-fuhi ten score): tolugofuhi thirty score (yams) (203 tolu 
three + 211 -go stem formative + 215 -fuhi ten score): 
faagofuhi forty score (yams) (204- faa four + 211 -go stem 
formative + 215 -fuhi ten score): nimagofuhi fifty score 
(yams) (205 nima five + 211 -go stem formative + 215 
-fuhi ten score): onogofuhi sixty score (yams) (206 ono six 
+ 211 -go stem formative + 215 -fuhi ten score): fitugofuhi 
seventy score (yams) (207 fitu seven + 211 go stem formative 
+ 215 - fuhi ten score): valugofuhi eighty score (yams) (208 

valu eight + 211 -go stem formative + 215 -fuhi ten score): 
hivagofuhi ninety score (yams) (209 hiva nine + 211 -go stem
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formative + 215 -fuiii ten score): fihagofuhi how many units 
of ten score each (yams) (210 fiha how many + 211 -go + 215 
-fuhi ten score).

9.1.4-. The special numeral forms used in counting 
fathoms or spans are formed by addition of 211 -go stem 
formative plus 214- -kumi ten (fathoms or scans) to the 
numeral root, as follows: tekumi ten (fathoms or scans)
(201 te- one + 211 0 stem formative + 214- -kumi ten); 
uagokumi twenty (fathoms or scans) (202 ua two + 211 -go 
stem formative + 214- -kumi ten); tolugokumi thirty (fathoms 
or scans) (203 tolu three + 211 -go stem formatives + 214- 
-kumi ten); faagokumi forty (fathoms or spans) (204- faa 
four + 211 -go stem formative + 214- -kumi ten); nimagokumi 
fifty (fathoms or scans) (205 nima five + 211 "go stem 
formative + 214- -kumi ten); onogokumi sixty (fathoms or 
scans) (206 ono six + 211 -go stem formative + 214- -kumi 
ten): fitugokumi seventy (fathoms or scans) (207 fitu seven
+ 211 -go stem formative + 214- -kumi ten): valugokumi eighty 
(fathoms or scans) (208 valu eight + 211 -go stem formative 
+ 214- -kumi ten): hivagokumi ninety (fathoms or scans) (209 
hiva nine + 211 -go stem formative + 214- -kumi ten); and 
fihagokumi how many tens (fathoms or scans) (210 fiha how 
many + 211 -go stem formative + 214- -kumi ten).

9*1*5. The special numeral forms used in counting sets 
of pairs of thatch for roofing a house are formed by suffix
ing 211 -go stem formative plus 218 -tula ten cairs (thatch) 
to the numeral stem, as follows: tetula ten cairs (thatch)
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(201 te- one + 211 0 stem formative + 218 -tula ten pairs): 
uagotula twenty pairs (thatch) (202 ua two + 211 -go stem 
formative + 218 -tula ten -pairs'): tolugotula thirty pairs 
(thatch) (205 tolu three + 211 -go stem formative + 218 
-tula ten pairs): faagotula forty pairs (thatch) (204- faa 
four + 211 -go stem formative + 218 -tula ten pairs): 
nimagotula fifty pairs (thatch) (205 nima five + 211 -go 
stem formative* 218 -tula ten pairs); onogotula sixty pairs 
(thatch) (206 ono six + 211 -go stem formative + 218 -tula 
ten pairs): fitugotula seventy pairs (thatch) (207 fitu 
seven + 211 -go stem formative + 218 -tula ten -pairs): val- 
ugotula eighty pairs (thatch) (208 valu eight + 211 -go 
stem formative + 218 -tula ten pairs); hivagotula ninety 
pairs (thatch) (209 hiva nine + 211 -go stem formative +
218 -tula ten pairs); and fihagotula how many sets of ten 
pairs (thatch) (210 fiha how many + 211 -go stem formative 
+ 218 -tula ten pairs).

9.1.6. The morphophonemic variation occuring in the 
formation of the above numeral forms may be summarized by 
saying that it is limited to the use of the various allo
morphs of 211 -ga stem formative and of 201 taha one, and 
of 202 ua two. All of these variations are morphemically 
determined. The following variations occur in the follow
ing environments: ho- allomorph of 201 taha one occurs be
fore -go allomorph of 211 -ga stem formative in hogofulu 
ten: uo- allomorph of 202 ua two occurs before 0 allomorph 
of 211 -ga stem formative: and ua allomorph of 202 ua two
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occurs before -ga, -ge, -go allomorphs of 211 -ga stem 
formative. This latter variation of -ga, -ge, -go is 
determined as follows: -ga before 213 -kau a score (nuts):
-ge before 217 _au hundred: and -go occurs in all other 
environments. The te- allomorph of 201 taha one occurs 
before 0 allomorph of 211 -ga stem formative in all instances.

10.0. A number of contour-span initial particles show 
morphologically determined alternation. The minor morphemes 
appearing in contour span initial position are as follows:
14-1 9oku, allomorphs 9oku and ku-, present tense, durative 
aspect; 14-2 na9e, allomorphs na9e, na9a, and ne, oast tense: 
14-3 kuo perfect, incentive or inchoative: 144- ?e, allomorphs 
9e and te, future, oost-oreterite: 14-5 ka when, conditional: 
14-6 ke potential, imperative: 14-7 ne subjunctive: 14-8 pea 
and, and then, and next: 14-9 9o and: 150 mo, allomorphs mo 
and maa, and, with, coordinating conjunction (individual 
forms only): 151 kae, allomorphs ka and kae, but, contrastive: 
152 kapau if; 153 koe9uhi because: 154- he for, since: 155 
neogo even though, despite the- fact that: 156 pe or. whether: 
157 lolotoga during, while: 156 kae9oua until: 159 na9a lest, 
lest perhaps; 160 ko substantive predicative: 161 9e transi
tive actor marker: 162 9a non-transitive actor or subject 
marker: 165 9a goal marker: 164- ’i in. at. by. through, with: 
165 ki to. unto, for: 166 mei from, of: 167 -a gender marker 
denoting human beings: 168 -te syntactical marker denoting 
pronouns: 169 telia lest, perhaps: 170 talu since, to be in 
a subsequent period of time.
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10.1.1. The distribution of the allomorphs of the above

morphemes having more than one allomorph is as follows: the
9oku and ku- allomorphs of 14-1 9oku present, durative are
in free variation before the ou allomorph of 11 -ku first
person, singular, exclusive, 9oku being a free form and ku-
bound; the ne allomorph of 14-2 na9e past tense is in free

25variation with the na9a and na9e allomorphs , but na9e and 
na9a have complementary distribution. na9a co-occurs with 
the preposed actor pronouns as enclitic, as in na9aku I. 
exclusive, past, whereas na9e occurs only when the substantive 
indicating the actor is postposed following the verb, as in 
=ifna9e+9aluliaTr he went. The 9e and te allomorphs of 144- ?e 
future, post-preterite, are also in complementary distribution, 
te occurring only before the preposed actor pronominal forms, 
as in teu I shall or will, and 9e only where the substantive 
indicating the actor is postposed following the verb, as in 
#9e+9alulia# he will go. 14-7 ne sub.iunctive has a limited 
distribution, occurring only following 14-5 ka conditional 
and either directly before a verb or immediately before 14-3 
kuo perfect, incentive. The maa and mo allomorphs of 150 mo 
and, coordinating con.1 unction are also in complementary 
distribution, maa occurs only between numerals, as in 
I9e+hogofuluImaa+n£maI fifteen (literally, ten and five).

25 There seems, however, to be a slight semantic difference 
between ne and na9e and ne and na9a despite the fact that they 
seem to be more or less substitutable for each other in the 
same slots or positions. In many contexts, however, it seems 
difficult to pin down any difference of meaning as being a 
definite difference.
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and mo occurs in all other environments. 14-8 pea and. 14-9 
*o and, and 150 mo and contrast in some environments, as 
in irke+ke+to’o I lio+fala! pea+9alu# take your mat and then 
go (literally, imperative + yout singular + take + your- + 
mat + and then + go), #ke+ke+to9ol ho+falSl 9o+9alu# take 
your mat and go (take and go are here regarded as parts of 
the same action), and #ke+ke+to9ol ho+falSl mo ’alu# take 
your mat and go (take and go are here considered coordinate, 
separate actions). 14-8 pea and sometimes appears in con- 
tour-span initial position and preceding 150 mo and, as in 
Ipea+mo+Pita# and also Peter. In such usage, mo has the 
meaning of also, in addition. 148 pea and is used most 
frequently to ,ioin coordinate clauses or phrases, espec
ially clauses showing one action succeeding another or one 
subsequent to the other. Only 150 mo and is used to join 
coordinate forms of the same form class. 149 9o and joins 
coordinate verbs having the same tense marker which are 
regarded as being two units of a larger action, and also 
appears in contour-span initial position before 145 ka 
conditional. 152 kapau if or before words modifying a verb, 
as in Trlele l’o+vaveir run, quickly or fast (lele to run, 
vave to be quick or fast). The ka and kae allomorphs of 
151 kae but.contrastive are also in complementary distri
bution. ka appears only before a tense or aspect marker 
and kae appears only directly before a verb without an 
intervening tense or aspect marker, as lka+na9e+9aluI 
but went and Ikae+’aluI but went. 154 he for, since may 
occur in phrase initial position or immediately following
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153 koe9uhi because. 158 kae9oua until occurs only preced
ing 14-6 ke potential, imperative, infinitive aspect. 167 
-a human gender marker occurs only following 164- *?i in. at, 
through, with. 165 ki to. for and 166 mei from. 168 -te 
pronoun marker occurs only following 167 -a human gender 
marker and preceding a pronominal form beginning with 29 
ki- postoosed pronominal prefix. 169 telia lest. perhaps 
co-occurs with 159 na9a lest, perhaps as in ltelialna9a+- 
maumaul lest be broken or damaged or with 163 goal marker 
as in =rrtokaipl teliaI9ae+manumanu# beware of covetousness 
(tokaga to pay attention or give heed + telia lest, because 
of + 9a goal-marker + e definite article + nanumanu covet
ousness) . 170 talu since, to be subsequent in time co
occurs with 163 goal marker following, as in Italul9ae+- 
kamata’ctnaf since the beginning (talu since + ’a goal 
marker + e definite article + kamata9aip beginning: kamata 
to begin + 9 derivational morpheme + ana place of doing 
the action or place where the action occurs). talu may 
occur following a tense marker, as in =n=na9e+talu+ai+pee I 
9ene+9alul mo+9eku+hoha9a:n: ever since he left I have been 
worried (na9e past tense + talu to be subsequent in time . 
+ai then or there + pee .just, only, exactly + 9ene his 
+9alu going + mo and + 9eku my hoha9a being worried or 
disturbed).

10.1,2. A number of miscellaneous morphemes, includ
ing minor morphemes, are found in Tongan, which show al
ternation of allomorphic forms.
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21 he definite article shows morphologically deter

mined alternation, he co-occurs with ki to. unto, for.
9i in. at. with, through, by. and mei from and 9e trans
itive actor marker as enclitic: Ikihe+falel to the house. 
I9ihe+falel in the house. Ineihe+fale I. from the house, 
and I’ehe+taipta# (by) the man. The e allomorph of 21 he 
appears following ko substantive predicative particle, 
mo and, ’a intransitive sub.iect marker, ’a goal marker.
’a of. non-terminative aspect, actor-emnhatic. and ?o 
of. terminative aspect, goal emohatic: #koe+falel the 
house. Imoe+falel and the house. I9ae+falel the house 
(sub.iect). I’ae+falel the house (goal). I9ae+falel of the 
house, non-terminative aspect, and I’oe+falel of the house. 
terminative aspect. All other allomorphs of 21 he defin
ite article co-occur with pronominal affixes and roots, 
which have previously been discussed.

11.0. The operator morphemes will now be discussed. 
These include the morphemes manifested as reduplication 
and vowel doubling.

11.1.0. One of the operator minor morphemes is that 
of vowel doubling having the meaning of derivation of a 
related form having a related meaning. This moroheme is 
symbolized as V- and is seen, for example, in haa’ele to 
go. walk, travel, (regal) as contrasted with ha’ele to 
toddle or walk (a child) and in faanau children as con
trasted with fanau to give birth to a child. This deri
vational moroheme has two allomorphs : Vi- (the initial 
vowel is doubled) and Vf- (the final vowel is doubled).
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Examples of the first allomorph have already been cited,
An example of the doubling of the final vowel as a deriv
ational morpheme allomorph is kaugaa fellow, associate as 
contrasted with kauga relationship.

11.1.1. Vowel doubling in either the initial or 
final vowel position of morphemes or stems is observed as 
a derivational morpheme deriving related forms in a wide 
variety of forms. The causative verbal prefix faka- is 
sometimes observed as faaka-, the vowel doubling indicating 
the derivation of a related form. For example, fakangalo 
to cause to disappear (faka- causative, verbal prefix + 
galo to oass out of siwht or mind) contrasts with, but is 
related to, faaka^alo to have almost disappeared (faaka- 
causative, plus doubling of initial vowel + galo to dis
appear) , the difference in meaning being attributable to 
the doubling of the first vowel of the causative prefix. 
Doubling of the initial vowel in the derivation of such 
related forms is also noted with fair frequency in other 
forms: nahu’i to depart, to leave (ma- potential. non-
terminative aspect + hu’i to go) and maahu’i to avoid the 
presence of others, to be shy (ma- potential, non-termin
ative + doubling of first vowel + hu9i to go): ma’ili to 
blow or be blown past (ma- potential, non-terminative +
’ili to blow, to move as air) and maa’ili to blow or fan 
gentlv (ma- potential, non-terminative + doubling of first 
vowel + 9ili to blow or move as air: mofi to have a fever. 
to be hot with fever and moofia to be burnt by heat, to be
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scorched (mofi to be hot with fever + doubling of first 
vowel, the derivational morpheme + -a terminative aspect. 
goal-emphatic): and mavae to part, to separate (ma- pot
ential. actor emphatic + vae to divide, to separate) and 
maavae to be separated or sundered, to part or come apart 
(ma- potential. actor emphatic + doubling of first vowel, 
derivational morpheme + vae to divide, to separate).

1 1.1 .2 . Ihis derivational morpheme, doubling of the 
initial vowel of the stem, serves to differentiate forms 
that would otherwise be homophonous as well as to derive 
new related forms from the stem, as has just been discussed. 
For example, the doubling of the initial vowel of the 
causative verbal prefix faka- or the homophonous adjec
tive-forming prefix faka- serves to differentiate forms 
derived by use of the two prefixes from homophonous roots, 
as fakahua to .jest or .ioke (faka- causative prefix + hua 
to be .iolly or .joking in manner) and faakahua to change 
the sail and rudder in order change course in sailing, to 
tack back and forth (faaka- causative plus derivational 
morpheme + hua to scud, to run before the wind), fakatu’a 
to think or to look forward to (faka- causative + tu’a to 
think or consider-) and faakatu’a to be common, vulgar. 
ignoble (faaka- adjective-forming prefix plus derivational 
morpheme + tu’a a commoner, common person), fakaua to re
peat a second time (faka-.causative + ua two) and faakaua 
(of a boat) to roll(faaka- causative plus derivational 
morpheme + ua evidently a variant form of lue to rock).
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and fakafua to cause to bear fruit (faka- causative + 
fua to bear fruit ) and faakafua to lift or carry with 
effort (faaka- causative ulus derivational morpheme + 
fua to lift or hear up).

11.1.3. Vowel doubling with derivational effect is 
also observed in the final vowel position of some stems.
Por example, kauna relationship (kau to belong, to certain

V  ' ..........

+ - p  noun-formin':- suffix) is a free farm, but kaugaa- 
fellow. associate (kau to belong, to certain + -î a noun- 
forming suffix + doubling of final vowel, derivational 
morchene) is a bound form and appears in kaupa’api neighbor 
(kau to belong + na noun-forming suffix + vowel doubling.-

- -  - c 11 ** '

derivational morpheme + ’api home) and a number of other 
forms composed of kaupa- plus another morpheme: kaupame’a
companion, kaupahia associate in crime, and kaugaapaue 
fellow worker. Other forms exhibiting similar vowel doubling 
with derivative force are holopa- row, series (holo to 
follow in succession + p  noun-forming + vowel doubling, 
vderivational). as in holoaaafale row of houses: 9ulupa- 
characteristic way (9ulu head, to be at the head + - p  noun- 
forming + vowel doubling, derivational), as in 9ulupaa»a 
characteristic trait or way of acting; falepa- kind, sort, 
tyre. as in falenaale’o type or sort of voice: mataa edge 
of from mata front or face, as in mataatahi seashore and in 
mataafonua edge of the land. Compare mataafonua edge of 
land from the viewpoint of the ocean and mata + fonua coast 
on the front side of the island. No other examples of the
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derivational morpheme appearing as doubling of the final 
vowel of stems have been observed in the present study, but 
it is quite likely that they exist.

1 1.1.4. a number of other examples of the derivational 
morpheme appearing as doubling of the initial or final vowel
of stems will now be cited, as follows: faakakaila to keep
on shoutinr (faka- causative + vowel doubling + kaila to 
shout), faakalalahi to become greater and greater or more 
and more (faka- causative + vowel doubling + lalahi to be 
large or great. dual or •plural') as contrasted with fakalalahi 
to cause to be bigger, faalcakofe to sing lustily (faka- 
causative + vowel doubling: + kofe to sing at the ton of one’s 
voice), faakalue (of a boat) to roll while anchored (faka- 
causative + vowel doubling + lue to rock backwards and for
wards ). faakafoa to cry out loudly (faka- causative + vowel 
doubling + foa shout), faakaoo to fish for oo, a small fish
(faka- causative + vowel doubling + oo a kind of small fish),
faakaui to keen on calling out (faka- causative + vowel 
doubling + ui to call), laakai to pass, overtake, or surpass 
(laka to steu forward + doubling of initial vov/el + 81 -i 
transitivizing suffix), piikoi to do reluctantly (piko to be 
crooked or bent + doubling of initial i + 81 -i transiti-- 
vLzing suffix), kaapui to encircle completely, to hem in on 
all sides (kapu to go around + doubling of initial a + 81 -i 
transitivizing suffix), naamu’i to sniff at. to smell ftran
sitive )' (namu to smell or give off an odor + doubling of 
initial a + 71 derivational, emphatic moroheme + 81 -i
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transitivizing suffix'), taapuaki to bless or utter a bene
diction (tapu to be sacred + doubling of a + 61 -0 + 82 -aki 
transitive, instrumentive suffix'), taafea to be flooded by 
running water (tafe to run or flow + doubling of initial.a + 
92 -a goal-oriented, terminative aspect), hoogea to suffer 
from starvation in a famine.

1 1.2 .1 . The multiplicative morpheme in verbs includes 
the following concepts: continuing action (imperfect or
continuative aspect), action repeated at various times or 
in various places (iterative), or distributive action 
(distributive). Tile multiplicative morpheme will be sym
bolised by MR; its allomorphs will be symbolized by PMR, 
reduplication of the penultimate syllable (PR), as in lalava 
to bind round and round, to v/ind round and round in order to 
bind (lava, bound form, to v/ind. to wrap): by P-MR, redupli
cation of the penultimate and ultimate syllables (P-R), as 
in manamana to thunder (iterative) (mana to thunder): by 
-PMR, reduplication of antepenultimate syllable or syllables 
and the penultimate syllable (-PR), as in fokifokihi to turn 
over or around several times or repeatedly (iterative) 
(fokihi to turn over or around): and by AMR, reduplication 
of one or more syllables preceeding the penultimate syllable 
(AR), as in kulukulukia to be strained or to strain oneself 
(continuative or iterative) (kulukia to strain oneself or to 
be strained), and holoholomui to retrogress or go back 
(continuative or iterative) (holomui to go backwards or 
retrogress, to retreat).
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11.2.2. The dual-plural or non-singular morpheme in 
verbs, is indicated by reduplication of the penultimate 
syllable only (PR) and has only one allomorph. This morpheme 
will be symbolized by NPR, i.e., number, penultimate redupli
cation. Examples of this morpheme are: tutu9u to stand,
dual-olural (tu9u to stand): nonofo to live together, two or 
more persons (nofo to live, to dwell); lalahi to be large or 
bin:, dual-olural (lahi to be large or big): and lalata to be 
tame. dual-olural (lata to be tame). Sometimes reduplication 
of the penultimate syllable in forming the dual-plural form 
of a verb results in internal reduplication: ’afifio to
live, dwell, see, reral. dual-olural (9afio to dwell, live, 
see, re.nral)

11.2.p. The diminunitive morpheme is also exemplified 
as reduplication, DR, which appears as all types of redupli
cation. The allomorphs are : PDR, reduplication of the 
penultimate syllable (PR), as in aano to be somewhat marshy 
or covered by oonds (ano lake or pond, anoano to be marshy 
or covered by ponds) and hihili to be a little greater 
(hili to oass. to be oast): P-DR, reduplication of the 
penultimate and ultimate syllables (P-R), as in lahilahi
to be somewhat large or great (lahi to be large or great) 
and in saisai to be fairly good (sai to be good or all right); 
-PDR, reduplication of the antepenultimate syllable or 
syllables and the penultimate syllable (-PR), as in molumoluu 
to be somewhat soft (moluu to be soft) and lelelelei to be 
somewhat mood (lelei to be ?:ood): and ADR, reduplication of
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the antepenultimate syllable or syllables (AR) (i.e., one 
or more syllables preceeding the penultimate syllable), as 
in holoholomui to retrogress slowly or somewhat, to go back
ward somewhat or a little bit (holomui to retrogress, retreat. 
go backward).

1 1.2.4-. The intensive morpheme is exhibited in redupli
cation as IR, which has two allomorphs: PIR, penultimate
reduplication (PR), as in hihiki to lift with force or roughly 
(hiki to lift) and teteke to shove, to push hard or roughly 
(teke to oush) and AIR, reduplication of the antepenultimate 
syllable or syllables (AR) (i. e., syllable or syllables 
preceding the penultimate), as in kulukulukia to be strained 
from lifting a heavy weight (intensive) (kulukia to be 
strained or weighed down with a heavy weight) and teletelefua 
to be absolutely naked (telefua to be naked).

11.2.5. The derivational morpheme, WR, has the allomorphs 
PITH, reduplication of the penultimate syllable (PR), as in 
lalave to cause discomfort or irritation by contact (lave to 
touch or come in contact) and aano to be somewhat noncLv or 
marshy (ano nond or lake) and P-WR, reduplication of penult
imate and ultimate syllables (P-R), as in tofetofe a shellfish 
somewhat like an oyster (tofe oyster) and kogokoga to be in 
parts or sections (koga part or section).
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CHAPTER III 
POEM CLASSES

12.1.1. Depending upon the position they may occupy in 
utterances or in contour spans, Tongan forms may be divided 
into six main form classes: Class I, consisting of a large 
class which may be denominated a verb-noun-adjective class; 
Class II, consisting of nouns only; Class III, consisting of 
the actor pronouns; Class IV, consisting of adverbs or modi
fiers of verbs or verb contour .spans; Class V, consisting of 
adjectives or modifiers of nouns or noun contour spans; and 
Class VI, consisting of particles, including function words.

In the analysis of form classes above enumerated, the 
positions forms may occupy have been determined according to 
the classification of contour spans, which will now be dis
cussed. Stresses will be marked in illustrating environments.

12.1.2. Contour spans may be of two types: macrospans 
and microspans. A microspan may be defined as the stretch of 
an utterance occurring between major junctures, as fna’e’alul 
went. =jfkuo+tooli has Che or she) fallen? or #kuone+h£’u# he 
(she) has come. A macrospan may be defined as two or more 
microspans having a relationship of modification, predication, 
or complementation. A macrospan exhibiting a relationship of 
modification between the microspans consists of a span which 
is head and one or more other spans modifying the head span, 
as #koe+tamaikilkotoapeeI all of the children (#koe+tamafkiI
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the children is head span and Ikotdapeel all, every is tail 
or modifying span), 4rna?anau+nofoIvo*fuoloa# they stayed a 
long time (#na’anau+ndfoI they stayed is head span modified 
by I’o+fuoloa# a long time* a tail modifying the head), and 
#na?ana+nofo-lai 1 ?o+fuoloa# they stayed there a long time 
(#na’ana+nofoI they stayed (dual number) is head span and 
Iail there and I’o+fuolSa# a long time, and long time are 
both tail spans modifying the head span)* Each head span 
in these examples together with its tail span or spans, if 
more than one, constitute a macrospan. There may be more 
than one modifying tail span in a macrospan. Macrospans con
sisting of two or more microspans exhibiting a relationship 
of modification may be called structures of modification.^
Two or more microspans exhibiting a relationship of verb and 
actor or verb and subject may be termed a structure of predi— 
cation. For example, #9oku+mamaf a I ?ae+ouhafl- the box is 
heavy consists of the verb span #^oku+mamafa 1 is heavy and 
the subject span I’ae+puhH# the box, and #na9e+f§il9e+sioneI 
ha+m&laga# John gave or preached a sermon consists of the verb 
span #na7e+fctil gave, the actor span l9e+sionel John or by 
John, and the goal span lha+malluja# a sermon. In this utter
ance, the verb span and actor span form a macrosegment of pre
dication or structure of predication. In the same utterance, 
the verb span and goal span may be said to form a macrosegment

See W. Nelson Francis, The Structure of American English 
(New York: Ronald Press Co., 1958), p. 292.

2 Ibid.
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of complementation or structure of complementation, The verb 
span is nucleus in both the structure of predication and the 
structure of complementation, and in utterances having both a 
structure of predication and a structure of complementation 
involving an actor span and a verb span, the verb span is 
part of both structures. Dative spans consisting of the dative 
particles mava for, actor-oriented or mo?o for. goal-oriented 
plus a noun do not enter into a relationship of complementa
tion with the verb span, but rather are equivalent to a: modi
fier of the verb span and thus are part of a structure of modi
fication with the verb span as head, as in ^’iveliaImava+sione# 
give it to John, take it to John, in which #’aveI take or give 
is the verb span serving as head and lma9a+sione# for or to 
John is the dative span indicating the recipient of the giv
ing, lial it is the goal span, which enters into a structure 
of complementation with the verb span #,;>&ve!, the two spans 
forming a nacrospan of complementation. One special type of 
verb span should be noted. Some verb spans include a morpheme 
indicating the actor, and whenever a special term is needed 
to indicate such spans, the name verb-actor span will be used. 
Such spans may comprise a complete utterance by themselves, 
as in ttene+’&lu# he Cor she) will go.

12.2.0. With the concept of microspans and macrospans now 
established, we are now in a position to discuss the various 
Tongan form classes and the positions or slots occupied by 
each. The environments in which each form class may appear 
will be described by means of transformations from the environ-
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ments set up or given as basic.

12.2.1.0. Form ulass I words may appear in a verb 
span consisting of either the past tense morpheme allomorph 
nave or the future tense morpheme allomorph 9e plus the 
Form Glass I word followed by major juncture: / I /, / # /,
or / I! /. Examples are: #na9e+nofo9iI inhabited. #9e+t5voi
will or shall bake. #ve+9alu|| will Che) go'/ and #ve+9alu#
(he) will go.

The basic substitution frame determining Group A words
of Form Glass I is #na9e+ I with the transformation: irna9e+
 _l > ^koe+ I, as with n̂a'-'e+̂ aohiI made, --)
#koe+tpohiI (is) the making or construction. Words found in
the corpus examined for this study belonging to Form Class I, 
Group A, are as follows: fakaaloalo to be slow or delayed. 
fakakaukau9i to consider, to deliberate on or about, fua to 
lift, carry, bear, iai or ai to be. to exist. nofo9i to 
inhabit, to settle, to live on. nonofo to live together (dual 
or -plural), gaohi to make, construct, pago9ia to consider as
unfortunate. pehee to say, to state. pule9i to rule over, to
govern, to direct or manage, sai9ia to like, to consider as 
good, tau to arrive. tau9i to make war on. to fight, ta9o 
to bake. te9eki or the variant form he9eki to be not vet, 
to never be. tokoni9i to help, to assist.. to9o to seize, to 
take hold of. to carry or take. 9ave to take. 9ikai negative. 
to not be. no. he9ikai emphatic negative, not, absolutely 
not. 9io, yes, gaue to move, to shift position, havili to 
blow, to be a strong breeze or wind, mataip. to blow (wind).
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to be windy. 9afaa to blow a hurricane. 9uha to rairu

12.2.1.1. These Group A, Glass I, words may be divided 
into at least three sub-groups: Sub-group 1, consisting of
forms which exhibit the transformation: 4fna9e+___ |-->
desiderative, as in #na9e+fakakaukau9iI considered, thought
about -- ) #fakakaukau’iI think about, consider. Other forms
listed above in Group A, Form Glass I, which have been found 
to occur in 3ub-*group 1 of Group A, ulass I words are as 
follows: nofo9i to inhabit, jjaohi to make, construct, pule9i
to govern. tau9i to fight. tavo to bake. tokoni9i to helu. 
to assist, gaue to move. to9o to take, seize. 9ave to take, 
and fua to lift. Sub-group 2 of Group A, Form Glass I words
are found to occur in the transformation #na9e+ I  >
# I interrogative or #__ # declarative. Only three forms
were found in this sub-group: 9ikai negative, no. he9ikai
emphatic negative, absolutely not and 9io yes, which occur
in =}fna9e+7ikSi I didn't (declarative) > #9ikdi I didn't
(interrogative) or #9ikai# no, and in #9iol yes -- > #9£o#
yes. Sub-group 3 of Group A, Form Class I words includes
v/ords occurring only in the two positions =ifna9e+ I and
TT=koe+ I. The Group A forms occurring only in these two
positions and consequently in Sub-group 3 are fakaaloalo 
to be slow, iai or ai to be or exist, nonofo to live with. 
paip9ia to consider as unfortunate, pehee to say; to state. 
sai9ia to consider good, tau to arrive, havili to blow 
(breeze), mataiji to blow (wind). 9afaa to blow (hurricane), 
and 9uha to rain. Sub-group 4-, Group A, Class I forms occur
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in the positions of Sub-group 1 and also in the environment
#na'?e+ +ail ke+havul as in tna’e+te’eki+Silke+hS9ulia#
he hadn't yet come and #nave+he9eki+SiIke+ha’u# he had not 
yet come. Only two forms, te’eki to not vet be and its 
variant form he’eki to not vet be have been found occurring 
as members of this sub-group.

12.2.1.2. Group xs, Glass I words occur in the environ
ments #na9e+ I  > #koe+___ i, as is the case with Group
A forms, and in the following additional environments:
#na’e+ 1 -- > #na9e+ +anel t>ast tense, comoarative— —  — — J  '

decree of comparison. #na9e+ +tahal oast tense, superlative
decree of comparison, or in an adjective microspan modifying
a head span, as in the environment #koe+nounl I. This
latter environment may also undergo the transformation #koe+
nounl I  > #koe+noun+ 1. note the following examples:
#nave+lahil was or were great > #nave+l&hi+age 1 was
greater --> #nave+lahi+tahaI was greatest. Also #na9e+
lahi I was great or big > Ttkoe+lahi I the greatness or big
ness -- > #koe+fale+lahiI (is) a big house -- > #koe+faleIlShiI
(is) a big house. Since words of Group x>, Glass I may occupy 
three primary positions: as the nucleus of a verb span, as
the nucleus of a noun span, as the only form in an adjective 
span, or in the adjective slot following a noun nucleus in 
a noun span, as is noted in the examples cited above, Group 
Jb, Glass I consists of forms having the function verb-noun- 
adjective.
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Group B, ulass I forms may be subdivided into two main 

sub-groups: those occurring in the environments already
cited and forming the comparative degree and superlative
degree, as in the substitution frames: |=na‘?e+ +a^el
and #nave+ +tahal, which were previously cited, and those
occurring in the environments #nave+ I  > #koe+ I
in addition to forming the comparative and superlative forms
as in the environments: #nave+___ llahi+S^el or #na‘?e+____l’o+
lahi+a^el, as in the examples §nave+melinollahi+a^e! was more 
•peaceable or Trnave+mahino I vo+lahi+age I was understood more, 
was plainer or clearer. Forms occurring in the environments 
first listed will be designated /Sub-group 1 and those occurring 
in the last-named environments or positions will be designated 
as Sub-group 2.

In a few cases, forms of either group may occur in the
environments #koe+ijahi+ I or #koe+kau+ I, as in #koe+
iphi+vaivai! the weaknesses and #koe+kau+agakoviI the evil 
ones, the wicked. Such forms overlap in environment with 
Group G, Glass I forms, which are discussed following Group 
B, Glass I forms.

Sub-group 1, Group B, Glass I forms found in the present 
study are as follows: fuoloa to be a long time or delayed,
fuonounou to be short in duration, iiki to be small, tiny, 
kaukaua to be strong, robust, kehe to be different, kulokula 
to be red, lahi to be large, rreat. lalahi to be larns. (dual 
or plural'), looloa to be lon~. maamaalie to be slow, mahino 
to be plain, clear, understood, mahinoipfua to be easily
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understood, moluu to be soft, nounou to be short, ofi to be 
near, nearby. petepete to be rough, sai to be satisfactory. 
si9i to be small, few, little, si’isi’i to be few, small in 
amount, to be little, vave to be swift, fast, quick. tuai 
to be late, delayed, slow. 'The forms vaivai to be weak and 
lelei to be mood. excellent also appear in the environment 

! as in #koe+iphi+vaiv£.i I the weaknesses or 
weaknesses and in #koe+gahi+leleiI excellent features. mood 
features, She forms a^akovi to be wicked or evil and 
agalelei to be mood. to be :enerous also occur in the environ
ments #koe+ijahi+ I and #koe+kau+ I, as in #koe+gahi+
anakoviI bad deeds or ungenerous acts. #koe+kau+agakoviI 
the wicked. #koe+gahi+asaleleiI mood deeds or behavior, and 
ifkoe+kau+ajjalelei I the mood oeoole or those who are mood or 
generous or well-behaved.

Sub-group 2, Group 3, Glass I forms found occurring in 
the environments indicated above are as follows: lotolahi
to be courageous, melino to be Peaceable, to be at peace, 
nolemole to be smooth, movetevete to be scattered, pukupuku 
to be short. tokakovi to be roumh as a road, to be broken uo 
(the surface), tokaga to heed, to nay attention, hagatonu 
to be straight, not crooked, kehekehe to be different, 
various. to’oto’o to take or to seize, iterative, tuotuai 
to be late, to be delayed or slow, 9ile9ila to be spotted.
9ilo to know, to have knowledge, ’ilo’ilo to know many 
things, to have mreat knowledge. fakato9oto9o to hurry or 
hasten, fakavave to hasten, to speed u p . fakavavevave to
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hurrv or hasten, ’ilo’ilo is found also in the environ
ment #koe+kau+9ilo9iloI the wise ones.

12.2.1.3. Class I, C-roup C forms appear in the
environments #na9e+ I  > =ffkoe+ I, as do all forms
of Class I, and in one or the other or both of the following 
environments involving the inanimate plural marker ^ahi
felso honorific plural) and the human plural marker kau:
#koe+nahi+ I and/or 4rkoe+kau+ !. forms appearing in
both of these latter environments belong to Sub-group 1 of
Group C, Class I and exhibit both transformations #koe+ I
 > #koe+ipni+ I is or are the + inanimate plural marker
and #koe+kau+ I is or are the + human nlural marker. The
following forms have been found appearing in all of these 
environments for Class I, Group C, .gub-group 1: fakapoo 
to commit murder, malaga to preach a sermon, to give a talk 
or speech, gaaue to work, papitaiso to bantize. sivi to 
examine, to take an examination, tagi to ween, to cry, tau
to fight, to wage war, tokoni to help. to give aid or assist
ance. faiva to participate in a dance or other feature of
entertainment, to entertain, and lotu to pray. to worship.

forms of Sub-group 2 of Group C, Class I appear in all 
of the environments of Group C forms listed above except in
the environment jfkoe+kau+ I where they do not occur.
forms in Sub-group 2 found in the present study are as follows: 
fai to do. fakakaukau to think, fakamaaloo to rive thanks, 
folofola to sneak (regal), hiki to lift, to move, hilifaki 
to lay or set on., kovi to be bad or evil, laumaalie spirit,
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to live (honorific), loto to will, to want or wish, to agree, 
maama to be light, to shine, maavae to part, to separate, 
matapaa to have doors or gates, door or gate, mole to be lost. 
to disappear from sight, mo9oni to be true or genuine, nima to 
have hands, hand, pule9aga to be a kingdom, kingdom or govern
ment, sino to be fat, body, sio9ata to have or wear glasses. 
glass or glasses, tala to tell, to make known, tatau to be 
like or alike, to be the same* tohi to write, tu9i to reign as 
king, vaivai to he weak. va9a to have a branch, branch, va9e 
to have feet, foot or feet, 9ila to have a soot or blemish.
spot or blemish. 9otu to be in a line or row, row. 9uli to be
dirtv. unclean.

Class I, Group C, Sub-group 3 forms appear_in_the environ
ments 4rna9e+ I  > #koe+_I  > #koe+kau+ I, as in
#na9e+fef£neI (she) was a grown woman r> #koe+feflneI is a
woman -- > #koe+kau+fef£neI are women, are the women. The fol
lowing forms, in addition to fefine woman, have been found 
appearing in these environments in the present study: fakauli
to drive or steer, fanogo to hear, to listen, mamata ;bo see. 
to look. ma9oni9oni to be righteous, melomelo to be brown or 
tan, to be dark yellow. motu9a to be old, nofo to live. dwell. 
reside, pule to be in charge, to be head of. to reign, sootia 
to be a soldier, soldier, taki to lead, to conduct, talavou 
to be young, to be handsome, tagata to be a mature man, man.

1 2.2 .1 .4-. Class I, Group D forms occur in the environ
ments #na9e+ I  > #na9e+fSil I or #na9e+fSil9o+ I,
as in #na9e+agat&hal was one time or once. #na9e+fail9a^atahal
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was done once, did once or one time, and #na9e+f£iI9o+9agatahaI
was done once, did once or one time. Eorms which have been
found occurring in these environments are as follows: 9agataha 
once, one time, ’agaua twice, two times. 9agatolu thrice. 
three times, tu9otaha once, one time, tu’oua tv/ice, two times. 
tu9otolu thrice, three tines, tu’ofiha how many tines, faka- 
tatau according: to, like, and fakamuimui to be last, to bring 
up the rear.

12.2.1.5*_Glass I, Group-S forms appear in the environ
ments #na9e+ I ----- > #koe+ I and in the environments l9e+
 I numerical modifier, and l9e+toko+ I human numerical
marker. Eorms occurring in these environments found in the 
present study are taha one, ua two, tolu three, faa four, nima 
five, ono six, fitu seven, valu eight, hiva nine, hogofulu ten, 
uofulu twenty. teau one hundred, uaipau two hundred, tolugeau 
three hundred, faageau four hundred, valugeau eight hundred. 
These appear in the above environments as follows: #na9e+tliha! 
was one. #na9e+toko+tahal was one person, was alone. #koe+ 
ta#atai’e+tdko+t&hai (is) one man, and #koe+faleI9e+tahaI (is) 
one house.

12.2.1.6. Class I, Group F forms occur in the following
environments: #na9e+ I,- #ko+ possessive pronoun +me9al I,
#ko+ possessive pronoun + falel I, #koe+me9a.l I, and #koe
+f£leI I. Examples of these are #na9e+9a9SnaI was or were
his or her. #ko9ene+me9al9a9Snal (is) his or her own thing. 
#ko+hono+f£leI9o9onal (is) his or her own house. #koe+me9al 
9a9£nal (is) his or her own thing. #koe+f&leI9o96nal (is) his
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own house. • Glass I, Group F forms may be divided into two 
sub-groups depending upon whether they occur in the environ
ment #koe+me9al I or in the environment irkoe+fale I I.
Those occurring in the former environment will be classed as 
Sub-group 1 and those in the latter environment as Sub-group 2.

Forms found in the environments of Glass I, Group 3?, Sub
group 1 are non-terminative or actor-oriented and are as fol
lows: 9a9aku to be mine, exclusive. 9a 9au to be yours, singu
lar . 9a9ata to be one's or mine, inclusive. 9a9ana to be his 
or hers, 9amaua to be ours, dual, exclusive. 9amautolu to be 
ours. exclusive. plural. 9ataua to be ours, dual, inclusive, 
’atautolu to be ours, inclusive, plural, 9amoua to be yours. 
dual, ’amoutolu to be yours, -plural. 9anaua to be theirs, dual, 
and 9anautolu to be theirs, plural.

Forms found in the environments of Glass I, Group F, 
Sub-group 2 are terminative aspect or goal-oriented forms 
and are as follows: 9o9oku to be mine, exclusive, 9o9ota to
be one's or mine, inclusive, 9o 9clu to be yours, singular.
9o9ona to be his or hers. 7omaua to be ours, dual, exclusive. 
9omautolu to be ours, plural, exclusive, ’otaua to be ours. 
dual, inclusive, ’otautolu to be ours, plural, inclusive.
9omoua to be yours. dual. 9onoutolu to be yours, plural.
9onaua to be theirs, dual, and 9onautolu, to be theirs, plural.

12.2.1.7* Glass I, Group G forms occur in the environ
ment #na9e+ I plus the transformation =ifna9e+ I  >
#na9e+ +9alul, as in #na9e+l&va! was able, was accomplished
 > T5=na9e+l4va+9alul was able to go. Forms which have been
found in the present study occurring in these two environments
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are as follows: lava to be able, to accomplish or finish,
haip. to proceed to. to face toward, toe to be or do again. 
to remain, kamata to begin or start. 9osi to finish, to com
plete, and 9uluaki to be first, to do first of all. Bach of 
the above-mentioned forms;, also occurs in the environment:
#na9e+ I  > #koe+ I, as in #na9e+l4val was able,
accomplished or was accomplished --> #koe+laval the being
able, the accomplishment or finishing*

12.2.1.8. Glass I, Group H forms occur in the environ
ment =}rna9e+ +94lul and in the transformation #na9e+ +94lui
 > #koe+ +94lul. They also occur in the environment #koe
+tctmal +gaauel in an adjectival modifier contour span. Only
two forms have been observed in this group of Class I forms: 
fie to want, to desire and fa9a to be habitual in doing:, to be 
able to do. to usually or constantly do. Examples of spans in 
which these two forms, together with transformations, are as
follows: #na9e+ffe+9alul wanted to go  > #koe+fie+9alu! the
desire to go. the wanting to go: #koe+tSmalfie+94lul a fellow 
wanting to go. a fellow desirous of going: #na9e+fa9a+94lul
usually or always went, constantly went -- > #koe+f49a+94luI
constant going: #koe+tSmalfa9a+9ctlul a fellow constantly going.
a fellow always on the go.

12.2.1.9. Glass I, Group I forms occur in the environment
#na9e+ I and the transformation #na9e+ I  > # I.
They also occur in the environment #na9e+ +verb I, as in the
following example: #na9e+matam4ta! it seemed, it was apparently
 > fmatamata I apparentlyi =tfna9e+matamata+9uha I it seemed
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like rain, it seemed as though it would rain. Other forms, 
in addition to matamata to seem, found occurring in these environ
ments in the present study are as follows: ^ali^ali to look like,
to resemble, to appear or seem, nofonofo to go on living for a 
period, to stay or dwell (continuative). faifai to continue on. 
to pass or go by (time). 9oiauee alas, how unfortunate, loloto^a 
to be in progress, while, during, fakafokifaa to be sudden or 
unexpected, maaloo thanks, how nice, congratulations, and talu 
to be since, since. This latter form occurs in the environment
fna*^ +?eeI, as in #na9e+talu+peeI was ever since, and in
the environment #na9e+ I, as in #na’e+talul was since: it
also occurs in the transformation 4fna9e+ I  > #____ |,
as in 4ftalul9ene+9a.lul since his Roing. as do all other forms 
in this group with the difference that 4ft alu I always precedes 
a subject microspan and the other forms in the same environ
ment precede verb verb microspans or verb-actor microspans. 
However, talu since does not occur in the environment 4j=na9e 
+ +verbl, as do the other forms.

12.2.1.10. Class I, Group J forms appear only in the en
vironments #na9e+ I and 4fna’e+verbI’0+ I. Only two forms
have been found in the present study which occur in these envi
ronments : hagee to be like, to appear to be. to look like and
taa to be exactly, to be .iust so many. Hov/ever, it is likely 
that other non-observed forms occur in these environments.

12.2.1.11. Class I, Group K forms appear in the environ
ments 4fka+ne+ I and #ka+na’e+ I. Only two of these have
been found: ’oua don't, negative prohibition and ta’e’oua to
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not be. They appear as follows: #lpa+ne+ta9e‘?oual9ene+haviil
had it not been for his coming and #ka+ne+9oual9ene+ha9ul if 
he hadn't come.

12.2.1.12. Class I, Group L forms appear in the environ
ment #na,?e+ I and #nave+9alu+ I or #na9e+oo+ I. The
forms which occur in these environments are as follows: hake 
to go up. upward, hifo to go downward, mai toward the speaker. 
to give to the sneaker, atu toward the second person or persons. 
to give to the second person or persons, and a^e toward a third 
person, to give to a third person or persons. Examples of the 
usage of these are as follows: #na9e+h£kel ascended, went u p .
ftna’e+’&lu+h&keS went u p . ascended, #na9e+t69o+hakeI lifted
up. took u p . #na’e+6o+maiI came (plural-), #na9e+tdu+maiI arrived. 
came (a boat). #na9e+9alu+ageI went to a third or another place. 
#na’e+a^el gave to a third person, and #m&il give to me. give 
here.

12.2.1.13. Class I, Group M forms occur in the environ
ments: #na*?e+___+&tul or #nave+ +mail and #na9e+tSvol +
hake I or #na9e+S9ul +m£il. Three forms have been found oc
curring in these environments: tahataha to do one by one, to
move or do gradually, takitaha to be each one, each one, to 
each do. and kaatoa to be all, to be all together, to do all 
together. Examples of their use in microspans are as follows: 
#na9e+t6?oItahataha+hakeI Che or she) took u p  one by one. 
#na‘?e+tahataha+&tul moved gradually a little farther on. 
#na9e+to9oItakitaha+hakeI each gathered or picked u p . #na9e+ 
kaatoa+m&il everyone came, ail gathered here. #na9e+£9uIkaatoa
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+mliil all arrived here, all came, takitaha each, however, does
not occur in the environment #na‘?e+ +hake I, but does occur
in the environment #na’e+ +f&i I, as in fna’e+takitaha+fii I
each did.

12.2.1.13. Class I, Group N consists of only two forms 
that have been found in the present study. Those two forms 
are hei’ilo who knows, it is unknown, which may appear in the
environment #____# or # Ipe+’e+loto I who knows whether will
agree or consent, and the form koloto there is absolutely none.
which appears in the environment # I, as in #kolotolkene+
’ilol he (she~) absolutely doesn't know. Note the examples: 
#hei’£lo# I don't know or who knows, perhaps and #hei9£lol 
pe+tene+9dluIki+diIpe+’Jk&i# I don*t know whether he (she) will 
go there or not.

12.2.1.14. Class I, Group 0 also consists of only two 
forms: taumaiaa oh that it were, oh that it might be and ’ofa 
I wish. These appear as follows: #taumaiaalkene+h£’u# oh
that he might come and f’Sfalkene+h&’u# I hope he comes. I 
hope she comes.

12.2.1.15. Class I, Group P forms consist of exclamatory
utterances which appear in the environment #____#. Forms which
have been found appearing in this environment with exclamatory 
meaning are as follows: seuke exclamation of surprise, taamani
exclamation of surprise coupled with mild regret, and ’oiavee 
alas, woe is me. how unfortunate.

12.2.2.0. Class II forms are those occurring either in
the environment #ko+ I or the environment #koe+ I but
not in the environment #na’e+ I, as is the case with Class
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I forms. Most pronominal forms, except the actor pronouns, 
which occur between a tense marker allomorph and a verb, are 
included in Class II forms. The actor pronouns are classi
fied as Class III forms.

The various groups of Class II forms will now be discussed, 
including the environments in which the forms appear and the 
particular forms which have been found appearing in such en
vironments in the present study.

12.2.2.1• Class II, Group A forms appear in the environ
ment #koe+ I with the transformation #koe+ I  > #ko+
 I. They also appear in the environment lkihe+ I and the
transformation lkihe+ I  > lki+ I, as in the case of
maamani this world, the earth; #koe+maam&niI is this earth.
the earth -- > #ko+maamanil is this earth (a place) and Ikihe
+maamanil to the earth, to this earth -- > Iki+maamaniI to the
world, to this earth (place). Other forms, in addition to 
maamani, which have been found appearing in these environ
ments are as follows: hevani heaven, tokelau north, hihifo
west, luiuga west, western islands, hahake east, to^a 
south, and la$i heaven, sky.

12.2.2.2. Class II, Group B forms are sub-divided into 
Sub-group 1—A, Sub-group 1-B, and Sub-group 2* Sub-group 1-A.
forms appear in the environments #koe+ I together with the
expansion #koe+jahi+ I and also in the environment lkihe+
 I. Note the example #koe+fonual is the or a land >
#koe+iphi+fonuaI are the lands, are lands, islands or con
tinents. Fonua also appears in the environment ikihe+fonuaI 
to the land, to the island. Forms which have been found oc-
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curring in these environments, in addition to fonua, in the 
present study are as follows: kakai people, palakipoe black
board. penivahevahe pencil. papa board, puha box, sioka chalk, 
letio radio. saliote cart, motokaa automobile. sima cement 
tank, 9akau plant, tree, matala’i’akau flower, pola plaited 
coconut leaves used in building or for holding food, ato roof, 
pou beam, pillar, mata’itohi letter of the alphabet, teepile 
table. kulo pot for cooking, umu earthen oven, and. kato basket. 
One additional form, haa what (interrogative) appears in al 1
these environments except #koe+^ahi+ I since the form cannot
be used in the plural.

Sub-group 1—B of Class II, Group B forms appear in the 
same environments as Sub-group 1-A.forms with the addition of
the environment #koe+ +nounI, as with ’aho day, which has
been observed appearing in #koe+9£hol is a or the day. #koe+ 
j^ahi+’ahol are days, are the days. Ikihe+’Shol to the day, 
and #koe*9aho+falaiteI is Friday. The following other forms 
appear in Sub-group 1-B environments similar to 9aho day; poo 
night. efiafi afternoon, poippoip. morning, koga part, fu^a 
surface, tumuaki top, summitT tu’i king, kuini queen. 9eiki 
noble, chief, and 9otua god.

Class II, Group B, Sub-group 2 forms occur in the envi
ronments #koe+ I  > #koe+gahi+ I and lkihe+ I  >
lki+ I and lkihe+^ahi+ I. Examples of forms in these en
vironments are as follows: #koe+motul is the or an island.
#koe+^ahi+motuI are islands, are the islands. Ikihe+motul to 
the island. Ikihe+gahi+m6tul to islands, to the islands, and 
Iki+motul to the island (place). Other forms which have been
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observed occurring in these environments are as follows: kolo
town, village, city. 9uta bush, inland area, bush area surround
ing a village, mataatahi seashore, beach. fag.a beach, small area 
of beach, tahi ocean, sea, maka rock, quarry or pit for obtain
ing rock, vaka boat. ship. fale house. faleako school house, 
vahehahake eastern district, eastern part of island, vahehihifo 
western district, western part of island, lotokolo center of
town. In the last-named environment, that of lki+ I, these
forms overlap with Group 3), Glass II forms, which also occur 
in the environment lki+ !*■

Class II, Group B, Sub-group 3 forms occur in the envi
ronments #koe+ I  > #koe+fa^a+ I and lkihe+ I, as
#koe+pepeI is a or the butterfly, fkoe+faja+pepeI are butter— 
flies, the butterflies, and Ikihe+fa^a+p^peI to the butter
flies. to butterflies in addition to Ikihe+pepel to the or a 
butterfly. Other forms which have been observed appearing in 
these environments are as follows: molokau centipede, ika
fish, manu animal. insect. manupuna bird, sikotaa kingfisher, 
he’e grasshopper, cricket, namu mosquito, and moa chicken. 
fowl.

Class II, Group B, Sub-group 4- forms occur in the envi
ronments #koe+ I, #koe+kau+ I, . lkihe+ I, and lkihe+kau+
 I, as in the examples: #koe+ta9ahine1 is a or the girl.
#koe+kau+ta9ah£neI are girls, are the girls. Ikihe+ta’ahlneI 
to a or the girl, and Ikihe+kau+ta’ahineI to girls, to the 
girls. In addition to tavahine girl, the following other forms 
have been observed occurring in the respective environments
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of this sub-group: finemui young girl, young woman, poolisi
policeman, seila .jailer, talekita director, and koomiti com
mittee .!

12.2,2.3. Class II, Group C forms occur in the environ
ments #koe+ !, Ikihe+ I, and #teu+verbI 1 (goal micro
span). Note the examples: #koe+penisiniI is benzine. Ikihe
+penisiniI to the or some benzine, to benzine, and #teu+ 
f akatsiu I penisfni I I will buy benzine. These forms may also 
occur in the regular goal microspan which includes the goal 
marker 163 ’a, as in #teu+fakatSuI’ae+penisini# I will buy 
some benzine. Other forms which have been observed occurring 
in these environments are as follows: kava pepper root used
in a native drink, hu’akau milk, aisikilimi ice-cream, 
tupenu cloth, gatu native tapa cloth, siaine banana, mataka 
mohuku tall grass, orchard grass, musie lawn grass, kakano 
flesh, kelekele soil, earth, maasina salt, suka sugar, loli 
candy, pa’aga money, kumala sweet potato. 9ufi yam, and talo 
taro.

12.2.2.4-. Class II, Group D, Sub-group 1 forms occur in
the environments #ko+_____I and lki+_I and are place names.
Note the examples: #ko+nuku^alSfa I is Nukualofa (capital
city of Tonga) and lki+nuku9alofal to Nuku*alofa. Other 
forms occurring in these environments that have been observed 
in this study are as follows: ha’apai Ha * apai. entral group
of islands, toga Tonga, togatapu Tongatapu. main Tongan is
land. ha’amoa Samoa, fahefa ffahefa. a village in Tongatapu. 
matahau Matahau. a village in Tongatapu. neiafu Neiafu. capital
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of Vavafu. the northern group of islands, ’amelika America. 
Pilitaania Great Britain, nu’usila Nev Zealand, niue Niue or 
Savage Island, and fee where, interrogative.

Class II, Group D, Sub-group 2 forms occur in the
environments #ko+ I or #ko+ # together with the
transformation #ko+ I  > lki+ I. Morphophonemic
variation is observed in the latter transformation. For
example: #ko+9enil is this, are these, here is or are. --->
Iki+henil to here, to this. Three forms have been observed 
occurring in these environments: 9eni this, these, now,
with allomorphs ’eni and heni; 9ena that, those, there, 
with allomorphs ’ena and hena; and ee that, those, there 
near or at the location of a third person or persons. The 
allomorphs heni and hena co-occur with 164-9i in. at. 165 ki 
to. for, and mei from. 9eni and 9ena occur in all other 
environments. It should be observed that in rapid speech 
all of the above forms are also observed occurring in the
environments #ko I and Iki I with loss of plus juncture,
as in #ko9enil is this, are these, here is or are and Ikihenil 
to here. The form ai there, it. that, those may also be 
included with this sub-group but has defective distribution,
occurring only in the environments lki+ I, as in Iki+Hil
to there, to it. to that or those: l9i+ I, as in I’i+ail
in there, there: and Imei+ail from there or it. All of the 
above forms, except ai, also occur in the subject slot, as
in the environment #koe+nounl # and all occur in an
adverbial slot, as in the environment t’e+’alul #. Examples
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of usage in these last-named environments are as follows: 
#koe+seal9§ni# this is a chair. #koe+fSleIee# that over 
there is a house. #’okune+9Slul’eni# he is going now. #?e+ 
’Slulai# Che or she) will go because of it or that, (he or 
she) will go then.

Class II, Group D, Sub-group 3 forms occur only in the
environments #ko+ I and lki+ I and are nouns indicating
periods of time. Forms occurring in these environments found 
in the present study are as follows: ono’aho time long ago.
ancient times, sanuali January, fepueli February. maasi 
March, epileli April. mee May, sune June, siulai July, aokosi 
August. sepitema September, okatopa October, novema November, 
tiisema December, and lihamu-’a first month of the ancient 
Tongan calendar.

12.2.2.5. Class II, Group E forms occur in the environ
ments #ko+ I and lkia+ I and consist of personal names.
Forms found occurring in these environments, together with 
examples of their usage, are-.as-follows: #ko+pital is Peter,
fkia+pital to-Peter, sione John, mele Mary, ana Anna, tupou 
TuPou. finau Finau. and hai who. int errogative.

12.2.2.6. The so-called postposed pronominal forms are 
a sub-class of nouns and are found occurring in the environ
ments #ko+ I and lkiate+ I, as #ko+aul is I (i.e.. it
is I) and Ikiate+aul to me. for me. They will be classified 
here as Form Class II, Group F forms. Other pronominal forms 
occurring in these environments are as follows: kita one.

- I. first person, inclusive, singular, koe you, singular, ai
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he. him, she, her, it. kimaua we. us. dual, exclusive, kim- 
autolu we. us. plural, exclusive, kitaua we. us. dual, in
clusive. kitautolu we. us. plural, inclusive, kimoua you. 
dual, kimoutolu you, plural, kinaua they, them, dual, and 
kinautolu they, them, plural.

12.2.2.7. Another class of pronominal forms, that of 
the so-called emphatic pronouns, is also a sub-class of
nouns occurring in the environments #ko+ I and lki+ I.
In addition, however, they occur in other environments such 
as that of a subject microspan without the subject marker,
as in the environment #9e+9alul I. Forms occurring in
these environments and ordinarily called emphatic pronouns 
will be classified as Class II, Group G forms, and since 
they may be divided into two groups according to the noun 
group with which they co-occur, two sub-groups will be 
set up: Sub-group 1 and Sub-group 2. class II, Group G
forms occur in the environments #ko+ I and lki+ I
previously mentioned and also in subject microspans with
out a subject marker and also in the following additional
environments: #9e+9avel______ Ikau+sootia, #9e+9avel I-
saliotel, or #na,;,e+foakiI ki+ Igahi+kaume’a#, as in
the case of #9e+9avelha9anaulkau+soot£al their soldiers 
will be taken, #9e+9avelha’akulsalioteI will take my own 
cart. #na9e+foakilki+ho9okulgahi+kaume9al were or was 
given to my friends. Forms occurring in the first and 
second positions listed exhibit the non-terminative aspect 
and will be denominated Sub-group 1 forms and those in
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the latter position exhibit the terminative aspect and will 
be denominated as Sub-group 2 forms.

Forms found occurring in the positions of Class II, 
Group G, Sub-group 1 forms are as follows: ha9aku mine, 
exclusive, ha’ata one’s, mine, inclusive, ha9au thine. yours. 
singular, ha’ana his, hers, ha9amaua ours. dual. exclusive. 
havamautolu ours. plural. exclusive. ha’ataua ours. dual. 
inclusive. ha’atautolu ours, plural, inclusive, ha9amoua 
yours. dual. havamoutolu yours, plural. havanaua theirs. 
dual, and ha’anautolu theirs, plural.

Forms found occurring in the positions of Class II, 
Group G, Sub-group 2 forms are as follows: ho9oku mine, 
exclusive. hovota one’s, mine, inclusive. ho9ou thine, 
yours. singular. ho9ona his, hers. ho9omaua ours. dual. 
exclusive. ho9omauautolu ours, plural, exclusive, ho9otaua 
ours, dual, inclusive. ho9otuatolu ours, plural, inclusive. 
ho9omoua yours. dual. hovomoutolu yours. plural. ho9onaua 
theirs. dual. and ho9onautolu theirs. plural.

12.2,2.8. Class II, Group H forms appear in the 
environments #ko+ I, lki+ I, and in the noun modi
fier slots lkihe+ +fale I and #koe+ +falel, as in
the examples: #ko+mu9al the place in front, the front part. 
Iki+mu’al to the front, forward. #koe+mu9a+fileI the place 
in front of the house, and I9ihe+mu9a+faleI in front of the 
house (place). Other forms, in addition to mu9a front. 
found occurring in these environments are as follows: mui 
rear, in the rear, behind, lalo below, under. 9olu$a above. 
over, loto center, middle, and tu9a outside.
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12.2.2.9. Glass II, Group I forms occur in the en
vironments #koe+ I and in an adverb microspan follow
ing a predicate span, as in the environment #9e+fail #
or in the environment #nave+fail #. Note the examples:
#koe+9apool (it) is tonight. #9e+fSil9apoo# (it) will be 
held tonight. Other forms found occurring in the environ
ments of this group 9apoip.po£i tomorrow, tomorrow morning. 
9anepoo last night. 9aneafi yesterday. 9amui in the future. 
the future.

12.2.2.10. Class II, Group J forms occur in the 
environments #koe+ I , lkihe+______ I and in the adjec
tive slots indicated in the following environments: #koe+-
noun+______I, #koe+nounF I, lkihe+noun+ I, and
Ikihe+nounl I, as in the examples: #koe+taimi+kuoh£liI

Ais the time gone by. is the past. #koe+taimiIkuohiliI is 
the oast, #koe+9aho+falaiteI is Friday (i.e.. the day 
Friday). Ikihe+kaha9u! to the future, and Ikihe+taimiI- 
kuha9ul or lkihe+taimi+kaha9ul to the future (i.e.. the 
future time). Forms which have been observed occurring 
in these environments are as follows: kuohili past, gone 
by. time gone by. kaha9u to come, future, time to come, 
saapate Sunday. moonite Monday. tusite Tuesday, pulelulu 
Wednesday. ta9apulelulu Thursday, falaite Friday, tokonaki 
Saturday.

12.2.2.11. Class II, Group K forms occur in the
following environments: #koe+ I and lkihe+______ I
but in none of the other environments listed for groups or 
sub-groups of class II forms. Note the use of 9ataa akv.
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open space. firmament in #koe+’ataa I is the sky and lkihe+>- 
9at£al to the sky. Other forms observed appearing in the 
two environments given for Class II, Group K forms are as 
follows: 9aoniu 'Aoniu. name of a boat, fu§a9akau in a tree 
or in the tree (location or place), fugafonua surface of 
the land, on the land (location or place), and tumuakifale 
housetop.

12.2.2.12. Class II, Group L consists of only one 
form, ni’ihi some, a few which occurs in the environments
#koe+ I and the numerical adjective slot l9e+ I.
Note the examples of the use of ni’ihi: #koe+ni9ihil
are some and #koe+gahi+me9aI9e+ni9ihiI are some things.

12.2.2.13. Class II, Group M consists of two forms, 
noa nothing, zero, worthless, and paip unfortunate. un
fortunately. misfortune. These forms occur in the environ
ments iFkoe+ I, #koe+noun+ -I, and #na9e+verb+ I,
the latter two consisting of an adjective slot and an 
adverb slot respectively. Note the following examples of 
the use of the two forms: #koe+noal is nothing, is zero. 
#koe+me9a+noal is a worthless thing, and #na9e+fai+noaI 
did without reason, did accidentally.

12.2.3.0. Class III forms consist of the so-called 
preposed or the actor pronominal forms. These occur in 
the actor slot in verb-actor spans, as in the following
environments: #na9a____+9alul went. #na9a+____+9£lul
went. #te +9alul will or shall go. #te+ +9£lul
will or shall go. #9oku+ +9alul am. is or are going.
#kuo___+9alul has or have gone, or #kuo+ +9alul has
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or have gone, Examples of forms occurring in these en
vironments are as follows: #na9aku+9alul I went, #na9a+
nau+’aluI they went. #kuou+9alul I have gone. #kuo+nau+ 
’alul they have gone. #voku+ou+9&luI I am going. I go. 
and #tenau+9alul they will or shall go.

The complete list of Class III forms, together with 
allomorphic forms, is as follows: ku (ku, u, ou) I. first
person, singular, exclusive te one. I. first person, sing
ular . inclusive. ke you, singular, ne lie. she. it. ma we. 
dual, exclusive, mau we. plural. exclusive. ta we. dual. 
inclusive. tau we plural. inclusive. mo you. dual. mou 
you, plural, na they, dual, and nau they, plural.

Class III forms, in the singular and dual, are iden
tical with certain allomorphs of the pronominal roots 
listed under minor morphemes in the present study. (See 
Chapter II, Section 0.1.1.)

12.2.4-. 0. Class IV consists of forms which occupy 
adverb slots in Tongan utterances. These positions con
sist of the position immediately preceding a verb in a 
verb or verb-actor span or of the position of modifier in 
a microspan in a modifying and following a verb or verb- 
actor span.

12.2.4.1. Class IV, Group A forms occur in the en
vironments #na9e+ +verb I or #na9ane+ +verb I, as
does sinaki beforehand, first of all in the following 
examples: #na9e+sindki+faiI did first of all, did before
hand and fna’ane+sinaki+f&iI he did first of all or 
beforehand. Other forms, in addition to sinaki, which
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have been found occurring in this environment are as 
follows: si9i diminunitive. fuofua first, before, kei
still, vet, mei almost. nearly. meimei almost, nearly 
Cmoderative-). momo9i absolutely, emphatic negative, mu9aki 
beforehand, toe again. fua first, previously, tomu9a pre
viously. before, earlier, matuaki certainly, indeed, 
emphatic. toki then, at that time, subsequently, toutou 
repeatedly, tou repeatedly. fuvu exceedingly, very much. 
ki9i slightly, a little bit.

12.2.4-. 2. Class IV, Group B forms occur in the
environment I I or I # in an adverb span modifying
a verb or verb-actor span, as fakakuu when, interrogative 
in the utterance #teke+9aluIfakakuu# when will you go. 
#teke+9alul you, singular, will or shall go is a verb- 
actor span containing a tense marker te future. an actor 
form ke you, singular and 9alu go. Other forms, in addition 
to fakakuu, which have been observed occupying this slot are 
as follows: 9afee when, future. 9afe9ia .just when, future.
9anefee when, past. 9anefe9ia .just when, past. 9aupito 
very, exceedingly, to a great degree, nai approximately.
.just about. perhaps. 9apee perhaps. maybe. koaa interroga
tive particle. noa9ia accidentally, without cause of reason, 
tokua allegedly, assertedly. indefinite, matematee exactly, 
moderative. matee exactly, tofupee exactly, .iust like, tofu 
.just like, exactly like. koe9uma9aa for what reason, to
what avail appears in the environment I # as in #na9ane+
9alulkoe9uma9aa# to what avail did he go? The forms peheni
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in this manner, like this and pehena in that manner, like 
that occur in this position or slot, but overlap in distri
bution with verbs in Group A of Glass I, especially with 
pehee to be thus, and therefore are a sub-group of Class I, 
Group A verbs. iMote the examples: #na’e+ftilpehee# (he)
did thus. #na7e+fsii I peheni# (he) did in this manner, and 
#na?e+ftiIpehena# (he) did in that manner, pehe to be thus, 
also occurs in the verb slot, as do peheni and peheni, as in 
the examples: #na9e+peheel was thus, were thus. #na’e+
peheniI was or were like this or in this manner, and #na9e+ 
pehenaI was or were that way or like that.

12.2.4-.3. Class IV, Group C forms occur in the slot 
following the verb in verb or actor-verb spans, as in the 
examples: #na’e+’alu+peeI (he or she) went anyway, (he or
she) went all right and tna’e+’alu+ageI (he or she) went on 
or along (to a third place). Other forms, in addition to 
pee .iust. all right, anyway and age to a third place, along, 
on. are as follows: aa politeness or polite hortatory, foki
also, likewise, too, holo about, here and there, fano to 
various places, about, here and there, leva immediately. at 
once, then, age comparative degree of comparison, taha 
superlative degree of comparison, fau exceedingly great, 
superlative degree, mai to or toward the speaker or first 
person, atu to or toward the second person.

12.2.5.0. Class V consists of adjectives occupying 
positions of modification to a noun nucleus in a nounal 
span such as the actor microspan I9ehe+ki9i+tamasx9iI by
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(goal marker1) a small or tiny boy, the subject span 1^6+ 
ki’i+tamasi’iI sub.iect marker, a small or tiny boy, the 
goal span I’ae+momo’i+tamasl’il goal marker, a very tiny 
boy, or in a modifying span having a noun nucleus, as 
lkihe+ki9i+tamas£9il to a small boy. Class V forms may also 
occupy the modifying slot following a span with a noun
nucleus, as in the environment I I in #koe+tamasi9iI
kotdapeeI is every boy, are all boys. Number markers accom
panying nouns occur in the slot preceding nouns and are thus 
classed as Class V forms and are basically adjectival in 
function, as #koe+o^o+ta^ataI are men, dual in which oip 
marks the dual number. The possessive pronominal forms are 
also classed as Class V forms since they also occupy the 
modification slot preceding nouns, as #ko+hoku+fale I is my 
house.

12.2.5.1. ulass V, Group A, Sub-group 1 forms appear 
in the pre-noun modification slot in spans with a noun
nucleus, as in the environment #koe+ +nounl, lkihe+____+
nounl and so on. For example, mata’i a single unit of in 
#koe+mata9i +tohiI is a letter or is the letter of the 
alphabet occupies the adjective slot. Other forms found 
occupying this position of modification of nouns in the 
present study are as follows: mata’i single unit of. fukahi
surface of (ocean or sea), kilisi bottom of (ocean or sea), 
luoki hole or den of. tuoni single gust of. aofi palm of. 
outer side of. fo’i single one of. ki9i tinv. small, kihi’i 
greatly reduced in size, small, koto complete, entire.
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hologaa row of. kau^aa associate of. and mataa front part 
of.

Class V, Group A, Sub-group 2 forms also appear in the 
pre-noun position as do forms of Sub-group 1, but the former 
mark number, both dual and plural^ or indicate collectivity 
and are therefore listed in a separate sub-group. These 
number markers are as follows: ogo dual marker, gahi plural
marker, inanimate, honorific, faga plural marker, animals, 
familiar, kau plural marker, human, non-honorific. vuu 
group, set, collection, fuifui flock (fowl or birds), tukui 
various, several. tu9u several, various.

Class V, Group A, Sub-group 3-A forms consist of pos
sessive adjectives or possessive pronouns, which are divided 
into two groups depending upon the noun gender class with 
which they co-occur, itor example, Sub-group 3-A forms co
occur with such nouns as meva thing, hele knife, kato basket. 
saliote cart, hoosi horse, and with class I forms used in 
noun slots in the sense of action by an active actor, as 
#ko+’eku+papitaiso I my baptizing (i. e.. I do the baptizing1). 
On the other hand, Sub-group 3~B forms co-occur with such 
nouns as fale house. fala mat, mohe^a bed, kofu dress, sea 
chair. ?api home or plantation, fonua land or country, and 
with class I forms used in noun slots in the sense of action 
received by a receiver, as #ko+hdku+papita£soI my being 
baptized (i. e.. someone else baptizes me).

Class v, Group A, Sub-group 3-A forms show morphophonemic 
variation depending upon the environment in which they appear:
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#ko+’eku+me’al is my thing -— ) Ikihe’eku+me’al to my thing 
in which ’eku my. exclusive varies with he’eku my. exclusive. 
Forms of this sub-group, including the variant forms, are 
as follows: (definite forms) ’eku and he’eku my. first
person, singular, exclusive. ho’o thy, your, second person, 
singular. vene and hevene his, her, its. ’ete and he’ete 
one's, my. first person, singular, inclusive. ’ema and he’ema 
our, dual, exclusive, ’emau and he’emau our, plural, exclu
sive. ’eta and he’eta our. dual, inclusive. ’etau and he’etau 
our, plural, inclusive, ho’omo your, dual, ho’omou your, 
plural. vena and hevena their, dual, and ’enau and he’enau 
their, plural.

(Indefinite forms) ha^aku my. first person, singular, 
exclusive. havate one's, my. first person, singular, inclu
sive. ha’o your, singular, ha’ane his, her, ha’ama our, dual, 
exclusive. ha’amau our, plural, exclusive, ha’ata our. dual, 
inclusive. ha’atau our, plural, inclusive, ha’amo your, dual, 
ha’amou your, plural, ha’ana their, dual, and ha’anau their, 
plural.

Class V, Group A, Sub-group 5-b forms occur in the 
environments described above and do not have alternating
forms for the two environments #ko+ +falel and !ki+ +
f&lel as do Sub-group 3-A forms as listed above. The Sub
group 3-B forms are as follows: (Definite forms) hoku my.
first person, singular, exclusive, hoto one's. my. first 
person, singular, inclusive, ho thy, your, second person, 
singular, hono his, her, its, homa our, dual, exclusive.
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homau our, plural, exclusive, hcta our, dual, inclusive* hotau 
our, plural, inclusive. homo your, dual, homou your, plural, 
hona their, dual, and honau their, plural. (Indefinite forms) 
haku my. first person, singular, exclusive, hato one’s, my. 
first person, singular, inclusive, hao thy, your, singular, 
hano his, her, its, hama our, dual, exlusive. hamau our, plural. 
exclusive. hata our. dual. inclusive. hatau our, plural, in
clusive . hamo your, dual, hamou your, plural, hana their, dual, 
and hanau their, plural.

Class V, Group A, Sub-group 4- forms occur in the environ
ments #koe+ +toluI and #na’e+ +tolul, and therefore, in
the latter environment, overlap with Class IV forms. Because 
of this overlap of occurrence, they could either be classified 
as Class IV or Class V forms; however, they are classified 
as the latter in this paper.

Class V, Group A, Sub-group 4- forms found occurring in 
the environments specified in this study are as follows: toko 
person, human, tokotoko p̂rsfi>g|. humans (moderative). taki each, 
tu’o times, ’sqja times.

12.2.5.2. Class V, Group B forms occur in adjective micro
spans that are tail to a preceding span having a noun as a
nucleus, as #koe+tagataI I is a man. In the macrospan
#koe+taj|£talfulipee I is every man. #koe+tag£tal is man is head 
span and J.fulipeel every is tail and modifies the head span. 
Forms which have been found occurring in this slot in the 
present study are as follows: fulipee every, each, all, fuapee
all, kotoa all, every, kotoapee .iust all, every, ko’ena that.
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those. ko’eni this, these, koee that, those Cat a third 
place), and koia that, the one mentioned or the ones men
tioned.1

12.2.6,0* Class VI forms are particles which occupy 
a number of different slots.' Some of these particles con
sist of conjunctions appearing as nucleus in conjunction 
microspans, some of the tense markers, and some of conjunc
tions occupying the initial word position in a microspan and 
yet linking the span of which they are a part with the preced
ing span.

12.2.6.1. Class VI, Group A forms consist of forms which 
fill conjunction slots in a conjunction microspan in the en
vironments # I, I I, or I #. An example of such a con
junction span or linking span is the following: #na7ane+fSi I 
fa IneogoIna9e+fai^atS’a# he (she) did it even though it was 
difficult. In this utterance, #na’ane+fSil he (she) did is 
the verb-actor span, Ixal it is the goal span, the two compris
ing a structure of complementation which is joined to the 
microspan Ina’e+fai^ata’a# (it) was difficult by the conjunc
tion micro span Ineoipl even though.

Forms which have been found occupying the slots or posi
tions of Class VI, Group A forms are as follows: neo^o even
though, despite, pea. and, and then, then, koe’uhi (variant 
forms koe’uhi and koe’uhli are automatically determined ty 
stress shift) because, telia lest -perhaps, because of. kapau 
if. kae9uma9aa and likewise, and also, kae’oua until, ’aki 
bv means of. with, and ta’e without. lacking. The latter form
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may occur in other environments as follows: #na?e+ta’e+’!ilul
he (she) didn't go. never went and #na’e+ta9etotoip.l was free 
of charge, was without price or pay. In these two environ
ments ta’e has a distribution overlapping with Class IV, Group
A forms in the environment #na9e+ +verb I* See Section 12,4,2.1
preceding. It is, however, because of its occurrence in the en
vironment I I in a conjunction span, as in fna’ane+^aaueItS’eI
ha+totogi# he (she) worked without any nay that ta’e is listed 
with the Class VI, Group A forms,

12.2.6,2, Class VI, Group B forms may be divided into
two sub-groups, the first occurring in the environment #___ +
’Slul went and the second occurring in the environment I___ +
nounI. Sub-group 1 forms occurring in the environments given
above are as follows: pe whether, he for, since, because, ’o
and, and kae but, ^he latter form varies with the allomorphic 
form ka but: the former occurs as in lkae+’£lul but went.
The allomorph ka appears before a tense marker and kae directly 
before a verb; thus the two forms are in complementary distri
bution. pea and and ’o and may occur in the environments 
I u+9alul with a Class III form following either as encli
tic or a free form, as in l’ou+^alul and I went and in Ipeau 
+f£il and I did, kapau if may occur in the environment l?o+

vkapSul’e+’alul if will or shall go with 9o and preceding it.
Sub-group 2 forms appearing in the environment I +nouni as
stated above are as follows: ma9a for, oh behalf of. dative.
non-terminative aspect, mo’o for, on behalf of. terminative 
aspect, dative. ?a of. non-terminative aspect, ’o of. termi
native aspect, ko predicative for substantives (nouns and
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pronouns), mo and. 7e actor marker. ?a sub.iect marker, 
intransitive, or without a verb or verb span, ’a goal 
marker. It should be noted that no mot only appears in
the environment I +nounI but also in the environment
I +verbl as in Imo+’alul and went and therefore over
laps in environment with kae but listed above in Sub
class 1.

12.2.6.3. Class VI, Group c foms consist of tense or
verb aspect markers. They occur in the environments #____+
9alul go, # ku+?£lul I go. #____u+’alul I go. or I___ +
9alul go. Class VI, Group C forms found in the present 
study are as follows: na’e (na9e, na’a, ne) past tense.
9oku present tense, progressive aspect, kuo perfect, incep
tive aspect, ’e (’e, te) future. ke infinitive or imperative 
aspect, purposive aspect, ka conditional, potential aspects. 
The latter form has an allomorphic form that is discontinuous 
which co-occurs with Class III forms as in fkau+ka-s-^&lul 
when I go. if I go and in #’oka+tau+ka+’aluI when or if we 
go. whenever we go. ka may co-occur optionally with or 
without vo and, a Class VI, Group b, Sub-group 2 form.
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CHAPTER IV 

SYNTAX

13.0. Microspans may be classified according to tbe type 
of function they perform in the utterance* Microspans which 
assert action or which make an assertion concerning a subject 
in a structure of predication will now be considered*

13*1.1.' Verb spans perform the function of asserting 
the action performed by an actor or make an assertion about 
the actor or subject: #ka+na9e+ofoI but wondered, but was
amazed (ka but Class VI Group B-l + na9e past tense marker 
Class VI Group C + ofo to be amazed, to wonder Class I Grohp 
B Sub-group 2)\: The verb span always includes one of the
tense or aspect markers 14-1 ’oku present or continuous. 14-2 
nave .past, 143 kuo perfect, inchoative aspect. 144 ’e future. 
145 ka conditional or desiderative. 146 ke potential, impera
tive. purposive or infinitive aspect. 147 ne subjunctive:
148 pea and or 9o and may occur with a verb in a verb span 
without a tense or aspect marker, or a verb span may follow 
an actor span which includes a tense or aspect marker, as in 
the examples: lpeau+9alul and I went (pea and + u I + 9alu
to go: 148 + 11 + I-A-l) and #na9anau-lfevalu9aki I they went 
back and forth or to and fro (na9a past tense + nau they. 
plural + fe9alu9aki to go back and forth, comitative reci-

^ Form class will be signified in future references by 
capital Roman numeral for class, capital letter for group and 
Arabic numeral for sub-group.
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procal: 1̂ -2 + 18 and 32 + fe- non-singular, comitative +
?alu'to go I-A-l + 71 + 82). Other examples of verb micro-p
spans a re  as fo llo w s :  #pea+9a lu l  and went (pea and VI-A +

9alu to go I«A*rl), #na9e+9osil finished, was finished (na9e 
past tense VI-C + 9osi to finish I-J), #ka+na9e+mei+9aluI but 
almost went (ka but yirrB-1 + na9e past tense marker VI-C + mei 
almost, nearly IV-A + 9aiu to go I-A-l), #ka+nave+kei+fai+atuI 
but still continued, but still went on (ka but VI-B-1 + na9e 
past tense + VI-C + kei stillf .yet IV-A + fai to do I-A-l + 
atu forth, on IV-C), lfe9ulu9ulufakiI to have the heads pointed 
toward each other (Class I-A-3) (occurring in a verb-actor macro
span: #na9andulfe9ulu9ulufakil they had their heads pointing 
towards each other: nava past tense VI-C +nau they consisting 
of 18 na they non-singular root and plural morpheme -u 32 + 
fe- non-singular, comitative + 9ulu to head, to be at the head 
or head reduplicated + 53 f + 82 aki).

13.1.2. Verb-actor spans name the actor and assert an 
action performed by an actor: #9oku+ne+fail he (she) is
doing (9oku present tense, progressive VI-C + ne he. she III +
fai to do I-A-3), #ka+na9a+ne+mei+laval but he almost accomplished
(ka but vI-B-1 + na9a past tense VI-C + mei almost, nearly 
Vl-A + lava to accomplish I-A-3), Ipe+teu+kumi+atuI whether 
I shall keep on looking or seeking (pe whether Vl-B-1 + te
future tense vI-C, u I III, kumi to seek, to look for I-A-3 + atu

2 The p a s t tense m arker i s  f r e q u e n t ly  dropped fo llo w in g  pea 
and and preced ing  a C lass I  form  in  p a s t-te n s e  v e rb  span.
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on, further IV-C), #peau+leal and I spoke (pea and VI-A + 
u I III + lea to sneak I-A-l), #na9aku+9iloI I knew (na9a 
past tense vI-C + 9ilo to know I-A-3).

13.1.3. Imperative spans are a type of verb span. They 
differ from regular verb spans in that they lack a tense or 
aspect marker, except ke imperative., or Class VI Group C form 
and have present or future meaning. An imperative span may
consist of a single form in the environment #____#, as #ha9u#
come. #9alu# go, and #tu9u# stop, stand still. Like verb 
spans, imperative spans may be expanded to include class IV 
Group C forms immediately following the Class I form and pre
ceding the final juncture, as in #tokoni+mai# help me or us. 
help here. #9alu+atu# go further on. go forth, and #to9o+age# 
take it away, take it out. Class Iv Group A forms may also 
be included, as in #toe+fai# do (it) again. #toe+fai+aip# do 
(it) again or further, demonstrate (it) again, and #toutou+fai# 
do (it) repeatedly. Imperative spans do not co-occur in a 
macrospan with an actor span as regular verb spans do, as 
#’ai+aip# do (it), perform (it), which is an imperative span, 
and #na9e+9ai+lbp 19e+sioneI John performed or did, which con
sists of the verb span #na9e+9ai+alg.e I performed. di d and the 
actor span l9e+sionel John or by John, which, together consti
tute a macrospan or structure of predication. As stated above, 
imperative spans may occur with the Class VI Group c form ke 
imperative, potential, desiderative. but not with any other 
class VI Group c form as such forms occur only in regular ve^b 
spans. Imperative spans with ke may follow /#/ juncture or
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/ I /  juncture, as in #kemou+fai+leleiItamaiki# children, be 
well behaved or do good (ke imperative Class VI Group 0, mou 
you, plural Class III, fai do Class I-A-l, and lelei well. 
good. Class I Group a Sub-group 1, tamaiki children Class II 
Group K) and in #na9ane+fiemli9ulkenau+oo# he wanted them to 
go (nava past tense Class VI Group C, ne he. she Class III, 
fiema’u want Class I, ke imperative, desiderative Class VI 
Group C, nau they, plural Glass III, oo go Class I-A-3). 
Verb-actor spans may be imperative, as #tau+tokagiaI let's 
pay heed (tau we. plural, inclusive. Class III and tokaga to 
pay heed Class I-A-l, #keke+’alul thou shalt go (ke imperative 
Class VI Group C, ke thou Class III, ’alu Class I-A-l).

13.2.1. Predicative spans are of two types: Type A and
Type B. Type A Predicative spans are marked by the use of ko 
substantive predicative particle (Class VI Group B Sub-group 
2) and a substantive, either a noun of Class II, including 
such so-called pronominal forms as the postposed pronouns 
(Class II Group P) and the emphatic pronouns (Class II Group 
g), or a Class I form used as a noun. Note the examples: 
#ko+pital is Peter (ko substantive predicative Class VI Group 
B Sub-group 2; pita Peter Class II Group £), fkoe+tamasi’iI 
is a boy (ko predicative: e definite article minor morpheme 
21, tamasi’i boy Class II Group K), #ko+kinautoluI are they. 
it is they (ko predicative: kinautolu thpy nr> m .ass II
Group P) ,  and #ko+ha9aul is yours, it is yours (ko predicative. 
havau yours, singular Class II Group G Sub-group 1). When 
the predicative particle ko is followed by the minor morpheme
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s definite article (21)*-modifiers of the noun nucleus may 
occur in the span, as in #koe+ki’i+faleI is or it is a small 
house (ko predicative. e definite article Minor Morpheme 21, 
ki9i small, tiny Class V Group A Sub-group 1, fale house 
Class II).

13.2.2. Type B predicative spans consist of exclamations
or ejaculations appearing in the environment #_____# and in
addition a number of other response-type utterances occurring 
within the bounds of initial and final juncture. Exclamations 
occurring in the environment #_____# include Class I Group P 
forms, as #seuke# exclamation of surprise, ftaamani# fixclaipq- 
tion of mild surprise coupled with mild regret, and #9oiavee# 
woe is me. how unfortunate. A number of other forms, some 
exclamatory and others consisting of responses, also occur
in Type B predication spans in the environment #_____#. .Note
the following: #9oiauee# exclamation rnf surprise, pain, regret
or amazement (Class I Group I), fhei’ilo# who knows (Class I 
Group N), #maaloo# thanks (Class I Group I), #’ikai# no (Class 
I, Group A, Sub-group 2), #he9ikai# absolutely not, no. 
emphatic (Class I, Group A, Sub-group 2), #vio# yes, indeed. 
all right, indicating assent (Class I, Group A, Sub-group 2), 
#ko’eni# here it is. this is it (Class V, Group B), #ko9ena# 
there it is. that is it (Class V, Group B), #koee# there it 
is over there, that is it over there (Class V, Group B), and 
#koia# that is it. that is right (Class V, Group B). A number 
of greetings come in this group of Type B Predicative micro
spans. These all consist of compound forms formed from maaloo
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*

thanks (Class I Group I) listed above plus or minus (21) e 
definite article plus a verb indicating whatever action the 
person greeted is doing, as #maalooe#daue# thanks for working 
(maaloo thanks + e definite article +^aaue to work)* 
#maaloolelei# hello. thanks for being well (maaloo thanks 
+ lelei to be well or good), fmaalooelelei# hello, thanks 
for being well (maaloo thanks + e definite article + lelei 
to be well, to be good), and #maalooeheka# thanks for riding. 
hello (maaloo thanks + e definite article + heka to ride).
If primary or secondary stress falls on the penultimate syllable 
of maaloo, then the greeting becomes a macrospan consisting of 
a verb span plus a subject span, as in #maalooIe+g&aue# hello. 
thanks for working.

13.3.0. Actor microspans may occur following a verb span 
or a predicative span provided the latter has as a nucleus a 
verb or Class I form denoting action, as #na9e+ftil9e+sionel 
John did (na9e past tense Class VI Group C, fai to do Class I 
Group C Sub-group 2, 9e actor marker Class VI Group B Sub
group 2, sione John Class II Group E) and the transformation 
#koe+fdiI9e+sioneI was the doing by John (ko predicative Class 
vI Group A Sub-group 2, e definite article Minor Morpheme 21, 
fai to do Class I Group C Sub-group 2, 9e actor marker Class 
VI Group B Sub-group 2, si'one John Class II Group E). In the 
first example, l9e+sionel, the actor span, follows the verb 
span #na9e+fdil whereas l9e+sionel, the actor span, follows 
the predicative span #koe+fail in the latter example. Other 
examples of actor spans are as follows: #na9e+tau9il9e+ha9amoal
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Samoa attacked or made war on (#na9e+tau’iI attacked verb span 
includes na’e past tense VI-C + tau’i to fight, to attack 
I-A-l; I’e+ha’amoaI Samoa, actor span includes 9e actor marker 
VI-B-2 +ha9amoa Samoa II-D-1), #na9e+tduI’ae+vakaI the or a 
ship anchored or arrived (#na’e+tSul arrived, verb span, 
includes na’e past tense VI-C + tau to arrive, stop I-A-3;
I ’ae+vaka I the or a ship actor span includes ^a sub.i ect-actor 
marker + e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + vaka ship. 
boat II-B-2), tna’a+nSulsai’ial they liked (tna’a+nSul actor 
span includes na’a past tense VI-C + nau they, plural III; 
Isai’ial verb span includes sai’ia to like I-A-3),
#tete+peheeI9e+kitaI one would say. I would say (#tete+pehee! 
verb-actor span includes te future VI-C + te one. I. first 
person, singular, inclusive III + pehee' to say, state I-A-3;‘ 
I’e+kital one. I emphatic actor span includes 9e actor marker 
VI-G + kita one. I. first person, singular, inclusive II-B). 
Ina9e+fetaulakilha+fokisiI a fox met (the verb span Ina’e+ 
fetaulakil met includes na’e past tense Vl-C and fetaulaki 
to meet together I-A-3 and the actor span lha+fokisil includes 
ha indefinite article Minor Morpheme 22 and fokisi fox II-B-3), 
ftna’e+kakaul9a+sioneI John swam (the verb span #na7e+kak&ul 
swam includes na9e past tense marker VI-G and kakau to swim
I-A-3 and the actor span l9a+sionei John includes the intransi
tive actor-subject marker 9a VI-B-2 and sione John II-E), and 
#na9a+n!iul they, past tense (na’a past tense marker vl-C and 
nau they III). Thus, actor spans may consist of the actor 
markers 7e or ’a plus or minus modifiers plus a noun form,
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either a Class I form used as a noun or a Class II form. 
Sometimes, though not frequently, an actor span may consist 
of a tense, marker pius a Class III form, as in the last example 
above. Both actor markers 9e (transitive) and 9 a (intransi
tive) are Class VI Group C forms. Actor microspans lack an 
actor marker when the first morpheme of the span is the in
definite article (Minor Morpheme 22) ha or when the first form 
is one of the so-called possessive adjectives (Class V Group A 
Sub-groups 3-A and 3-B), as in #9e+9dlul9eku+fa9eel my mother 
will go (consisting of the verb span #9e+9Slul will go which 
includes 9e future tense VI-C + 9alu to go I-A-3 and the actor 
span l9eku+fa9eel my mother, which includes 9eku mjr V-A-3 and 
fa9ee mother II-B-1A). Class II Group G forms may occur in 
an actor span vfithout an actor marker, as in #9e+9Slu!ha9aul 
yours will go (9e future tense VI-C + 9alu to go I-A-l + ha9au 
yours II-G-1.

13.4.0. Subject microspans differ from actor microspans 
in that the former begin with 162 9a non-transitive sub.iect 
marker and the latter with 161 9e transitive worker. Subject 
microspans co-occur with such verbs, as iai to exist, taha to 
be one or united, and 9a^ataha to be once or one time or they 
follow a predicative microspan as #koe+faiako+leleiI is a good 
school teacher in the utterance #koe+faiako+leleiIia# he (she) 
is a good school teacher (ko predicative particle VI-B-2 + e 
definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + faiako teacher II-B-4 + 
lelei to be good I-B-l + ia he. she II-E). The predicative 
microspan is #koe+faiako+leleiI and the subject span is lia#.
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Examples of subject spans are as follows: #9oku+9i~ 

lojal9ae+tamasi9i+potoI is known or is characterized the 
wise boy (9oku present tense VI-C + 9ilojja to be lmown or 
marked by I-A-3 + 9a sub.iect marker VI-B-2 + e definite 
article Minor Morpheme 21 + tamasi9i boy I-A-3 + poto to 
be wise I-B-l), #nave+i£ilha+ta9ahine1 there was a girl 
(na9e past tense VI-C + iai to be. to exist I-A-3 + ha 
indefinite article Minor Morpheme 22 + ta9ahine girl
II-B-4), and #voku+monu9iaI’akinautoluI they are blessed 
(9oku present tense VI-C + monu’ia to be blessed or for
tunate I-B-l + 9a sub.iect marker VI-B-2 + kinautolu they. 
them II-E).

Examples of subject spans following predicative spams 
are as follows: #koe+tamasi9i+potoI9a+sione# John is a
smart boy (ko predicative particle VI-B-2 + e definite 
article Minor Morpheme 21 + tamasivi boy I-A-3 + poto to 
be wise or smart I-B-l + 9a sub.iect marker VI-B-2 + sione 
John II-E), #koe+faiako laiu# I am a teacher (ko predicative 
particle VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + 
faiako teacher II-B-4- + au I II-E), and #koe+feflne+ag- 
aleleil 9eku+fa9ee# my mother is a good woman (ko predica
tive particle VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 
+ fefine woman I-C-3 + agalelei to be good or well-behaved. 
to be kind I-U-l + 9eku my V-A-3A + fa9ee mother II-B-4-).

13.5.O. Goal microspans follow verb spans which 
have a transitive verb as nucleus and potentially, at 
least, may co-occur in the same utterance with an actor
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span beginning with 9e actor marker VI-B-2. as in #na9e
+:faiI9ae+tohiI 9e+Paula# Paul wrote the letter, which
includes the verb span #na9e+faiI wrote, the goal span 

*I 9ae+tohi I the letter.' and the actor span I 9e+paula# Paul 
or bv Paul (na9e cast tense VI-C + fai to do I-C-2 + 9a 
goal marker VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme 
21 + tohi book, letter, to write I-C-2 + 9e transitive 
actor marker VT-B-2 + paula Paul II-E). Goal spans may
or may not begin with the goal marker 9a VI-B-2. The goal 
marker does not co-occur with ha indefinite article Minor 
Morpheme 22 nor with any of the forms of Class V Group A 
Sub-groups 3-A and 3-B. The nucleus of every goal span 
is always a Class I or Class II form. Class V or Class I 
forms or adjective modifiers may occur in any of the ad
jective slots of such spans either preceding the nucleus 
or following it, as in I9ae+ki?ftfaleI a or the small house 
(’a goal marker VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Mor
pheme 21 + kivi small. tiny V-A-l + fale house II-B-2) 
and I9ae+tamasi°i+lahiI the eldest boy (9a goal marker 
VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + tamasivi 
boy I-A-3 + lahi large, old, to be large or old I-B-l). 
Class II Group G forms may be used in goal spans by them
selves, as in #ve+9avelha9au# will take yours (verb span 
#9e+9aveI will take. 9e future tense VI-C + 9ave to take
I-A-l, and goal span lha9au# yours. ha9au yours II-G-1).
A single Class I or Class II word may appear as the sole 
form in a goal span, as in #na9a+mau+taaIfakataataaI we 
drew pictures. we painted (verb-actor span, na9a past

0
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tense VI-C + mau we. plural. exclusive III + taa to strike, 
to stroke, to paint or draw I-C-2 and goal span fakataataa 
to draw, picture, painting I-C-2). The goal span may pro
ceed the actor span or follow it in many utterances, the 
difference being one of emphasis, as #°oku+,iloI’ae+me- 
’Snil’ehe+kakail kotoapee# .all people know this thing 
(’oku present tense VI-C + 9ilo to know I-A-3 + ’a goal 
marker VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 
-une’a thing I-C-2 + ni this Minor Morpheme 4-1 + 7e actor 
marker VT-B-2 + he definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + 
kakai people II-B-1A + kotoa all V-B + pee only, .just. 
exactly IV-C) and f’oku+’iloI’ehe+kak&iIkotoapeeI?ae+me- 
’ani# all people know this thing, which contains the same 
morphemes and microspans as the previous sentence, but 
in a different order. The former example has the follow
ing microspans in the following order: verb span + goal 
span + actor span + modifier span (adjective), and the 
latter example has the same microspans in the following 
order: verb span + actor span + modifier span (adjective)
+ goal span. A large number of Tongan utterances contain
ing both an actor span and a goal span show a similar al
ternation in the order in which the actor span and goal 
span occur.

13.6.0. A number of Tongan utterances consist en
tirely of a single actor-verb-goal microspan, as f’oku-i- 
ne+kaiufi# he eats or is eating yam (9oku present tense 
VI-C + ne he« she III + kai to eat I-A-3 + ufi yam II-C).
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In other utterances, an actor—verb-goal span occurs at 
the beginning of the utterance and precedes /I/ junc
ture, as in #na9a+mau+fSi+kavaI9anep6o# We had a kava 
ceremony last night (na9e past tense + mau we, plural. - 
exclusive + fai to do. to hold I-C-2 + kava pepper root 
plant, a Tongan drink made from pepper root plant II-C + 
’anepoo last night II-I).

13.7«1» Modifier microspans are of two types: ad
verbial and adjectival. Adverbial modifier spans consist 
entirely of Class IV Group B or Class IV Group C forms
in the environment I i, I______# or # I, as in
the following examples: #na9alkuo+ke+hela# perhaps you 
may be tired (adverbial modifier span #na9al perhaps + 
kuo perfect or inceptive aspect VI-C + ke thou, you, 
singular III + hela to be tired I-B-2), #na9a+ne+9§luI 
9anenai# he (she) went a littJe while ago (verb-actor 
span na9a past tense VI-C + ne he. she III + 9alu to go
I-A-3 + adverbial modifier span l9anepoo# last night
IV-B), and #teke+9alulfakakuulki+kolo# when will you go

>

to town (verb-actor span te future tense VI-C + ke thou. 
you, singular III + 9alu to go I-A-3 + adverbial modifier 
span Ifakakuul when, future IV-B + adverbial modifier 
span Iki+kolo# to town ki to VI-B-2 + kolo town, village. 
city II-B-2). As noted in the latter example, adverbial 
modifier spans may include spans formed from Class VT 
Group B Sub-group 2 forms followed by a noun from Class I 
or Class II. Note the examples: Trna9e+ha9ulialmei+kolo# 
he (she) came from town (verb span na’e past tense VI-C
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+ ha9u to come I-A-l + actor span lial he. she II-E + 
adverbial modifier span mei from VI-B-2 + kolo town, city. 
village II-B-2) and #7avelialma9a+sione# take it to John 
(imperative verb span #’aveI take I-A-l + goal span lial 
it II-F + adverbial modifier span, dative, Ima’a+sione# 
to or for John ma9a to or for VI=B-2 + sione John II-E).

13.7«2. Adjective modifier microspans consist of
Class V Group B forms in the environments I I or I #
of of Class VI Group B Sub-group 2 forms followed by a 
noun form from Class I and Class II, as in the following 
examples: #koe+fonuaIkotoapeeI is every country or land
(predicative span ko predicative particle VI-B-2 + e def
inite article Minor Morpheme 21 + fonua land. - country 
II-B-1A + adjectival modifier span kotoa all V-B + pee 
.just, exactly, only IV-C), #neu+sioIkiha+motuIfaka’ofo- 
’ofa# I saw a beautiful island (verb-actor span ne past 
tense VI-C + u I. first person, exclusive, singular III 
+ sio to see, to look at I-A-l + adverbial modifier span 
ki to VI-B-2 ha indefinite article Minor Morpheme 22 + 
motu island II-B-2 + adjective modifier span Ifaka’ofo- 
’ofa# beautiful I-B-l). Adjective modifier spans may fol
low predicative spans (#koe+falelfaka’ofo’ofa# it is a 
beautiful house; predicative span #koe+fale I is a house 
+ adjective modifier span lfaka?ofo9ofa# beautiful), actor 
spans : (#na’e+failiaI’ehe+kakaiIkotoapee# all the people

Adid_it: verb span #na9e+fail did + goal span lial it + 
actor span I’ehe+kakaiI the people, by the people + ad-
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jective modifier span Ikotoapee# all), goal, spans:(#tete+ 
’avel’ae+tohilko^eni# you shall take this book: verb-actor 
span #teke+?sivel you shall take + goal span I9ae+t6hil 
the book + adjective modifier span Iko+eni# this). and 
modifier spans (#9avelialkihe+tamasi7ilko9ena# take it to

Athat boy imperative verb span #aveI take + goal span IiaI
Ait + adverbial modifier span Ikihe+tamasi’iI to the boy 

+ adjective modifier span Iko’ena# that and #koe+laal 
9§ni.'. I’oe+vakaIvo+sione# this is the sail of John*s boat: 
predicative span #koe+laal is the sail + subject span 
I’enil this + adjective span I’oe+vakal of the boat + 
adjective span I’o+sione# of John).

13.8.0. Prepositional microspans consist of a pre
position between major juncture. The prepositional mic
rospan is always followed by a prepositional object span, 
both of which together constitute a prepositional macro
span modifying a head span. For example, in #hilil 
vemau+maaloolooIna’amau+oo# after we had rested, we went 
or left the prepositional span is fhilil after, and the 
prepositional object span, Ivemau+maaloolool our resting. 
The two microspans together constitute a prepositional 
macrospan modifying the verb-actor span lnavamau+oo# we 
(•plural, exclusive) went or left. The only prepositional 
macrospans that have been found in this study are adverb
ial, modifying a verb span or verb-actor span. The object 
spans in prepositional macrospans often are marked by one

A

of 9 a goal or objective marker, as in #tene+tuvusiIiaI9SkiI 
’ae+kili# he will cut it off with a saw (verb-actor span
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te future tense VI-C + ne he. she III + tu9usi to cut off
I-A-l + goal span lial it II-3? + prepositional span l9£kil 
with.by means of VI-A + prepositional object microspan 9 a 
goal-ob.iective marker vI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Mor
pheme 21 + kili saw. II-B-1A).

13.9.0, Conjunctive microspans join clauses each of 
which contains either a verb span, a verb-actor span, a 
verb-actor-goal span, or a predicative span. The conjunc
tive span always precedes one of these types of spans.
A conjunctive span may be preceded by /#/ juncture, note 
the following examples: following /#/ juncture and pre
ceding a predicative span #kSalkoe+9ahoniI but is today 
(kaa but + ko predicative particle VI-B-2 + e definite 
article Minor Morpheme 21 + 9aho day II-B-1B + ni this • 
Minor Morpheme 4-1), following /#/ juncture and preceding 
a verb span #k§alna9e+lelei.l but was good (kaa but + nave 
past tense Vl-C + lelei to be good I-B-l), and between
two clauses in the environment I I, as in #vave+mail
na9aike+toomui# hurry u p  lest you be late (vave to be 
rapid, fast I-B-l + mai here IV-C + na9a lest VI-A + ke 
you, thou III + toomui to be late I-B-l). In this latter 
example, the conjunctive span and succeeding actor-verb 
span constitute a conjunctive macrospan modifying the 
preceding verb microspan as an adverbial modifier. The 
verb span is head to the modifying conjunctive macrospan.

14-. 0. The various types of macro spans in Tongan 
utterances will now be discussed. There are several types 
of macrospans.
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14-. 1.0. Actor macrospans may consist of coordinate 
actor microspans. Note the following examples: #9e+f£il 
9e+pitalmo+sioneI John and Peter will do (verb span 9e 
future tense vl-C + fai to do I-C-2 + main actor span 
9e actor marker VI-B-2 and pita Peter II-E + coordinate 
actor span mo and vI-±s-2 and sione John II-E) =|?e+9alul 
ia!pea+mo+sionel he and John will go (verb span 9e fut
ure tense VI-C + 9alu to go I-A-l ; main actor span ia 
he II-F; coordinate actor span pea and vl-A + mo and 
VI-B-2 + sione John II-E), and #9e+nofol9a+sionelkae9u- 
ma9aalmo+pital John and also Peter will stay (verb span 
9e future tense VI-C + nofo to stay, live, dwell I-A-l; 
main actor span 9a actor-sub.iect marker VI-B-2 + sione 
John II-E; conjunctive span kae9uma9aa likewise, also 
VI-A; coordinate actor span mo and VI-B-2 + pita Peter
II-E).

14-. 2.0. Subject macrospans may consist of two co
ordinate subject microspans or of a subject microspan 
modified by an adjective span, as in the examples #9oku 
+9ikdiIke+iaiIha9aku+hoosiIpe+pasikaLa# 1 have no horse 
or bicycle (verb span 9oku present tense vl-C + 9ikai 
negative, to not be I-A-2; infinitive•verb span ke in
finitive aspect Vl-C + iai to exist, to be I-A-3; sub
ject span ha9aku a my. indefinite V-A-3A + hoosi horse
II-B-3; subject span pe or vI-B-l + pasikala bicycle
II-B-1A, the latter two subject spans being coordinate 
and constituting a subject macrospan) and in #9oku+iaiI 
9ae+hoosiI9a+sione# John has a horse or there is a horse
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of John (verb span 9oku present tense vl-C + iai to be. 
to exist I-A-3; subject span 9a sub.iect marker vI-B-2 + 
e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + hoosi horse II-B-3; 
adjective span 9a of VI-B-2 + sione John II-E, the latter 
two spans, a subject span and adjective span, constituting 
a subject macrospan with the subject span as head and the 
adjective span as tail).

14-.3.0. Predication macrospans consist of a verb 
span or predicative span followed by an actor span or 
subject span, the two spans constituting a structure of 
predication. Examples are #na9e+f£iI9e+sioneI John did 
(verb span na9e past tense vl-C + fai to do I-C-2; actor 
span 9e actor marker vI-B-2 + sione John II-E), #na9e+ 
taiji 19ae+tamasi9£ I the boy cried or wept (verb span na9e 
past tense vl-C + tarji to weep, to cry I-C-I; actor span 
9a actor-subject marker vI-B-2 + e definite article Minor 
Morpheme 21 + tamasi’i boy I-C-3), #na9e+iSilha+teesiI 
there was a desk (verb span na9e past tense VI-C + iai to 
be. to exist I-A-3; subject span ha indefinite article, a. 
an Minor Morpheme 22 + teesi desk II-B-1A), #koe+tS9ol9e+ 
sione# it was baked by John, is the baking by John (pre
dicative span ko predicative particle + e definite article 
Minor Morpheme 21 + ta9o to bake I-A-lj actor span 9e 
actor marker VI-B-2 + sione John II-E), #koe+t£ijA19ae+ 
tamasi’il is the crying of the boy (predicative span ko 
predicative particle VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme 
21 + tagi to cry, crying, weeping I-C-l; actor span 9a sub.iect- 
actor marker VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 +
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tamasi9i boy I-C-3), #ko+hono+f£i!9e+sionel is the doing 
bv John (predicative span ko predicative particle VI-B-2 
+ hono its V-A-3B + fai to do I-C-2? actor span 9e actor 
marker VI-B-2 + sione John II-E), and #ko+9ene+9£lul9a+ 
sioneI is the going by John or of John (predicative span 
ko predicative particle VI-B-2 + 9ene his, its, her V-A-3A 
+ ’’alu to go I-A-3; actor span °a sub.iect-actor marker 
VI-B-2 + sione John II-E).

14.4.0. Complementation macrospans consisting of 
structures of complementation consist of verb spans plus 
goal spans, verb-actor spans plus goal spans, or predica
tive spans plus goal spans, as in the following examples: 
fna’e+tS’oI9ae+maaI the bread was baked, baked bread (verb 
span na9e past tense \/I-C + ta9o to bake I-A-l; goal span 
9 a goal marker VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme 
21 + maa bread II-C), #na‘?a+ne+ta9o lha+maal he (she) baked 
some bread (verb-actor span na9a past tense VI-C + ne he. 
she III + ta9o to bake I-A-l; goal span ha some, indefinite 
article Minor Morpheme 22 + maa bread II-C), #koe+t£9ol9ae+ 
maaI is the baking bread (predicative span ko predicative 
particle Vl-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + 
tavo to bake I-A-l; goal span 9a goal marker VI-Bt2 + e 
definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + maa bread II-C), #ko+ 
9ene+ta9olha+maal is his baking some bread (predicative span 
ko predicative particle VI-B-2 + 9ene his. her V-At3a +•■•. • 
ta9o to bake I-A-l; goal span ha.some, indefinite article 
Minor Morpheme 22 + maa bread II-C), l9o+fSiIha+^aaueI and
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do some work (verb span 9o.and VI-B-1 + fai to do I-C-2; 
goal span ha some, indefinite article•Minor Morpheme 22 .
+ gaaue work. to work I-A-l). and #peau+fHiI ha gaaueI 
and I did some work (verb span pea and VI-A + u I III 
+ fai to do I-C-2; goal span ha some, indefinite article 
Minor Minor Morpheme 22 + ipaue work, to work I-A-l).

14-. 5.0. Verb macrospans enter into various combine 
ations with other verb microspans or with verb-actor 
spans. Such spans may begin with tense or aspect, markers 
of Class VT Group C or with Class VI Group B Sub-group 1 

' forms or with pea and of Class VI Group A. Class I Group 
A Sub-group 4- forms may form, the nucleus of a main verb 
span which is followed by a second verb or verb-actor. 
span which either complements the first verb span'by in
dicating a complementary action or, in the case of verb 
spans, is coordinate with the first verb span, indicating 
a coordinate action,, for example, in the utterance 
#na’e+9ikHilke+ta9ol didnH’ bake the second verb span is 
complementary to the first, which .expresses negative mean- . 
ing (nave oast tense VI-C + 7ikai to not be. not. no).
The complementary verb span lke+ta9ol to bake (ke infinitive 
aspect VI-C + ta9c to bake I-A-l) states the.action referred 
to as not occurring.: ’.In the utterance.#tene+?alu19o+gaohiI 
ha+me9akai# she will go and prepare some food, the main , 
Verb span #t.ene+9alul she will go - (te future tense VI-C + '
he she. he III + ’'alu to go I-A-l) indicates the initial 
action and the coordinate verb span I’e+gaohil and prepare 
or make (9o and VI-B-2 + .tjaohi to make, to prepare I-A-l)
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indicates the succeeding or ensuing coordinate action which 
follows the.first. Additional examples.of verb.macrospans 
are as follows: #9oualteke+’avelia# don't take it. which 
includes the main verb span #*oual don't I-A-l followed 
by—the complementary verb span lteke+9avel you take (te 
infinitive aspect VI-C + ke thou, you, singular III +
9ave to take) and a goal span lia# it II-P; f^oku+te^eki+aaI 
tene+’ilo# he (she) doesn't know yet, which includes the. 
main verb span £?oku+te9eki+£ti I doesn't yet (9oIm present 
tense VI-rC + te’eki to not vet be or do I-A-4- + ai there. 
at the point or place IV-C) and the. complementary verb- 
actor span Itene+’ilo# he (she) know (.te infinitive aspect 
VI-C + ne he-, she-’ III + -9ilo to know I-A-3) ; #feigalke+ha?u#

atry to come, which includes the main verb span #fei$al try 
or attempt (imperative). I-A-l and the complementary Verb 
span lke+ha9u# (ke infinitive aspect VI-C + ha9u to come
I-A-l); ff’oku+totonuIk-etau+oo# we ought to go. which in
cludes the main verb span #voku+tot6nuI is right (9oku 
present tense .VT-C + totonu to be right or correct I-B-l) 
and the complementary verb-actor span Iketau+oo# that we 
go. we go' (ke- infinitive- aspect, purposive VI-C tau we. 
plural, inclusive III + oo to go. non-singular I-A-3); 
#9oku+leleiIke+failia# it is good that'it be done, it 
ought to be done, which includes the. main verb span 
#9oku+leleiI is good (9oku present tense VI-C + lelei to 
be good I-B-l) plus the complementary verb span Ike+fail 
to do (ke infinitive or purposive aspect VT-C + fai to do
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I-C-2) and the goal span !ia# it II-F; #na9e+failha+hivalpea 
+tutuku# a song was sung and the meeting dismissed, which in
cludes the main verb span fna’e+faiI did or sang (na9e past 
tense VI-G + fai to do.to perform I-C-2), the goal span Iha 
+hival a song (ha indefinite article Minor Morpheme 22 + 
hiva to sing) and the coordinate verb span Ipea+tutuku# and 
dismissed (pea and VI-A + tutuku to dismiss* to let out) 
#9oku+laul£hi imo+looloa19ae+hal£# 'the road is wide and long, 
which includes the main verb span f’oku+laul&hiI is wide 
(9oku present tense VI-C + lauiahi to be wide I-B-l) plus the 
coordinate verb span Imo+looloaI and long (mo and VI-B-2 + 
looloa to be long (length) I-B-l) and the subject span !9ae 
+halli# the road (9a subject-actor marker VI-B-2 + hala road
II-B-2).

■ 14-. 6.0. Verb-actor spans may form macrospans with other
verb-actor spans or with verb spans. In such macrospans, the 
second microspan may be complementary to the first span or 
may be coordinate with the first. Note the following illus
trative examples: #tene+9Slulm6+mamatalkihe+fale# he (she)
will go and see the house, which includes the verb-actor 
span #tene+9silul he (she) will go (te future tense VI-C +
ne he. she III + 9alu to go I-A-l) plus the coordinate verb
span Imo+mamataI and see, look (mo and VI-B-2 + mamata to
see, look I-C-3) and the adverbial span Ikihe+fale# to the
house (ki to VI-B-2 + he definite article + fale house II) 
which modifies the preceding coordinate verb span; #tenau 
+9§luI9o+vakaiI9enau+fa9eeI9i+mu9a# they will go and see 
how their mother is in Mu*a. which includes the verb-actor •
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ftenau+’Slu! they will go (te future tense VT-C +. nau 
they. plural III + ’alu to goI-A-l) plus the coordinate 
verb span I9o+vakaiI and see, and visit (9o and VI-B-2 + 
vakai to see, to look at. to visit I-A-l) and the goal 
span I’en&u+fa’ee# their mother (’enau their, plural
V-A-3A + fa’ee mother II-B-1A); #kuo+ne+inulpea+fiu# he 
has drunk and is satisfied, which includes the verb-actor

Aspan #kuo+ne+inul he has drunk (kuo perfect or inceptive 
aspect VI-C + ne he. she III + inu to drink I-A-l) and the 
coordinate verb span Ipea+fiu# and is satisfied (pea and
VI-A + fiu to be satisfied, to be satiated I-A-3); #na9a+ 
mau+hekaIpea+mau+tuku+folau+leva# we got aboard and sailed 
immediately, which includes the verb-actor span'Tfna’a+ 
mau+hekal we rode or got aboard (na?a past tense. VI-C + 
mau we. plural exclusive III + heka to ride, to get aboard 
or on for riding I-A-l) plus the verb-actor span lpea+mau+ . 
tuku+folau+leva# and we set sail at once (pea and VI-A + 
mau we. plural. exclusive III + tuku to leave, to start off 
I-A-3 + folau to sail I-A-l + leva immediately IV-C); 
#nava+nau+kataImo+nau+kamata+tuee# they laughed and they 
began to shout out approvingly, which includes the main 
verb-actor span #na9a+nau+kataI they laughed (na9a past 
tense VI-C + nau they. plural III + kata to laugh I-A-3) 
plus the coordinate verb-actor span Imo+nau+kamata+tuee# 
and they began to shout approvingly (mo and VI-B-2 + nau 
they, plural III + kamata to begin, to start I-A-l + tuee 
to shout out approvingly or vociferously I-A-l).
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14-. 7.0. A number of special combinations of verb 

spans, verb-actor spans and actor spans also occur in 
Tongan. Verb-actor spans may be followed by intensive 
actor spans which intensify the meaning of actor, as in 
#tete+peheeI9e+kitaI’oku+sai+pee# one would say oneself 
that it was all right (verb-actor span #tete+pehel one 
would say which includes the morphemes te future tense 
VT-C, te one. I. singular, inclusive III, and pehee to 
say; state I-A-3 followed by the emphatic actor span 
l?e+kital one. I. singular, inclusive which includes the 
morphemes-9e actor marker VT-B-2 and kita one. I. singular. 
inclusive II-F and the goal span 17oku+sai+pee#- is all . 
right. which includes the morphemes 9oku present tense 
VT-C + sai to be all right. good, satisfactory I-B-l + 
pee .just., exactly, only IV-C..

14-.8.0. Goal macrosparis include a main goal micro
span and a coordinate goal'span, as In #na9e+maiimau9i I 
9ae+faleImoe+peito# ~the house and cook-house were destroyed 
(verb span na’e past tense marker VI-C + maumau’i to de
stroy; to ruin I-A-3; main goal span 9a goal marker VI-B-2 
+ e definite article Mirier Morpheme 21 + fale house II-B-2; 
coordinate goal scan.mo and VI-B-2 + e definite article 
Minor Morpheme 21 + peito cook-house II-B-2) and #na9e+ 
gaohtt9ae+9ufiIpea+moe+talo# yam and taro were cooked 
(verb span na9e past tense VI-C + gaohi to cook, to pre
pare or make I-A-lj main goal span 9a goal marker VI-B-2 
.+ e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + 9ufi yam II-C;
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coordinate goal span pea and VI-A + mo and VI-B-2 + e 
definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + talo taro II-C).

14-.9.0. Macrospans of modification or modification 
macrospans constitute structures of modification and are 
of. two types: adjective macrospans and adverb macrospans.
The former will be considered first.

14-.9.1. Predicative microspans co-occur with adjec
tive microspans and the two together constitute a struc
ture of modification or a modification macrospan, as in 
#koe+tohi+laukogalhono+ua# is the second reader (predica
tive microspan ko predicative particle VI-B-2 + e definite 
article Minor Morpheme 21 + tohi to write, book II-C + 
laukoga to read a passage or portion: adjective microspan 
hono its V-A-3B + ua two I-E); fkoe+tamasi’ilialmei+toga#. 
he is a boy from Tonga or Tongatapu (predicative microspan
ko predicative particle VI-C + e definite article Minor

*Morpheme 21 + tamasi’i boy II-K; subject span lial he II-E: 
adjective span modifying predicative span mei from VI-B-2 
+ toga Tonga or Tongatapu il-D-1); #koe+salioteI9a+sione# 
it is the cart of John, it's John*s cart (predicative span 
ko predicative particle VT-B-2 + e definite article Minor 1 
Morpheme 21 + saliote cart II-B-1A; adjective span ’a of 
VT-B-2 + sione John II-E),

14-.9.2. Adjective microspans may co-occur with actor 
spans, subject spans, goal spans or with any modification 
microspan such as an adjective microspan or adverb micro
span, and when they do, the adjective microspan and its
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head span constitute a macrospan of modification or a . 
structure of modification. Note the following examples.: 
#na?e+tau+maiI9ae+vstkal?e+ua# two boats came (verb span 
na^e oast tense VI-C + tau to arrive, to anchor I-A-3 + 
mai here, to or toward the first person:actor span 9 a . 
actor-subject marker VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor 
Morpheme 21 + vaka boat II-B-2;- adjective span ve num
eral adjective particle VI-B-2 + ua two I-E); #neu+mamatal 
kiha+gahi+’apiIfakavofo’ofa# I saw some beautiful homes 
(verb-actor span ne past tense VT-C .+ u I. first person. 
singular, exclusive III + mamata to see, to look I^A-l; 
adverb microspan ki to VI-C + ha indefinite article Minor 
Morpheme 22 + gahi + ’api home II-B-2: adjective span 
adjective span modifying the noun nucleus of the precede 
ing adverb span Ifaka’ofo’ofa# beautiful I-B-l); #na9e+ ' 
huo 19ae+mala*?e I vehe+tamaiki+ako I ’e+tdko+val'u# eight stu
dents cut the grass of the lawn (verb span na9e past tense 
VI-C + huo to cut, to hoe: goal span 9a goal marker VI-B-2 
+ e definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + mala9e lawn, open 
grassy place II-K; actor span ve actor marker VI-B-2 + he 
definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + tamaiki children II-K 
+ ako to study I-C-3; adjective span modifying noun nucleus 
of preceding actor span 9e numeral adjective particle 
VI-B-2 •+ toko person or persons, human V-A-4- + valu eight 
I-E).

14.9.3, Adverb macrospans constituting adverbial 
structures of modification include an adverbial microspan
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modifying a verb span, verb-actor span, or an adjective 
.span, as in the following examples: #na9aku+a9u+atuI' 
ki+’&piI ?ihe+taimi-+f itu# I arrived home at seven o'clock 
(verb-actor span na9a past tense VI-C + ku I, first per
son. singular, exclusive III + avu to arrive, to reach . 
I-A-3 + atu forth, to the pace of the second person or .• 
away from the speaker VI-C; adverb span modifying verb-- 
actor span ki to. unto VI-Br2 + 9api home II-B-2; adverb 
span modifying verb-actor span ’i at. in VT-B-2 + taimi.- 
time II-K.+ fitu seven I-E); #na9a+mau+nofo+aiI?o+fuoloa# 
we stayed there a long time (verb-actor span na’a past 
tense VI-C + mau we. plural.■exclusive III + nofo to stay.- 
reside. I-A-l + ai there, that plac* IV-C; adverb span • 
modifying-preceding verb-actor' span 9o and VI-B-̂ 2 + fuoloa 
to be a long time■I-Bt1);.#na7e+’uhaIfuoloa# it rained a 
long time (verb span na’e past tense Vl-rC + 9uha to rain
I-A-3); adverb span modifying the preceding verb span 
Ifuoloa# to- be a long time I-B-l); #koe+fale.lfaka’ofo?oxal 
’aupito# it is a very beautiful house (predicative span ko 
predicative particle VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor - 
Morpheme 21 + fale house II-B-2; adjective span Ifaka’ 
ofovofal to be beautiful I-B-l; adverb span modifying the 
preceding adjective span I’aupito# very, much, intensive 
IV-B). .. ,

14-.9.4-* When a macrospan consists of two microspans, 
its structure is simple; when it consists of a macrospan 
modifying a head span, the head span and its macrospan
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modifier may be termed a complex macrospan (i.e., a 
macrospan modifying a microspan head). Such complex 
macrospans will be termed Rank I complex macrospans*
The • shortened .designation for these will be Rank- I macro
spans. When a Rank I complex macrospan modifies another 

' microspan or macrospan, the Rank I complex macrospan and. 
its head microspan. will be designated as a Rank II com
plex macrospan.- Examples of these complex types are as 
follows: __ (Rank I complex macro.spans) #hiliI’emau+maai?

. looloolna9a+mau+kai# after we had rested, we ate (prepo- • 
sition microspan hili after:, prepositional object span 

' 9emau our, plural, exclusive, actor-oriented V-A-3A + 
maalooloo to rest I-A-l; verb-actor span na9a past tense 

~+ -flail we. plural. exclusive. Ill + kai to eaf I-A-l; 
the preposition span and the preposition object span 

• constitute a preposition macrospan which modifies the 
verb-actor span as an adverb macrospan; the adverb macro- 
span' and its- head span constitute a Rank I complex, macro
span of■modification or structure of modification);

A
. #9oku+?italialkoe9uhilko+hono+luma9i# he is angry because 
he was made fun of (verb span 9oku present tense VT-C.+ 
9ita to' be angry I-A-3; actor span ia he II-F; complex 
macrospan modifying the. structure or macrospan of pre
dication constituting the verb span and actor span, in
cluding the conjunctive microspan koe9uhi because VI-A 
and the predicative span ko predicative particle VI-B-2 
+ hono his, her V-A-3B + lums?i to make fun of I-A-l);
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(Rank II complex macrospans) #na9e+’ikaiItene+leaIkiate+auI 
he+na9e'+’itaIkoe’uhiIko+hdno+kata’i# he didn’t sneak to me 
because he- was angry because of having been laughed at 
(main verb span na’e past tense VI-C + ’ikai not, no. to 
not be I-A-2; complementary•verb-actor span te infinitive 
aspect VI-C + lie-he, she III. + lea to speak I-A-l; adverb 
span kiate to. unto VI-B-2 + au me II-F; adverb-verb span 
he for, as. because VI-B-1 + nave. past_Jbense VI-C + ’ita 
to be angry I-a-3;•conjunctive span koevuhi because VI-A; 
predicative span ko. predicative particle VI-B-2 + hono 
his, her V-A-3B + katavi to laugh at I-A-3; the main verb 
span, the. complementary verb-actor span, and the adverb 
span constitute a clause which is head to the macrospan 
composed of the conjunctive microspan and the predicative 
span); ftna-̂ e+taip. I he+nave+taavi I vaki i vae i-va°okau4r he cried 
because he was struck with a stick (verb span na'̂ e past 
tense VI-C + taip. to cry, weep I-A-3 is modified by the 
Rank I complex macrospan which includes the adverb-verb 
span he .for, as. because. VI-B-1 + nave past tense VI-C + 
taa'̂ i to strike, to beat or whip modified by the prepo
sitional macrospan including the preposition microspan 
Î akiI with, by means of VI-A and the prepositional ob
ject span ;a sub.iect goal-ob.iective marker VI-h-2 + e 
definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + va’akau stick II-B-1A).

14-.9.5. As seen in the paragraph above, a clause 
may be head to a microspan or macrospan in a structure 
of modification. A clause is here defined as a microspan
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which makes a complete predication between initial and 
final juncture, i. e., /#/ or /II/, or a macrospan or 
combination of macrospans and/or microspans occurring 
between initial and final juncture which are related by 
the relationships of modification, predication, or com
plementation or coordination and which include at least 
one verb span, verb-actor span, or a predicative span.
Any main span with its related coordinate span constitute 
a structure of coordination, as in I’ihe+falelpea+moe+ . 
peito# in the house and in the cook-house and in #tene+ 
?alul’o+mohe# he (she) will go and sleep (main span ’i 
in VI-B-2 + he the, definite article Minor Morpheme 21 
+ fale house II-B-2 and coordinate span pea and VT-A + 
mo and VI-B-2 + e definite article Minor Morpheme- 21 + 
peito II-B-2) and in #tene+9aluI’o+mohe# he will go and 
sleep (verb-actor span te future tense VI-C + he he. she 
III + ?alu to go I-A-l; coordinate verb span vo and 
VI-B-2 + mohe to sleep I-A-3). Some examples of clauses 
are as follows: #ha9u# come, desiderative I-A-l;'#h£9ul
9o+kai# come and eat (structure of coordination,, main 
verb span ha9u come I-A-l and coordinate verb span ’o 
and VI-B-2 +kai to eat I-A-l); fna’e+kail’ehe+tamasi’il 
*?ae+fovi+moli I ’e+tolu# the bov ate three oranges (verb 
span + actor span + goal span + adjective span modifying 
the preceding goal span; verb span nave past tense marker
VI-C + kai to eat I-A-l; actor span ve actor marker VI-B-2 
+ he definite article Minor Morpheme 21 + tamasi’i boy
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II-K; goal span ’a goal marker VI-B-2 + e definite article 
Minor Morpheme 21 + fo^i single Y-A-l + moli orange II-G; 
adjective span ’e numeral ad.iective particle VT-B-2 + tolu 
three I-E). In general, it may be stated that a clause con
sists of any microspan, macrospan, or combination of micro
spans and macrospans occurring between major juncture or 
between a major jTincture and juncture marking the beginning 
of a conjunctive microspan. For example, the utterance

A

#na9e+ta^iIiaIkoe’uhilna9e+tooIVihe+sivi# she cried because 
s~hi» failed in the examination contains two clauses, the first 
occurring between the utterance initial juncture /#/ and 
juncture marking the beginning of the conjunctive microspan 
lkoevuhil because and the second occurring between the 
same juncture marking the beginning.of the conjunctive 
microspan and the final juncture /#/. The utterance is 
analyzed as follows: verb span na’e past tense VI-C +

Atagi to cry, to weep I-A-3; actor span jial she II-F; 
conjunctive span koe‘?uhi because VI-A; verb span na9e 
past tense VI-C + too to fail, to fall I-A-l; adverb 
span 9i in VI-B-2 + he definite article Minor Morpheme 
21 + sivi examination, to examine or take an-examination 
I-C). Conjunctive spans are formed from Class VI Group A 
forms except for 9aki with, by means of. Clause bound
aries may also be marked by juncture preceding a micro
span beginning with Class VI Group B Sub-group 1 form or 
by ko predicative particle, a Class VT Group B Sub-group 
2 form or by juncture preceding a microspan beginning
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with a Class VI Group C form, It should be noted that when 
such Class VI Group A forms as kaevuma’aa likewise, also, 
and neogo even though, although, despite are followed by 
a microspan beginning with 9 a goal-ob.iective marker VI-B-2, 
they constitute prepositional spans and not conjunctive 
spans and’ hence do not mark a clause boundary. But when 
these forms are followed by a predicative span, a verb 
span or verb-actor span, they constitute conjunctive spans 
and mark clause boundaries. Bor example, in the utterance

A %#na9a+ne+tooI’ihe+siviIko+’ene+ta’etokaga# he failed in 
the examination because of carelessness (verb-actor span 
na9a past tense VI-C + ne he III + too to fail, to fall 
I-A-l; adverb span 9i in VI-B-2 + he definite article 
Minor Morpheme 21 + sivi to examine. examination I-C; 
predicative span marking beginning of second clause ko 
predicative particle VI-B-2 + 9ene his V-A-3A + ta’etokaip. 
to fail to pay attention, to disregard I-A-3), the boundary 
marker comes between the predicative span and the pre
ceding span.
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